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Aootdent$ du *y.t.l'e et fautos do o*loiils 
Celeatse, J'ei protite d'euz, 3. 2'evoue. 
Touts as poésie sat lii Jo do.1que 
i.'invtsible (invisible à you.). 
J'*I dit NInutils de crier, haut lee aaiDa2 
Au crime degutsó en cci tuse ijahusath. 
J'ai donne' 1s contour a dos ohaz'es info&a.s 
Des ruse. do 1. sort 1* trahison .'inforae 
J'ai fait voir, on versant son enore bleu* en eux, 
Des fant.ôae. •udain dcv onus arbr.s blouse 
' Riaseif 
uirks of fate and orrors of celestial calculations, I have 
profited fron then, I confess it. Therein lies all *y poetry. 
I trace the invisible (invisible to you). I have said 
1Io good crying hold up your hands 	to the wickedness clothed 
In human disguise. I have given fors to the shapeless runes. 
Treachery tells so of death's rusee. on spilling my blue ink 
among thea, I have made phantom, visible, which suddenly 
beasme blue trees. 
it.11D1iWl 
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.01thi3 the oontezt of the usual weak interaction theory, 
three body and l.pt.onto deosys of the kaon are completely 
specified by three phexomezologteal parsue t re, aonveuiently 
and conventionally WwaeA to b 	and * hese param tera 
may be measured in a waaber of LMepeMeII WS5p and it has 50 
far been difficult to discover a oonsia tent sot of values for 
thee. persastel's. )wev.r, the ozpe?i*eAts are copliosted, so 
that It may be that the difficulties are a reflection of this 
experiaent,al coaplexity, rather than a fundamental breakdown oX 
the weak interaction theory9 
One of the ways in which those parameters may be measured 
is from the branching ratio i/X y  and the heavy liquid 
b3bble chamber technique allows this ratio to be do tereined In 
a relatively a treittorward way. The experiment Is described, 
and the corrections evaluated and chocked, in so for as It was 
possible, against the data • In order to enable some corrections 
to be calculated, a Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment was 
written, and was extensively chocked against the data* 
branching ratio ws found to be 0.6601 0.030, sig-
n.ifiaantly lower than had been hitherto found* 
iLs a natural by-product of the experiment, and as a sub-
sidiary cheek upon the aethod, the branching ratio 
KI - ii ' 	 ,i )/(K - all charged modes) was found to be 
O.19 Z o.oio this branching ratio waY be found reliably by 
several other tep)u4quea, and the value found from this expert-
meat is in good agreement with that found previously. 
During the course of the analysis of the experiment, a small 




radiative decay K - c' v y were observed. These were 
further Investigated, and the decay e;tablished. The drnamioal 
properties of the decay are discussedo Beamse the decay 
distributions are extreme, the amount of useful in.toz'matIon 
that can be obtained from the experiment is liii ted. The 
comparisons that are possible are in good agreement with the 
predic tione. 
The branching ratio 	 is used to derive the 
relationship between F. and 	 'he discrepancies are reduced, 
but there is still some uncertainty, due both to the lack of 
sufficiently reliable information on 	and to the rarity 
of reliable recent experiments on the alternative ways of 
measuring these parameters. 
The decay X7ii° is discussed within the context 
of the onleptonic LI a Ij Rule. 
11 	UjepeJt,&r 10 Par tiolea 
The concept of an "elementary" particle is a vs17 old one. 
In the fifth century before Christ, the early Greek philosophers 
(i.apcdooles, Demooritus, Leucippu.) had proposed that matter was 
not infinitely divisible, but consisted of aggregations of 
identical atoms, which were the "bricks" out of which matter 
was constructed. This idea was advanced for phtloophica1 
reasons, end was not founded on experiment or observations tne 
view merely expressed the creed of a school of philosophy. The 
necessity of an atoatatlo theory of matter was not demonstrated 
until the end of the eighteenth century, through the chemical 
experiments of Proust (1797)9 Dalton (180b) and Gay-Lussac 
(1808). bubeequent experiments divided matter into "elements" 
which were indivisible by chemical means, and compounds, which 
could be considered as discrete combinations of the atoms of 
different elements • The atomic theory was beautifully sum-
marised by the eiaplt, comprehensive scheme of recurrences 
known now as the Periodic Table (Mendeleef 1868). 
The work of J.. Thomson (1897) on the "cathode rays', 
which showed that the "rays" were a stream of charged particles 
(electrons), and the observation by Becquerel (1896) of radio-
active disintegration of elements, Indicated that the atom 
itself had a a true ture • 'The explanation of the spectrum of 
electromagnetic radiation from a black body advanced by Plarick, 
and the theory of the photo-electric effect advanced by itneteth 
(190) indicated that elcotro-magnetic radiation also could be 
considered, under certain otz'cumatanoes, particulate. The 
-2- 
nuclear model of the *tom (kutherford, 1911 and Hohr e 1913) 
gave a fora to the ustructurew  of the stou t and explained the 
salient features of atomic spectra. Vith the proton identified 
as the carrier of the positive charge of the nucleus, and also Of 
a large part of the atomic asset it required only the discovery 
of the neutron (Chadwick, 1932) to complete this staple picture 
or the atone 
The change from an stoato to a nuclear picture brought 
with it a considerable simplification; tAc number of weleaentar 
particles was reduced from 92 (one for each absent of the 
Periodic Table) to four, namely, the electron, the Proton, the 
neutron and (occasionally) the gsasaray. The consequent develop-
ments of the nuclear model have, of course, destroyed the e.s.-
tial aiatpliotty, but it La still adequate to explain *ny 
features of inte1atoaie action. 
iace 1932, the number of particles qualifying for the 
description elementary" has grown rapidly. Figure 1.1 illus-
trates the major d1ooveries in the years leading to the dis-
covery of thefl 	particle in 1964  (Barnes et .1.). There are 
now about one huhdred particles (not counting the different 
charge states of the asse isotopic sultiplet as separate par-
ticles) which may be tersed el.aentaryo 
n elementary particle is uniquely determined when all the 
values of certain parase tars, the quantum nuabers, are specified. 
These quantum numbers are related to the operators illustrating 
the action of sow syase try or invariance principle, such as the 
parity operator, which is related to invariance under spatial 
reflection. Not all quantum numbers are relevant to all par-
tiolea parity, tar example, is not relevant to the neutrino, 
since this particle only participates in the weak interaction, 
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which does not respect this sämisotzye 
The quantue nusbels of interest arel 
1) The opin (.1 ) • Many particles appear to have eoae in-
trinsic angular aoaentus which needs to be taken account of when 
describing the action of that particle. This intrinsic angular 
oaentu&, the spin, is ejqpressed in the sue units as ordinary 
angular momentum s that is, in units of A (Planck's conatsnt/2ii), 
but unlike ordinary angular sosentun, may take half integer as 
well as integer values, for example s, the electron has a spin or 
2/2 10 . The spin obeys the usual commutation relations for 
angular momentum s and say have simultaneously  known eigenv,lue $ 
Of both 	and S 2.'kie particles are divided into two 
categories on the basis of their spin. Those with spin expressed 
by (2n + 1)1/2, ii - 1,2,3 ..., are the PLRMION&, and those 
which have spin rdl 	n s 1,2,3, 8OSON. The termions obey 
the generalised PsuLi rzolusion Principle, while the bosons are 
not so restricted. 
it) The Parity (p). As with spin, it was found that ocr.-
t&th particles required an intrinsic parity of -1 to explain 
certain features of their interaction, and the others were 
assigned a 'natural' parity of +1. The operation of parity 
corresponds to a reversal of spatial coordinates on the external 
properties of the wave function (for example s on the relative 
angular sosentum of two particles), and say take on elgenvaluos 
of +1 or -1. To gauge the total effect of the parity 
operator on the system, the result of this operation must then 
be multiplied by the product of the intrinsic parities of all 
the particles in the system. Very often, the spin and parity 
of the particle are described together in the form J 1', such 
as Lhc proton, which is 4 , Lhe pion, which is 0, or the 
Which 1. 1 0 
ill) The Charge its The proton and the electron carry tA 
same charge e, but with opposite signs, and the charges of 
all particles are quoted in multiples of the basic unit 
(. 1.6 x ldwl9 coulomb.). Most particles are either singly' 
charged (either posi Uve or negative) or neutrally charged 
(that is, with no net charge), b.t some, for ozample the 
Z (1236 ), may have multiply charged members. 
The Isotopic pin (I). Certain particles form groups, 
In which the quantum numbers are generally the same, except that 
the different charge states appear to have slightly different 
masses, for ezample, the three pious 	O. C) have masses 
of about lLeO, 135 and 140 MeV/o 2 respectively, and the "Multi- plicity
" of the group is defined to be 21 + 1, where I is 
the isotopic spin. (The idea to taken from a parallel with the 
energy levels of atomic spectra, which also form aultiplets of 
states with similar common enery, but with slightly different 
levels). For example, the pion tan an isotopic spin of 1 9  
while the nucleon has an isotopic spin of 1/2 (the two states 
are the pro ton and the neutron) • The members of the sul t. ipi e t 
are Identified bj the third component of the isotopic spin, 1 3 . 
which is related to the-Oh.rge of the member. The 'splitting' 
of the members of the same isotopic multiplet is a reflection 
of the action of the electromagnetic field. The proton has 
13 • + and the neutron has 	13 a - 	. o.etimes the Isotopic 
spin is referred to as isoapin or just I-spin. 
The IiyperoIiarge (i). 	In a further classification of 
the particles into the aupezmultiplete of the SU3 scheme, $ 
second quantum number, similar to the isotopic spin, Is needed 
to describe the coordinate on the two dimensional space of the 
supermul tiplet, and this is the b.yperobarge. In utJ3 terms, this 
hypercharge is reiated to the third components of U-spin and 
T through the expression Y - 2/3(2U 3+ I). 	ritetoricELily, this t. quantum number was referred to na the 3trangensar , 3 1 which in 
défir& 	u Y - 3, Where B I  fc 	nP4unb'r '(see belew). 
vi) The Leptan Kumber (L ) • The feratons may be divided 
Into two categories, the leptons and the baryons • The lepLons 
are the electron, zuon and both tjpea of neutrino. To each 
lopt.on there is assigned a lepton number of .1, and to each anti-
lepton there is a corresponding number -1. The interactions are 
believed to conserve lepton nuaber* rapirically g there a ppear 
.o be two lopton nimbera, one associated wiU the electron (e) 
and its neutrino (vs ) - L0 	and one associated with the auon 
() and It* ucu trino (v) - J. Both these numbers appear to 
be conserved separately, though there are several weaker versions 
of the conservation law which conserve only the total (i . 
but, even in These, the separate concept of electron and auca 
lepton number has soac validJtj. 
vii) The baryon Number (ii). All the reaaining feriona 
are term" Baryona, and a similar conservation law ,eee.s to 
apply to these, neacly that the algebraic sue or the baryons 
(a - .1) and the antibarrons (B • -1) is conserved. 
In addition to these discrete quantum nuabers, which may 
have integral or halt-integral values, there are two further 
quantities which are necessary, the mass (N) and the Decay 
Cons tent (P ) • 'he mass is asual1.y expressed in unt to of MeV/02 
or GeV/c'. The" are two ways of expressing the decay con. tent. 
a) in units Of tiei', either as a lifetiae (r), for 
ezuple the auon has $ lifetice of 2.2 x 10' so., or as a 
decay rate, for examplo the auaii has a decay rate of 15 * lO 
eec' 
a) in units of energy (thz'oagti thr heieenberg Uncertainty 
Principle. an UnDertaint'r In the tim': 6t is related to in 
wwartaIntr in the total energy by i & L - 	 the unoez- 
tainty in the energy is a measure of the uncertainty in the 
name). This fore is usuallj used top the so-called "resonance 
partiel.a, such as the z*(890),  which has a ease or isa 11ev/a2 , 
and a 'Width of 50.3 
Hot all of these quantum numbers are independent s for 
example, the charge Is related to the hyperaharge sz4 the third 
ooeponent of the isotopic spin by 
- 4x.i3 
It is also Possiblu to define other operators such as charge 
conjugation operator C, which has the effect of taming paz' 
iio 	pre1 	(i.!.. CIO a IT> 	(.44 :j..$jfp 
dr1L. d. 
1*1 
U - ce Y 
wkwre l y La the second .concnt of the isoupin 	1e ueful- 
ness or these parameters lies In the obsarvalion that the 
Interactions, between various of the particle conserve the 
(vector) sue of certain of th, for ezanpie the spin, or tail 
to ooP erie this sue in some well-regula t,ed way, for example the 
ron-conaerY*tion of parity w4er the weak interaction. 
The perticics eaunicato through at least four &tetinct 
interactions, called the strong interaction, the electro-eague tic 
interaction, the weak interaction and the femiliar gravity. Uien 
considering the Interaction of a snail number of single particles, 
the gnu Letioial interaction can be ignored because of the 
ezt.pena saslinoas of its characteristic strength (oovpling 
can: it 	doainane over bulk matter because its 
long range is coupled to an unsigned scalar, the sass of the 
1.2 The Aeon 
The observations of Rochester and Butler In 19479 which 
indicated that there was a component of oo.sio radiation which 
decayed Into charged particles, led to the identification of 
the neutral 'strange' mesons and hyperons, and their charged 
counterparts. From the first, the kaon has been a rich source 
of intorcation concerning the nature of the weak interaction. 
The great difference between the production and the decay 
strength led Gell-Mann and Nisiiaa to the hypothesis of 
associated production of 'strange' particles, and to the oons 
cept of partially conserved quantities, that is, that a quantum 
number (in this case the strangeness) which could be respected 
he L-trone, iziersction, and y' .t violated by thc wak. It 
tt, ta-, coz 1d'rtion Of tze Q - ' paradox that led Lee and (azi 
to speculate about parity, and its possible violation by the 
weak interaction. More recently, the idea that the weak 
interaction was invariant under the combined operations of 
charge conjugation (C) and parity (P) was shattered by the 
observation of a CI'-violating component of the weak interaction 
in K decays to two pious which has provided much food for 
speculative thought, and has stimulated careful examination of 
be assumptions about the nature of Nature. 
The kaon has two charge states, the K and the K0 , and 
two antiparticle states corresponding to these, the C and the 
and belongs to the sacs sU(3) octet as the pion. The pro-
perties of the kaon 	are suasarised in Table 1.]. It may be 
seen from this table that the quantum numbers of the K0 and 
the 10  are identical, except for the strangeness quantum number, 
which 1* not conserved by the weak interaction governing the 
decay of the kaou. That is, once the strong interaction is 















K /93.c34 1 1 0 -1 1/2 1/2 i.27 
K 0 1 0 -1 1/2 -1/2 - 
K ° 'J7.79 0 -1 0 -i 1/2 1/2 
K 93.'-3z -1 -1 0 -1 112 -1 1/2  
CP 
K 497.79 0 - 0 
97.79 U - 0 -1 
- -- 
.5.172 
TABLE 1.2 	C0.1i0N 1JcA1 0D23 OF THE KAON 
State Decay Node Airoxaate 	of 
the 	total decay rte,  
+ I. 	. 
64 ,* 	o irw 21 
r4 rr 5.6 
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'switched oft', the to and 10  are degenerate state., and 
this produces interesting physical  effects. The state func-
tions of the 10  and 10 may be related (or defined in teras 
of the other state) through a combination of the charge con-
jugation Operator C and the parity operator P such that 
a 	CL k°> 
In writing the relationship in this fora, the relative phase 
of the 	10 and the 	10 	has been fixed arbitrarily: however, 
this relative phase is not a physical observable, and hence 
this choice of the phase Is sufficiently general. 
Because these two states are degenerate under the weak 
interaction, there 1s a possibility of transitions from one 
state to the other, that i., the two states are not orthogonal. 
wo orthogonal states may be defined, 
k> a ____ 
____ 
(p fK°> + q 	) 
14> 	(pie 	- q 	) 
It C? violating effects are ignored, then p - q - I t and 
the states become 
IK> a 	(1K0.> + t10) ) 
14> - 	 IRO> ) 
CP-violating effects are known to b 61u811. ( ,,.r 1 t 4A.Zig p a 
q - is, then £ . io). It may be seen that the K 0  >is 
an eigenstste of the CP operator with elgenvalue +1 and that 
the f 4) is an etgenstate of sigenvalue -.1. This has a profound 
effect on the decay modes and decay rates of these states. The 
-10- 
transition 4 	is allowed, since the two pious must be 
In a state of Cl' - .1, while this transition is forbidden 
for the 4, which must therefore decay through three-body 
ot'nnele. This mph.s that the decay rate for the 4 is 
such greater than the 4, and for this reason, the 4 is 
often referred to as the short-lived neutral kaon (K), and 
the 4 as The long-lived kaon (it). 
final interesting property or the neutral keon system is 
t.he phenomenon or Regeneratione iuppose that a pure 4 bean 
(propagating in a vacuum) inpinges upon some materials The 4 
may be written 
I .0 > 	= .1.  
ow, '.hc £ztcraciior cross-section for ZO is greater than 
that for iC0 (possibly being the sane in the limit of Infinite 
moment= kaone) and so after a finite tine, the wave state looks 
like 
i:> = 	(r (K°> - 	? I!0>) 
• tr+? (>. ir-?)  2 	(4 4 	> . 
(The main reason that the aross-sections are different is that 
certain Channels which are accessible to the To are forbidden 
the 
where t (7) is the attenuation of the x°(K°) ooaponent of 
the initial bean. The propagated bean contains both 4 and 
4 parts, and this latter is referred to as the Regenerated 
4 amplitude. 
To suaaarise, the neutral keen state is produced as a state 
of definite strangeness, ± 1 , but decays as a superposition of 
the two states: Its propagation can be Considered as an 
-'11- 
oscillation between these two states, and its decay has two 
oMrsoterietic lifetimes. The last two lines of Table 1.1 
give the relevant quantum imb.rs of the 4 and the  
states. 
In the twenty years sine, the discovery of the heon, there 
have been * large number of experiments to study the decays 
of both charged and neutral kaon.,, ly the early sixties, all 
the common decay modes (>1 °/c of the total rate) had been 
observed or interred, and some estimate of the branching ratiob 
had been s.d.. The.e 
experiments of recent 
decays have, however, 
between the estimates 
oribe the decays. 
are listed in Table 1.2. The 
years on sore detailed aspects of these 
given rise to a number of discrepancies 
of the various parameters used to des- 
1.3 ILS3 D.ca.:TALO ULL2LqRAB"  
Phenoeeno1ogica11, vi thin the context of the Vector-
axial Vector (V-A) theory of weak interactions, the general 
IL 93  amplitude may be written as a function of three parameter. 
(, 	)), which are relatively real (it time-reversal in- 
variance is not violated). For K.3 decays, the terms in F. 
and X. are suppressed by a factor (m N)2 ,  and so do not 
contribute measurably to the observed sapli tudes • If .1cc tron- 
muon universality is also assumed, then the value or the parameter 
should be the same for both Ke3 and 1113 decay.. This 
implies that the parameter. F., 	and XMW  may be determined 
from the K 	differential decay distributions and from the 
branching ratio L 3/r 3 . i1so, because the polarisation of 
the muon is determined completely by the angle between the muon 
-12.. 
and the neutrino, and the distribution of this is a fi&nction 
of 4v $ a.aeurea.nt of the suon polarization determine. F. 
within the framework of the V'-A theory, it is necessary that 
these three methods give sonslst.at results. 
In 1967, when this ezperi*ent was started, the general 
situation iii 1g3 decay was confused. In his summary of 
.zpeiaeza1 eak Interactions delivered to the 1967 Conference 
on High knerr Physics in Heidelberg, W.J. Willis said 
2) 
 1 
"Let us call the results of these experiments (branching 
ratio and d1tteentia1 decay distributions) 	. Then the 
average of a number or experiments studying KO decay ..... is 
%A (to  ) 	- 	0.7 ± 0.3. 
POr K 3 decay the average value up to the Conference was 
- 	0.60 ± 0.16. 
The experiment of Aahen and other groups can be interpreted 
to give 
CA( Y.* ) K 	- 	- O. - 0030 
..... I take an average to get 
((1 1 ) 	- 	004 ± 0040 
•... we would expect the same value of 4 ., from KO and 1* 
decay, and the ratio is in fact 
- 	11.00 1 1.14 
binm this is in reasonable agreement with the prediction, one 
may take an average to get 
• 0.6±0.3. 
"Another way of measuring f • t ] is to study the 
polarisation of the '.in in It 
	
V i... Let us o.1l the 
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value of , obtained from polarisation measurements 
• 	0.9 
leading to an average 
CB 	• -1.2 ± 093 
The difficulty Is now spparent 
- (average) a 14 1 0.4 ! 
Cis ..... 
After some discussion about possible sources of this dii-
ozepanoy, if It were real, and after mentioning the experimental 
difficulties of keon decay studies, be concludes 
It seees clear that we need a now not of precise weflu 
con troUed axperiaente to measure f_ [i kj by cash of the 
several techniques discussed, to clear up this embarrassing 
diaagz'e.asnt, or to disclose a real physical effect if one 
exists." 
Tile hxerinent 
In 1966 9 there had been an experiment in which a neutral 
bees was passed through the 0RN 1.1a heavy liquid bubble 
chamber inside a vacuum pipe. The ehaaber was sufficiently far 
from the target that the only constituents of the bass were 
long-lived kaons, neutrons and gaaaa-rajre • The principal ale 
of the experiment was to measure the branching ratio 
4 	 of the GP"-violating decay 4 -' XORO 
The ease film also allows a direct determination of the branching 
ratio K/X 3 for the IC 	it would be a direct determination 
in that it would not depend strongly on assizaptions about the 
form of the decay interaction, nor on kinematic separation of 
the decay modes. The decays would be visually identified with 
certitude in the vast majority of cases, and nearly all of the 
4eo.a occurring within the ehaaber would be ooaple te]j observed. 
Thus, towards the eM of 1947, a VOUP of physicists in the 
(then) unclear Pbjr.ios Apparatus (KPA) Division of CAM, in 
Geneva (l.A. Budagov, i1.W.X. liopkizia, W. Kr.n.s, P.A. Z1esriok, 
R.G. brththgton) aM a 	ap in bd1cburgh (G.M. g.VNJLB S M. Golden, 
J. Muir, E.J. Peach) started on a seasiareaunt of the branching- 
ratio 	 for the1, using this Mae In addition, the 
br-no- hirg ratio (i -b ii'C*° ) / (k - all charged modes). vh1ch 
can be well determined kinematically in other experiments, would 
be obtained, and would allow a check an the method. 
These are taken froui the compilation of the Particle 
Data Group, hey. Mod. Ftya. ,, No. 2 (April 1971). 
'.J. Willie, Proceedings of the 1967  Heidelberg Inter-
national Conference on klesentsM Particles, 2730 
published by Van Holland (1968). 
I..'s Budagov st *1., Thy.. Rev. JD q 815 (1970)0 
;Pt.tI)a 
deeeuao there are $ trong]y Interacting bosons in the 
initial and final states, the fors of the weak current in these 
decays does not have the simple form which Is familiar frca 
nuclear be t.-deesr • The three-body keen decays are therefore 
described phencoenologiesily, that is, the nest general tows 
of the transition amplitude consistent with certain thvsianoe 
principles is written as a function of the available tour-
vectors, with pu'snet.ra which it Is the task of experiment 
to deteraine. The anpiltudes are sased to be invariant 
under proper 14Z'GfltZ tz'ansforae Ucos, and also wider the 
combined OPT and C? operations. (ilthough C? is know to be 
violated in K 0 decays,  the extent of the violation is such 
that it can be considered an a perturbation on the CP..aon'. 
serving amplitude..) Given these usutiona, the amplitudes 
for particles and antiparticle, are the sane, so that 0017 th 
K' and K0 stat.s need to be considered. (there a parameter 
refer, to a particular d.es.y 1' or K0 , it will be indicated 
by a swperaoript 	or 
IafbraaUon about the statistics (spin-parity) of the keen 
nay be obtained from .periesnts on 	and Ke2 £so.ye which 
are beat explained under the assuapticO that the Mon is a 
pseudo-scalar aeson, that is, that the keen has spin of 0, 
and has the following behaviour under the pan ty operator P 
• 
In any asset the uu(3) a.s3gnaeat of the keen requires that it 
and the plan have the esac spin-parity quantum mzebers • Under 
S..".- 
this assumption, the tee-body configuration is completely 
specified by two of the available four-vectors, that is, there 
are only two independent variables. The phenoaeno].ogical 
developments of K 	 and 	decays are very different, and 
are treated separately in eotions 2.2 and 2.3. 
2.2  
by analogy with nuclear beta-decay, the matrix elements 
for the decay 
Ic 
Juz' moments 	P 	4 	p 	q 
Mass 	 M 	 1A 	a 	av  
may be written as a product of two currents, for example 
fl1 Q gin 49 (J?) 	 (2.1) 
where i is the hadronic current representing the weak X-* 
transition, and 	is the leptonia current, familiar from 
beta-4eoay and muon interactions. In writing equation (2.1), 
universality of the weak interaction has been assumed in the 
form suggested by Cabbibo, that is that the universal weak 
coupling constant 0 couples as 0 ace 0 for strangeness-
conserving processes, and as U sin Q for strangeness-ohanging 
processes. xperiacntal1y, Q, known as the Cabbibo angle, 
Is given by sin Q -" u.26. Further, locality of the weak 
Interaction has beari assumed, that is, it has been asauacd 
that the lepton pair is created at the same space-time point. 
A specific form of nonlooslity can be introduced using the 
Intermediate Vector Boson theory@ however, to lowest order, 
the effects are limited to a redefinition of the coupling 
-17- 
S2 
constant 	MMOM2 , where g Is the coupling or the boson 
field to the weakourrenta, and a is the boson aa. hlter-  
natively there could be structure in the lepton current itself. 
The form of the current is determined by the principle of can 
.ervation of lepton number to be of the term 
780 F us 
where F is some function of the Dine matrices and the lepton 
momenta, and Z (u) is the operator which creates (destroys) 
a lepton. 
It locality is assumed, then the factor F can be a ftuic-
tion of the Dip" matrices only. The moat general form of the 
lepton current is then Just 
. ç() 01(1+y5)u(q)9 	I a B,V,T,P,A, 	(2.2) 
where the 01 are operators determined by the form of the inter-
action, either scalar(s), Veotor(V), Tensor(T), Pseudo-scalar(F) j, 
or Axial Vaotor(A). In writing equation (2.2), weak neutral our-
rants have been excluded there is no convincing evidenoe for 
their ezistence, and hence no great loss of generality Is in-
volved in accepting this restriction. The factor (l+y) preceding 
the neutrino annihilation operator allows maximal parity violation 
in the weak current, in accordance with the experimental data on 
bets-decay the possibility of non-maximal violation can be 
Introduced using the operator (l+o yb ), ii It but this changes 
only the overall normalisation of the decay rates, and not the 
differential distributions* 
The forn of the operators 	Oi for the different forms of 
the interaction $ iven in Table 2.1. Because the X- 
transition Le 	-* 0 	ransition, the ootpling st be even 
Table 2.1 
The Operators describing the form of the various interactions 
I1ter-ch.i.Dn 3:bi Oierator 
S j 
Vector V IIA 
Tensor T 
PseucoSc1r P 
Ax i 	1 	\/E C t C) r A 
-18.. 
under the parity operation, that is, or'],y scalar, vector and 
(symmetrical) tensor intermediaries are allowed. The most 
general form of the 	current, as a function of the two 
tree vector., chosen to be P and Q , are 
4ga1ar 	 Vco tor 	 Tensor 
p.c 	 f(P+i 	+ fI')) 	; 	T A4 	(2.3)dw 
.r  the t 1 are form faa tore, which may be tune t ions of the 
available Lorents scalars, traditionally chosen to be the squared 
four mosenuum transfer from the kaon to the pion, t o In the 
kaon rest frame, t is given by 
t - (6.1)2 a 	+ 2 - 2M 	a (p+q) 2 (the invariant 
mass at the lepton pair) 
(2.L) 
The experimental rates 	andX 
	
Ke2 4g indicate that the 
scalar and tensor amplitudes are very email, and consistent 
with so, and experiments on K differential distributions 
place listitc. of 
If 	I f"_  <• 7 < 	011 these apiitu4ese if a purc 
VA theory of weak interactions is assumed, then the transition 
matrix c1:acnt beoom 
711w 	1 [f.(L)(P4-q), + r,(t)(P_q) 
 
(2.,) 
The parametrization of the Ki* 	transition using the form 
factors f
.
is not unique. An alternative set of parameters is 
<7- 1 M j 	- fP+gQ 1 (2.6) 
and semetiaes the form factors t0 and f., are used, since 
they are directly related to the amplitudes into final states 
of angular momentum 0 and 1 respectively. These form 
taotora can be expressed in terms of the 
t1 (o) 	- t• (0) 
f0 (t) 	- 	
-
f(t)+ ç(t) . 	(2.7) 
The ratio t/f, is usually written an 4• The t 
variation of the form factors is usually expressed as a Taylor 
series about t.0, that 1. 
J!" (t) 	- 	t(0)(1 + 	t S ... ) - 
to 	- r(o)(i + 1g 	 ) 
- 	(o) + 	.... 	 (2.8) 
- (o) (1 +_± t ...) it 	is small. 
Given this, the density of states is 
- (2x)41 N2 /1 	- TF 	.o( y) x 
fern ions 2 bosons 
X 
A) 43p 43 
(2z) 	(2*) 	(2) 
 
1$M 
p12 __ 	__ d(p) 	(2.9) 
p0 q0 
The nine dimensional integral can be reduced to a two dimensional 
differential distribution using the ô-tunotion and rotational 
invariance of the transition intensity to give 
2 2 
d(% ,p ) 
- ui 
0 	 (2k) 	2k1 
1IM12 a a d% dp0 	. 	(2.10) 
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This then require. a summation over the polarisationa or the  
leptons in the final state to give the final differential 






l6x3 	fu 	Lv * 
- M2 , 	 + 4IM2 j"K, 2} 
with k.! - 	 value 
	
(2.11) 
It may be seen from equation (2.11) that the terms in ( 
and ) are negligible in the X 	 decay since they are sup- 
pressed by the factor (s/M)2 lO, and hence this decay 
sods is dependent only on the form factor f$ t), and In used 
to determine this fore factor. All the terms remain for the 
decay, and the differential distributions are determined, 
to first order, by , A and ). • If electron-muon univer-
sality is assumed, then the values of all the parameters of 
decays involving the electron or euon are the ease, and thus 
the branching ratio Xj,3Ae is also a function of just three 
pqraise tore F,9 ) and 	. }orsa1]j 	and ) are assumed 
to be small, so that only terms up to the first order need be 
retained. 
Under these assumptions, integration of equation (2.11) 
over the lepton and pion momenta give, the relationship between 
the branching ratio 13/Xe310 and the parameters F.9 ) 4 ) 
explicitly 
K 3/K 3 - e.61&52 + o.l2Lo6 • 000i, °2. 1.3162 . 0.0 1° 
- o.o l °2x • o.c370 • o.1526 02 	(2.12*) 
for I, and 
-.21- 
• 0,6457 . 0.1261t+0.01922.114115 	00-.090710 
0.4751s ° + 0.1681e ° 	 (2.12b) 
for 
If the leptonic &I • rule is exact, then the parameters 
for iC and K0 should be equal. 
it may also be $ 	that the polariastlozi of the muon 
from K)l3 decay is dependent upon (o). Thus information 
about the phenomenologlosi parameters t(o)$'X+  and ) may be 
obtained from three types of experiment; firstly, from ex-
periments on the differential decay distributions in KO and 
K53  decays secondly from expentaent. on the polaziestiOzi of 
the muon in x. decay; and finally from a measurement of the 
bran4thiz'g ratio K/1Le3• 
he influence of ) on the branching ratio may be 
shown to be negligible (see Chapter 6), so that a measurement 
of the branching ratio lead.s t10 a relationship between ((0) 
and ),. Since X can in principle be well determined from 
the Xe3 decays, the value of X.obtained from these 
experi-
ments may be used with this relationship to obtain a value for 
4;(o). 
2.3 &3M  DORK-63) 
The purely phenomenological description of K3, deoa.ys 
is rather more simple than for K 13 decays. Again, there are 
two free variables in the system, which are conventionally and 
conveniently chosen to be T3 and ( 1-.T2 ), or some combination 
of these where T 3 is the kinetic energy of the 'odd' pion 
(the 110 in K0 1;+1 10 % in K-, -.00 and 
in K'- iiC) and T 1 and 	are the kinetic energies 
-22- 






and the decay amplitude may be written as a Taylor series 
ini and T 
<3t;T1T2?3114k> - I 	fl + 	cLjXJ + iYi1 	(2.114) 
where JAI is an overall normalisation factor. This ampli-
tude may be simplified by making one assumption and one 
obssrvstion. If one assis CP invariance, thin there can 
be no dependence on odd powers of I (this is only n..ded 
for ILO 	 decay.; for the other dooayap the two -110 A 
'like' pious in the final state are Identical,, and Isotopic Spin 
symmetry prohibits any dependence on odd powers of I. C? 
violating effects would occur in comparison of the parameters 
for K and K decay..) Furthermore,, sine, the physical 
region Is small (Q/M ' 0.16) and the amplitude may be 
assumed to be slowly varying through the region, the sanes 
may be truncated after a few terms. Certainly, only the low 
orders of I and I are accessible experimentally with 
present techniques. To a good approximation, then, the 
amplituds may be written 
<3ts TlT2T 	 III K> 
a 	II fl + OrY 1 	(2.15) 
which leads to an expression for the reduced l44t  pion energy 
spectrum 6(T3 )d?3 (the energy spectrum divided by ph... space) 
(P3)dT3 
B 
JA 1 fl + 201 + 	dT3 	 (2.16) 
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In fact, the experimental data are quite consistent with 
a linear spectrum approximation, which may be expressed as 
(after some manipulation of Zq. (2.16)) 
2T 




.. (_ 	- 1)] dT 7 	(2.17) 
where 	is the maximum allowed kinetic energy of the 
'odd' pion. 
In the literature, there are many different versions of 
equation.. (2.14) - (2.17), using at least five distinguishable 
parametrisations, linear in both amplitude and intensity. one 
of the difficulties in K 	 decay is the precise definition 
of the centre of the Dalits plot for the full relativistic 
development. Devlin has discussed this point at length. It 
is sufficient to note that transformations exist between these 
various system., depending on the (a-value, and the pion and 
kaon masses, and relating the coefficients of the linear torn, 
which is often referred to as the 'slop.' of the spectrum or 
the matrix element, 2 Using the non-leptonic e i a * 
Rul.5 the values of the slope param.t.rs of the various decay 
modes may be related. Using the charge combinations of the 
pious in the final state to distinguish the decays (e.g. 
0 z A measurement of the slope in 	- it it it decays from 3,200 
examples of the decay from the same exposure as that used in 
this work, but in an independent experiment, was made by 
W. Lreni, R.W.K. Hopkins, G.R. Evans, J. Muir and K.J. Peach, 
to be published. see also the thesis of U. Xrens, to be 
presented to the Ilird. Physikalisohes Institut der 
Teohn.iiohen Ho3tisahule, Aachen, West Germany). 
- 0) is tha slope for the decay K° - 
following relationships are obtained: 
a(+ 21 
M o+-Ø) 	- 	0(000) - 
o-(+ 0 0) 	2o(+ + ..) 
The iN I - * Rule also leads to a relationship between the 
reduced decay rat.., p', that is, the decay rate r divided 
by the integral over phase space of the matrix element 
is 	f(l + eY)j(Y)dT 
These (normalised) phase space integrals are given by 6)  
0(000) : Ø(+-°) : $(+ QO) : A (++-) 
(2.18) 
- 1.187 	1.293 	1.182 	1.000 
If the Coulomb interactions between the particles in the final 
state are included, then the normalized phase space integrals 
become 6a7) (in the same order as above) 
1.I441 • 	1.278 S
The predictions are then 
2y(000)  
3(+ - 0) 	r( 0 0) 
1.146 	: 1.000 	• 	(2.19) 
- 	y(+ -Q) 	- 1 . 	(2.19) 
2y(+ 0 0) 
A neasurenient of the branching ratio (10 ..., 
1-,all ok.rged) is not in itself useful in this context,, 
but nay be taken, together with measurements of the branching 
ratio K_ p3J °)/(K-*al1 decays), the K lifsti, and the 
decay rates for K decays to xive information about the tI - 
Rule. 	(Such a comparison is made in Chapter 6.) 
3e, for sxs*ple, J.D. Jackson, £ls.antary Partiol. 
Physics and Field Theory, 1962 Brandeis S"az' 
Lectures (W.A. Bsujtn, Ins., New York, 1963), Vol.1. 
This is done in detail in the lectures of L. Jauneau 
(Spectre it Polarization dons X 3 at the Boole Inter- 
nationals d. la Physique des Partiels. K]saaintair•s, 
H.re.g Novi, 1967. 
3.s, for example s 3. Wsinbrg, Phys. Rev. Letters j, 87, 
(1960). 
T.J. Devlin,, Phys. Rev. Letters 29, 683 (1968). 
See, for •zaaapl., G. Barton at ii., Phys. Rev. 1.30, 783 
(1963). 
Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod., Thy.. Us No. 2 (1971). 
P. Mast et a].., Phys. Rev. 183, 1200 (1969). 
fri; 
3.1 The xo.re 
The film for this experiment was obtainedl) in 1.966, 
principally to study the CP-.violat1ing x° 	'°*. The det4ign 
of the neutral beam was very simple. protorAu of momentum 19.2 
0eV/c impinged on an internal target of the C.:ki4 proton syn-
chrotron (cps), and the beam line was defined as a straight line 
at 300 to the Incident proton direction. (A schematic view of 
the beam lint- is shown in Pig. 3.1). The charged debris from 
the target was cleared away by sweeping magnets, and the beam 
was collimated by three 3 metre long collimators to a solid 
angle of 49 * l0 stersdian, and the distance from target to 
centre of the chamber was 22.5m, so that the beam through the 
chamber had a diameter of 2 cm, An experimental determination 2) 
of the beam profile using K31 decays, where both charged pious 
and both of the gamma—rays from the So were observed, is shown 
In Fig. 3.2. 
For the last 13a before the chamber, and through the chamber 
itself, the beam was transported inside a vacuum pipe (14 x 1.0 
ma of hg pressure of air). This prevented heavy attenuation of 
the beam through interactions of the kaons, and the occurrence 
of effects due to regeneration. In addition, since the been 
consisted of about 14 gamma—rays (with energy greater than 
1 GeV) and 700 neutrons (with kinetic energy greater than 0.3 
GeV) for each KL in the beam, the decays within the 
chamber would have been completely masked, by gamma—ray conversion 
pairs and neutron interactions, without the presence of the pipe. 
The vacuum pipe within the chamber was of 4 an internal diameter, 
- Figure 3.1 	Plan view of the Beam—Line 
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and was constructed of aluminium 0.25 an in thickness. Tracks 
of particles which emerged from the pipe on the side f.r from 
the cameras could be observed in a mirror suspended freely in 
the liquid from the back-plate of the chamber, some 35 an from 
the pipe. The flux of e'arged particles and Samna-rays arising 
from decays before the chamber was reduced by fitting a lead 
collar 20 an in diameter and 10 an thick around the pipe where 
the beam entered the chamber. 
The chamber used was the Ctk14 	heavy liquid bubble 
chamber, 1.04 a deep, filled with heavy freon (CF3 r), which 
has a radiation length of 11 cm, and a collision length of 
58 cm. This means that, for gamma-rays starting at the centre 
of the chamber, about 900/0 would be d.teeted through a con-
version pair or a Compton scatter. Two reference marks were 
painted around the pipe, at x a -li.O an and x. 10 an relative 
to the chamber centre. The chamber was immersed in a magnetic 
field of strength 27 Kilogause. The decays were photographed 
by three cameras. Three stereo-views of a typical event are 
shown, with its interpretation, in Fig. 3.3. 
The beam momentum spectrum was determined from the decay 
spectrum or X 3,x decays 
2),  and the result shown in Fig. 394: 
this is the spectrum of the decaying particle., not the spectrum 
of the particles passing through the chamber, which requires a 
AT factor to be 'folded in' to this observed spectrum. The 
mean momentum Is about 1 GeV/a. The flux of it through the 
chamber was i.#50  per pulse of the CPU (7 x 10 protons), which 
gave an average of about 1.5 decays per photograph within the 
ohaber. The relatively high momentum of the beam means that 
the attenuation of the beam through decay is negligible for most 
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Figure 3.4 	The Momentum Spectrum of the Decaying K 
GeV/c 
-12Lj-I 
The highest momentum 
chamber was about 3 QV/o 
mean fee path for a 
2 
are at least 10 K
o
moan 
thus the contamination of 
K: observed to decay within the 
At this momentum, the laboratory 
1. Aye - 15.5 cm, so that these 
tree paths before the ohiaber, and 
the q beam is quite negligible. 
POr the branching ratio determination, some 75 9 000 frames 
were soanned, whiou yielded A sufficient number of events for 
purely statistical error to be reduced to a iae eider as the 
systematic (thai, is, inherent) error. 
he eaperiment was s.arted as a collaboration between a 
group of physicists in the 'C-L (then still NPA) division of 
CR14, and a group in the University of di.nburgti. The pro-  
oedur.s for both the scanning and the ansijais were developed 
through regular meetings between the two groups, so that the 
szperiaetJtal data could be treated as * single sample. Minor 
operation-" differences between the two date chains were 
neacasita ted by the difteent computing and scanning systems, 
and iftere these are significant, they are mentioned • JIovsvei', 
wherever it is not explicitly stated as being applicable to 
only one of the two Laboratories, any statement may be taken 
as applying to both. A disoussica of the validity of this 
assumption will be given in Chapter Li. 
IW 
The primary objective of this (part of the) experiment 
was to determine the branching ratio IL 	0 le 	by X;3 e3 
identifying the decay products. To achieve this, the particles 
which come from a single event must be reoognised, and then 
all that is ueo.ssary is that most of the gamma rays from the 
%O should convert, and that electrons should be capable of 
.29.. 
separation from all ether particles. 
To ensure that the separation of one particle from another 
is reliable a liquid with a radiation length abort compared to 
the dimensions of the detecting apparatus is required • however, 
in such liquids the errors on the measured trajectories of the 
particles are large because of the effects of multiple scattering. 
(In heavy freon, typical err.,ra in momenta are " 200/0 and in 
dip and asiomth v50 milliradian.) binee the tracks or the 
charged particle are observed only after the particle has left 
the vaouua pipe, the actual decay vertex is unseen, and must be 
Inferred from such tracks that are seen. In principle, the 
decay vertex can be reoonitruc ted from the tz'ajeot.ories of the 
two charged tracks, but in this ease is subject to rather large 
uncertainties, and in an Os.., is not alw*ys possible. The 
effects of nuclear scattering in the walls of the vacuum pipe 
are also rather difficult. to take into a000untl in another 
experiment, it was found that o'iy about 80°/c of measurements 
of event, with two charged trsoks were capable of being fitted 
to a single vertex with an acceptebi X  probability, whilst 
other considerations indicate that all but i very small fraction 
of the events measured came gerizzely from a single decay • i.ven 
ere there was an acceptable fit to the decay vertex, the error 
on the X coordinate of the vertex was large, for exsle, on 
average 2-.3 an in the beam direction, with some oases as much 
as 10 an in this direction. Further, for events involving 
electrons, the situation is rather worse because of the large 
wwrgy losses through semestrshlung which lead to larger errors 
on the electron track parameterse 
Secondly, for the ease of a three body decay of * particle 
of knova asss but unknown momentum, in which only two of the 
three decay products are observed, there are Lwo kinematical 
-30-p 
solutions for each decay hypothesis.'.his is the well-known 
0 0-C' ambiguity, which arises because one of the constraints is 
quadratic, of the form r 2 - P2 + i124. Thus there are in 
general ten solutions for each observed to decay, two kine- 
; (-) 
matically distinct solutions for each of the decays 	e v 
+ —(-) + 	
• (There are a few configurations for 
which OnlY come of this multite of solutions are physical, 
but these events are in the minority.) It Is possible to 
separate the K31 from the remainder using a kinematic trick, 
but even this is subject to a background from the lep tonic 
decays which Is usually " l?/o. 
Finally, there ii 	problem of events which, because of 
effects introduced by the pipe, appear incomplete (perhaps one 
of the particles is absorbed by the aluminium), for which there 
Is little kinematic information. Therefore, instead of using 
the kinematic constraint, to identify the decays, it was decided 
to identify individual tracks from their observed behaviour 
in the liquid. 
The tracks of the charged par tiolbe are observed only 
after they have left the aluminium pipe, so that, at some stage 
during the scanning or the analysis, two tracks of opposite sign 
must be associated with the particles of a single decay of the XL - 
This becomes increasingly difficult and subject to errors of 
judgement as the number of decays on any given frame is increased: 
hc products of the different decays may be intermingled, or any 
confuse or obscure features necessary to the identification of 
the individual track. • The scan rules were therefore designed 
to select those frames on which there appeared one, and only one, 
decay. 
It was recognized that such a process involved a certain 
amount of subjective judgement by the scanner. In order to limit 
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the extent of this subjectivity, the scanners were in. truc ted 
to identify an tSl' as possible the tracks iMividusUy, and to 
take little a000unt of the appearance of the event as a whole. 
The tracks of the particles were classified according to their 
apparent behaviour in the liquid, and the tracks were assigned 
to the decay modes on the basis of this inforastion. 
• .i fl() 
£ sehematio 'flow diagram' for the .owing process is 
shown in Pig. 3.9 and this was followed by all scans, ether 
by the scanning teams or by the physicists. 
The criteria for establishing the validity of a frame were 
designed to reject those on which there was evidenoe for more 
than one decay rather than to itect those with just one decay. 
In this way, all examples  of frames with single decays could be 
collected. The limits of the scanned region (the 'boundary 
conditi ons ') were then adjusted so that the ohanoe of finding 
two decays in one frame giving the appearance of a single decay 
was very small. Thus, a frame was rejected it: 
1) more than two oharged particle tracks were seen to 
emerge from the pipe within the region x a 0 on and z - 90 OR. 
(From this point, all distances along the been direction will 
be given in a aystea with its origin at the UpGtrea.4 napk, 
that ia, displaced 140 an towards the target from the centre of 
the chamber.) If the third track was an dee trox4o track, 
indicating a total energy of less than about 20 MeY, it was 
Ignored for rejection purposes, since there are a number of 
possible sources of such electrons not specifically associated 
with 4 decays I the number of such electrons from genuine 
New Frame 
Is Frame Legal? 	No 
crch for Cbrged £rackJ_ 	-4 	Yes 
Se'rch for gamma—rays 	 1 Y es 
Classify Positive Track 
Classify Negative 'frack 
Record Information 
Figure 3.5 	The Plow Diagrai for the Scanning 
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X decays was ezpeated to be snail. The enerr boundary was 
defined by requiring that, for rejection purposes, the electron 
track had to be larger than could be contained within a circle 
of diameter 3.0 on. Likewise, a franc was rejected if no charged 
tracks were seen to emerge within this region. 
In order to Isolate decays occurring within the chamber 
from those oo.ur'riz&g before he shanber, a frane was rejected 
if any track was seen to emerge from the face of the lead collar 
at the upstream Unit of the oi.er, or In the region between 
the lead collar and the start of the scanned region. Tracks 
seen to leave the pipe beyond the downstream unit were ignored 
for all purposes. 
ividenoe of acre then Unee primary goraye,  through 
the observation of oouVetsiOn  pairs of Compton electrons having 
an origin within the pipe also caused a treee to be rejected. 
(The observation of such a conversion pair or Compton electron 
will normally be referred to as a wgr,_rsy.) Gases-rays 
which appeared to cone free an origin outside the scanned region 
Wave ignored, except where they entered the chamber through the 
faae of the lead collar. Both because there was a general flux 
of soft photons not specifically associated with the bean, and 
because the direction of low energy pairs was difficult to 
determine with great precision, gases-rays which could be com-
pletely contained within the 3 an disaster circle were igrc'red 
for purposes of rejection. 
T-10,.9 	 which rcaaiusd contained an event", where an 
Weyeflt was defined, in this context, as one or two tracks of 
charged particles (of the sane or of opposite sign) together 
with up to three gases-rays • It there were two tracks, there 
was no deaand that they should have appeared to have came from 
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a common origin, nor even that they could have coas traa a 
possible, or recognised, decay of theK. 11weveP, trues 
were rejected if the arrangement of the gonna-rays (if any) 
indicated an origin within the pipe inconsistent WIUI any 
reasonable origin for the charged particle traaks. 
Finally, it was demanded that all the charged particles 
had left the pipe within the region of C <z <68 cc. In 
this way, the decay candidates were isolatd from the products 
of decays oocurr ing just outside this vegion. The scanners were 
encouraged to retain trues of doubtful validity, and were 
allowed to indicate their doubts, for subsequent examination 
by a physicist, or a group of physicists* 
Once the validity of the trace had been determined, the 
scanner then examined the characteristics of each track • For 
the purposes of this eer1cant it is neseesaa7 to distinguish 
between the tracks cade by electrons (a) and those cede by 
pious () and cuone (s). (Plans and caone together as a p'oup 
will be referred to as"heavy" and denoted by  'h'.) 
The most Important reason for identifying a track as that 
of an electron was the observation of breasstrahlung from the 
track. About 800/0 of the olootrons were identified in this 
way • The criteria for the areas a tr&iluug' was that the line 
of flight of the gas ray should be very nearly tangential to 
the trajectory of the particle, at baa point along Its length: 
extrapolation of the trajectory towards the origin of the event 
was allowet, if it was possible that the braces tralilung aol-  
lision took place within the aluciniuc of the pipe wall. The 
angle between the Incident electron and the gamma-ray for 
braastrahlUAg production for electrons of moderate energy 
(zy i v 50 uV) 1s w'11 collimated in the forward direction 
0 
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(the intensity at i0° is of order lO the intensity at 00 ) 
though mAsh limits cannot be rigorously employed because of 
the effects of multiple scattering of the electrons, both 
from the Ke3  decay and the gamma-ray materialisation. Compton 
electron, were also accepted as indicative of brea..tz'shlung 
production, with the same criteria as for pair.. At the energies 
typical of this experiment, the angular distribution of the 
Compton electrons is strongly peaked in the forward direction. 
Most of the remaining tracks which were identified as electronic 
were characterised by large ô-rs.ys such as could only have been 
produced by an electron, or by the spiralling of a lightly 
Ionising track. (This identification involves a rather sub-
jective knowledge of the behaviour of electrons: it has three 
oonponcnte, the energy loss per unit length, as evidenced by 
the rapid but continuous oI'ange in the radius of curvature of 
the track, a range which would have been completely Inconsistent 
with any other mass assignment for a particle of that nocentulD, 
and a bubble density indicative of a highly relativistic 
velocity. It Is the combination of these three components 
which lead to the identification. Raely, a particle would be 
Identified as that of an electron through the combination of 
only two of these properties.) )'tisll.y, a few electrons were 
Identified through the annihilation in flight of a positive 
electron, or through total radiation, in which one or two gawa 
rays pointed to the end of a lightly ionising track, very oloer 
to the forward direction. The chance that such a configuration 
could have arisen from a pion charge exchange reaction, with 
the gamma-rays coming from the neutral pion, was small (less 
than one event in the sample). The group in dinburgh recorded 
whether or not the electron appeared to have an energy consistent 
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with that froc a cuon decay at rest in the wall of the pipe. 
Of those tracks which were definitely non-electronic, 
eose could be classified as having bcen left by pions, for 
ezsle, it the track was seen to lead to an interaction. The 
tracks of euoas could not be identified as such with any great 
certitude, and could only be classed as "heavy'. 
The main reason for identifying a track as that of a pion 
was that the track was seen to lead to an interaction involving 
charged and/or gsa-rays eon. is tent with neutral pion production, 
or it it was lightly ionising and ended abruptly in the liquid, 
or if it suffered a single scatter with a aosontue transfer 
of more than 100 UeV/o. At this stage the observation of a 
possible --c decay chain at the and of a heavily iani..ing 
track was taken as a picnic identification, but such tracks 
were subsequently classed merely as heavy, since the length of 
the intermediate suon from pion decay at rest In CFBz' in only 
09111 an and hence difficult to observe in many oases. 
The remaining tracks vaish were obviously non-electronic 
were difficult to distinguish between piona and muons, but could 
be divided into two groups. (such tracks will be denoted "t'.) 
Firstly, those wbich left the chamber without any distinguishing 
features, that is, suffering no interactions nor experiencing 
any scattering with a momentum transfer of greater than 100 Rev/co 
These tracks were of mininum or near minimum Ionisation, and it 
was their featurelesaness 1hiCh enabled thee to be classified as 
heavy. The minimum distance to the edge of the chamber was 
about 50 an ("3 radiation lengths), so that moy electron should 
have interacted in a positive way within this distance. The 
second group of track were those which ease to rest Within the 
chamber, with a visible increase in the bubble density towards 
the end of the track. Decays of such a track to an electron 
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were recordeds because or the large errors on the curvature 
measurements, it was not possible to use the range-'eoeenta 
relationship to distinguish between the pions and euons. Pig. 
3.6 shows the range-'aoaentm relationship for pions and euone, 
and the ionieaUon-range relationship. The quality of the tile, 
and the nature at the liquid limited the resolution of the 
lonisation, so that in eoee oases, it was difficult to separate 
near-'einiaua ionisation tree two or three times this einiaua. 
There were a few tracks for which it was difficult to 
determine their nature for ez.epIe short tracks with a large 
dip eight be expected to be difficult to identify, and such 
tracks were classified as acbiguouaN. These tracks were sub-
jected to a more searching examination at a later stage. The 
scanners were encouraged to note any doubts that they enter-
tained regarding the classification of a particular track. 
POr each frame on which an event was found, the charao-
teristica of the tracks were recorded, together with the z-
coordinate of its point of exit from the pipe, and the length 
of the track, it it was judged to be nonseleotronic, and the 
number of ga.-'rays associated with the event. Qaaaa rays 
were accepted If they had converted within the wall of the pipe, 
provided that. the separation of the exit points from the pipe 
of the two branches was less than 1 ca. It a ga.-'ray was, in 
any sense, only dubiously associated with the event, the scanners 
were ins true ted to record it as such. 
All of the tile was scanned twice, independently, by the  
scanners. (Independently, that is, within the scan tow of the 
two establiahaents. There was, at this stage, no interchange of 
file.) The scanners in dinbuz'gh were unused to dealing with 
film from heavy liquid bubble chambers, and were trained on four 
LLflLtL.L L,WU 	 .L 	 0. 
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rolls of film. During this process the results of each day's 
sewning were monitored by * physicist to ensure that scoeptsbly 
few events were being missed through misinterpretation of the 
scsnsiizg rules. Such errors of judgment that were made were 
Indicated to the scanner at the beginning of the next session. 
The results of these four roll, of film were not used in the 
main analysis. 
The aeon records were entered on punched data cards, which 
allowed the listing and correlation of the data to be carried 
out automatically using the computers ZDP9 at the Regional 
Computing Centre in 1dinbvrgh, and the 6400/6600 complex at 
CaN). The results of this comparison were passed to a 
physicist, who then examined each frame recorded by either 
scan, and prepared a new record, using the prescription above. 
It is important to note that AU frames recorded were examined 
by a physicist, even where the agreement between the two scans 
was perfect. It was felt that, while for many events, the 
scanners' judgment would be sound, there were a significant 
number of eases where the appearance of the event might lead 
them into error; indeed, there were eases in which the agreement 
between scans was good, but *here the phys LOiS t decided on an 
alternative interpretaticti, for ezple, by consideration of 
the dip of the track. • (il though the scanners were ins true ted 
to examine all three stereo-views, there is some evidence that 
this was not always the case.) 
The physicist indicated frames which contained events of 
especial diffioulty, or which were of dubious validity, or which 
were in some way "odd", so that these event, could be examined 
by other physicist., working as a group. In fact, in .dinburgh, 
all the film was scanned a second time by a physicist, and 
diecrepanoi ci between the two seass were investigated • In C, 
only those of an unusual tcpolog,  for ezaaple ,i'iC, were re- 
was med along with those which were flagged as requiring 
further consideration* 
This information from this scan was also entered on punched 
osrde, and the data were searched and classified by computer 
p1'Og1'iO At this et*g6 1 the analysis in the two laboratories 
followed separate bat equivalent processing paths. The events 
were classified on the basis of the information given on the 
data cards into the groups given in Table 3.1 the events which 
fall into the unusual categories were z'e.ezssined, and the numbers 
of events given in the table are those which were finally 
allocated to the groups. In tact, one out on the data was made 
before any further analysis was carried out, which was to halt 
the allowed region within which the charged tracks merged to 
be 0 (x <65 cm, to remove any 'forcing' of events into the 
fiducial region at the sosjmirg stage for those events at the 
,downstream hiatts such forcing could be biassed, in that there 
could have been a tendency to include very obvious decay candidates 
just outside the region, or on the limit, whereas an event 
which was difficult to interpret in the ease configuration eight 
be excluded. Be cut was felt to be necessary at the upstream 
limit, ainso there was a painted asik around the pipe at this 
position, which ronoves some of the subjectivity from the decision, 
and in any ease, this region was removed at a later stage for 
other reason.. 
TABLE 3.1 
Classification of events. The numbers represent 
the events in the categories, after the cut on 
the downstrea track at 65cm has been applied. 
Class Description unber of 
events. 
Ke7 One electronic, 	one non—electronic 186 trcIc, 	no gamma—rays 
Two non—electronic tracks, no gamma—ray 2253 
Two non—electronic tracks,1/2 gamma—ray 905 
singler One identified pion track 166 
siri1e 	t One non—electronic track (not an 152 identified 	ni)fl) 
single e One electronic track 113 
sinp].e 
iL,I_/ '-U 
One non-elect 	track, 	1/2 ga'm-ray 86 
e e Two electronic tracks 75 
K e y As K 3 , with one gamma—ray 33 
fl77 10 identified pion tracks 29 
e 	n"IrIl One or two electronic tracks, 1/2/3ô' 19 
equal 
charge 
acs  of same sign 3. 
Two 	tracks of onoosite sin,onarently 8 
una a so ci ate ci 
1 e3, 2V As Ke3 	
with 2 garrroa_ rays 12 
K 
37r, )y 
Two non—electronic tracks, 3 	i—ry 4 
other aahiguous track with gam1a_rny 4 
TOTAL 7057 
3.1 	The 	ot 	the Pinal bnle of cke ion of 	 vents 
PJduciü tegjfl 
After the final physicist classification Of the events, 
it is necessary to decide which subset of then represent the 
least biassed sale, in order that the corrections may be 
ainisisad, Of course, this suet be balanced by the decrease 
In statistical precision which this introduces* befOre the 
discussion of the outs which are required, it is necessary to 
decide upon the way in which the fiducial region is defined. 
Joi'Ra11y, in such an ezpez'iaent, the vertex of the event 
(ç,) would be restricted to some region mafficiently far from 
the walls of the chamber that their effects are small • How- 
ver, as discussed in 6eation 3.2 above, the reconstruction of 
the vertex is subject to large uncertainties, and is not always 
possible, so that some other method of defining the location 
of an event is required. There are a number of possibilities, 
using the points of exit of the charged particles from the 
pipe, and it was decided to use the point of exit of the 
'up.tz'ea particle, (X.,)p that is, the point of exit of the 
particle which was nearer the target. 
This procedure is justified provided that the beem is 
well, behaved, that 1., provided that there are no lisoco-
tinuities in the bean, or Its speotrus. Let the distribution 
of the vertices of the decays of a particular momentum be 
some smooth function D(X)dX. Then, if there are no other 
restrictions on the decay products, the distribution of the 
points of exit from the pipe of, say, the upstream track for 
decays of a particular decay mode in a particular configure-
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This say be averaged over all the oonfigv.rat ions of the decay, 
and it may be seen that if D(z) is a slowly varying tiuiction 
of x, then the ease rclationst3ip will obtain, OXCOpL that 
k suet be intez'prett4 as a sean di.plaoc*ont along the bean 
direction. how if a boss of sufficiently high momentum is 
considered over a length abort enough that the attenuation of 
the bees through decay may be neglected, this same relation.-
ship will apply, when it Is integrated over the bees momentum ,  
apeatrus, where k is to be again interpreted as a mean di.-
placeseat. This mean displacement will depend upon the bean 
aoaeutua spec trus, the magnetic field, the &taseter of the pipe, 
and the j-va1ue of the decay. The Implication of this is that 
the aesn displacement for the three decay modes may not be equal, 
so that in principle some correction sight be necessary if the 
events are selected from the same region with respect to the 
exit point of the ups tress tz'aok, to take account of the tact 
that the equivalent vertex regions are not the usse, so that 
the bees iutenait..y is diffrent. In fiat, for tht boas wd in 
this experisent, the attenuation across the whole chamber is 
-141.. 
30/0, and the soon displacement* k are not very different 
for the three modes: this is shown in Pig. 3.79 which shown 
the distributions of the vertex point, and of the ups tress 
track, for K03, K and X3 , as obtained from the Umte 
Carlo simulation of the experiment. The his ogres. represent 
the data. It sag be seen that the vertex point distribution 
is similar, and similarly placed, for the tee modes t with 
k 5 ox. Consequently no correction would sees to be 
necessary to take account of the bess attenuation. 
Hence the fiducial region ia defined in terse of the point 
of exit from the pipe of the upstream track, for two track 
events, and as the point of exit of the only track in single 
track events* buoli a out is in principle unbiü.ed, except 
for the difference in the scan displasosents, but because 
of the finite wall-thickness of the alusiniux and because 
both particles are required to leave the pipe within some region, 
further small sode and parameter (, se) dependent offsets 
are introduced. However, it will be shown that these are sash, 
and calculablee 
eosuse both of the charged track* were required to leave 
the pipe within some region, there is a decrease in the nuaber 
of events/unit length as this downstream halt is approached. 
This may be seen from Pig. 3.7. The effect is only appreciable 
(by which is meant 'greater than the statistical error in the 
points') for the last 15 or 20 an of the scanned region. For 
s out at Xu • 50 Os, the intensity is still over 80°/o of the 
aaziaua intensity for all three modes, and this out was finally 
chosen. 
This out also removed a large number of single track 
events which arose from the loss of the other track far 
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Figure 3. 7 
20 	40 	60 	-20 	0 	20 	40 	60 	-20 	0 	20 	40 	60 X(cm) 	 X(cm) 	 X(cm) 
The Distribution of the exit Point of the Upstream Track for 
the Data, together with the Predictions of the !.'onto Carlo 
Sirntilation for this, and the Corresnondlir,cr Distribution of the 
Vertex Point. 	The dashed histogram is that of the " raw" data, 
and the solid histograii is that of the data after correcti)nor 
scanning losses. 	The smooth curves represent the Monte Carlo 
predictions. 
(a)and (b) refer to the Ke3  mode 
(ct and (d) refer to the K 	 mode 
(e) and (f) refer to the K 3 mode  IT 
downstr.aa, beyond the scanning Unit at x - 90 cu. (very 
few events had a separation of greater thaT' 10 as.). Also, 
for a K311 event in this downstream region of the chamber, 
the potential path length of the gasa.raye through the liquid 
is less than that for decays taking place nearer the centre 
of the chamber (the gaa-r.ys from the decay tend towards the 
forward direction) so that there is a mailer probability that 
they would have converted within the chamber; the s epara t ion 
of these events from the I 3 decays thus becomes lass certain. 
uoh events are removed by this downatreas cut. Finally, in 
the excluded downstream region, the path length for the charged 
particles through the liquid In also .oaewhat sasilor, so that, 
particularly for an electron, there is less chance for the 
particle to interact in such a way an to identity itself 
The out at the upstream 114t was determined by the con'-
dittos that the decay vertex should iie within the chamber for 
most of the events in the final data easple • This is for two 
reason.. Firstly, the gsnaa-rays from X decays which sake a 
wide angle to the bean direction could be absorbed by the lead 
collar for decays before the ahanber; and also the effects of 
the Alnge field of the magnet are very difficult to take account 
of in the calculation of the corrections. There is a further 
point, that is that the region Suet within the chamber is 
quite near to two of the flash tubes, and this does lead to 
some probl.as with the apparent ionisation of th. tracks. 
The out was chosen to be at z - 15 an, for which the Monte 
Carlo prediction was that over 990/0  of the events would have 
their vertex within the chamber *  
To cuarise, the final maple of events was that for which 
0043- 
the up.treaa particle left the pipe between x - 15 an and 
z - 50 as, and for utitch the other track (if say) left between 
z - 15 on and z s 65 an. The manber of events which z'eaain 
in caøh oatsar7 are shown in Table 3.2. In the ooapilation of 
this sb1e, aertain sa*.ort.s which do not spies from sy 
Of the deonys under consideration were onitted, for ez.nple, 
event.. Of the type 0* s 3y . 
RPk 	- CAPTh 3 
)) l.Ae Sud&90T  et *1., Phjs Rev* 329 815, 1970. 
!et u u .r a.urenent of the tzSlope Paraneter in 
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1e) &ee for exsaple, the lectures of D. Noi"ellet, LAL 1190 (Orsay 
5) J. Sawicki and H. Yoshiki, Nuovo Clinento 42, 240 (1966). 
tiaber of iments in Various Categories after ?iduisl 
Region Cuts 
Class Class Characteristics NO 0 in Class 
One oleo tz'osito tz'sok, one scm-alec tronic track 63 of opposite sign which may or may not be ides.' 
titled as a pin. 	Zlo y-'rays other titan those 
consistent with bzease t.rahlung. 1890 
wo n-e1eotron.to tracks, not acre than me of 
I which 1s identified as a pin. 	No y-rays. 1309 
Two non-electronic: tracks, and one or two y-. 
ray. associated with the likely decay point. 558 
- 	- Two identified pin tracks and no y-rays. 8 
- Two identified electronic tracks • 14 
ing1e One track of any nature with or without 
Tracks associated yz'ays (see also Table 11). 167 
AS K:3. 	
but with one associated y-ray not oon- 03 
 with breasstz'shlung. - 	19 - 
Unolassi- 8.1 	Two tracks, one nonueleotroata and one 
tied ambiguous between electron scatter and sun 
- or pin decay. 13 
892 	One non-cisc tronto track, one track wiiden- 	- 
titled duo to re-entry into the pipe after 
very short length. 2 
8 • 3 	One electronic track, one unidentified track 
as above. 1 
6.4 	One 	-electronic track, one unidentified 
track as above, one associated y-ray* I 
Other gel 	Two tracks of any nature with the some ohs so, 4 
Categories 
9.2 	Two records of any nature of opposite charge 




ANAL.YSIS. VALUATION OF CO1U(CTI2N$ LID R3UIT8 
Dstore the data given in Table 3.2 can be used to give the 
final result for the branching ratios, there are a nibar of 
effects and corrections to be considered, and where necessary. 
evaluated. These are considered in detail in this chapter. 
Eowver, before the corrections are discussed there is one 
assumption that his boon made already in oompiling Tables 3.1 
and 3.2, which may not necessarily be valid, and that is that 
the two sets of data from the two laboratories are identical. 
This is treated in detail before the systematic affects are 
evaluated. Then, sinse several of the corrections rely on a 
Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment, this is discussed 
also before the main discussion. 
4.1 The ComoatsbU.ity of the Data from the Two £aboratoriss: 
Soiiuiti jwz and Identification Efficiencies 
The compatability of the data may be demonstrated in two 
ways. Firstly, the separate data may be subjected to minute 
comparison but this jives only a qualitative estimate of the 
similarity. To obtain quantitative information, an exchange 
of film was *ads, for complete reprocessing by the other 
laboratory, thus allowing sc anning efficiencies to be evaluated, 
and also allowing the extent to whish physicists disagree on 
the Interpretation of the event, to be studied. Both these 
methods are described below. 
Table 4.1 shows th number of events found by the individual 
Laboratories for a large number of categories of event, both 
within the final fiducial region, and for the total scanned 
Comparison between the CERN and Edinburgh Data 
Tr yp e 









K e3 1030 303 1871 1315 1.34t0.04 1.42 
k 748 557 1316 937 1.3410.06 1.40 
K 3 I 313 
244 532 385 1.28t0.10 1.38 
27 20 94 72 1.3610.35 1.30 
5:1t 23 18 61 52 1 .2810.33 1.20 
6:snI€& 19 17 77 75 1.1220.33 1.04 
7: 	s t-or,> 205 155 3-12 250 1.3310.12 1.37 
603 466 1069 761 .36t0.07 1.41 
9: 512 406 1071 671 1. 26t0.07 1.60 
428 334 725 564 .28t0.08 1.28 
169 152 291 223 1.11tO.14 1.30 
2:),1-,r 352 263 565 428 .34t0.10 1.32 
3:I. 271 182 458 304 .50±0.11 1.51 
4: 505 370 931 631 .37±0.07 1.48 
5:1 3 1f 103 82 190 118 .23t0.17 1.61 
927 687 1624 1127 1 .35t0.05 1.44 
L 2 5 2 10 - - 
rr1 & 241 166 439 292 1 .450.12 1.50 
fl& 219 207 374 339 1.0810.10 1.10 
0: L- 1- & 288 184 503 306 1.52±0.12 1.65 
1: k 249 196 412 304 .28t0.10 1.36 
2:i, 	t) 64 48 120 81 3iit0.20 1.48 
3: -p- e- 511 409 906 676 1.?6±0.09 1.34 
4:Tr 569 394 965 639 1.L14t0.09 1.49 
5: 24 17 49 26 .41t0.33 1.88 
6:Tor 1 Lv 2264 3.708 4072 2929 .33t0.03 1.39 
R e 1145 811 - - .41t0.05 
 348 258 - ..350.11 - 
i4 2241 1626 - - .380.04 - 
0:RCLL_s 36 22 36 22 1.64 1.64 
ines 27,28 and 29 refer to the numbers after correction for the 
canning efficiencies. 
region. It is not clear what the reference value for the 
ratio of the number of events in each category should be 
(column. 5 and 6). In the experiment, 36 rolls of ti]m were 
scanned in C:JLN and 22 were scanned in dinburghe however, 
the normalising ratio should probably be the ratio of the 
total number of events found (' 1.3) rather than the ratio 
of rolls scanned (-, 1.6) since the beam was subject to 
variations in intensity, especially during the first part of 
the exposure, when many adjustments to the bean were made. 
(The CR1 film was taken from Rolls 200 to 520, and the 
dinburgh film from Rolls 521e to 636.) 
There are few departures from the average ratio of "1.33 
which are greater than the purely statistical error on the 
numbers. The moat serious departure* are in lines 18, 19 and 
20, from the K events it seems likely, however, that since43 
the total number of K events are in good agreement with the43 
expectation, that one or other of the laboratories has been a 
little over-op t.taistio in the ability to identity pions (or 
that the other was overu..peasjmjstia). That the fluctuations 
seem correlated within the X mode is already a strong Indica-
tion that any misidentification was such that, it did not change 
the classification of the event. From a fuller investigation 
Of the data, it appeared that the lAinbUrgh physicists had 
'identified' rather too many negative picas, that ii, some 
racks which should properly have been recorded as I t' tracks 
were given the firm identification of a pica. The number of 
tracks involved is relatively small, some 30 9 which should be 
taken from the 'vt" category and placed in the 't 4 t' 
category* One possible explanation is that a scatter on a low 
energy track might have been mistaken for an Interaction; when 
presented with two featureless track., such small clues may 
have assumed rather more importance than they merited. 
Apart from this point, there is a high degree of oompata-
bility between the two sets of data, which adds confidence to 
the remaining investigations. However, as a further check to 
find out whether such differences were serious, and in order 
to evaluate the scan efficiencies, seven rolls of film (150/0 
of the total scanned) were exchanged, and completely reprocessed 
by the other laboratory. The results from this reprocessing 
were then subjected to a detailed comparison with the original 
processing, and the differences were investigated more carefully. 
(Those differences of interpretation which did not change the 
overall classification of an event, for example, where one 
laboratory had recorded a track as pionia whereas the other had 
classed it as merely heavy, were not subjected to any serious 
or systematic study.) The disputed events were re-examined by 
a group of physicist, containing representative, of each 
laboratory, who attempted to determine the 'true' classification. 
On only two of these events was agreement not possible, out of 
574 events in the sample, 90 of which were examined. These two 
events were essentially those which had one track of an 
'ambiguous' nature, and this effect is dealt with more appro-
priately later. 
The events in this subset were divided into four categories, 
e3 (1), K 3 (2) 9 K3 (3) and all other events (4), for example, 
single track events. Por each category a (u 1,4), the events 
were divided into group.: 
z 	: those events B laboratories 
: those events 
• those events 
ibsequent1y 
found and recorded similarly by both 
S 
found by laboratory L only. 
recorded by laboratory £ which were 
agreed to be invalid. 
* - 
C 	i : those events recorded by laboratory L as of 
type a but which were subsequently agreed 
to be of type a. 
In the processing, there were small differences in the length 
of the scanned fiducial region (or order 0.5 en) due to the 
slightly different magnifications on the scanning tables and 
asny of the events in the alass 	it arise from very strict 
application of the scan rules, which, since the group ezaairia- 
tion took place mostly in CiRI4, was chosen to be the CJth 
standard. This effect really represents a 'normalisation' of 
the scanning region of one inetituton to the standard of the 
other. 
The nuaber of events in these categories are shown in 
Table 4.2a and 42b. 
The evaluation of the scanning efficiencies then follows 
straightforwardly? if it is assumed that the two laboratory 
scans are independent, then the scanning efficiency is given 
by 
-N+Z4?2 	
a a 114 
The results of this calculation are shown in Table 14.2e. 
In fact, it Is probably not exactly true that the 
scanning in the two laboratories is independent, that is, it 
Is possible that an event which was missed by one laboratory 
was just as likely to be aiseed by the other; however, for 
the relatively high (double) aoannin,g efficiencies, the error 
Introduced by neglecting this correlation is LiAallo liowever, 
In order to check the aethod of evaluating the scanning 
efficiencies, there was an independent determination of the 
CkRN scanning efficiency, using the method devised by Dez'ezzso 
and Hildebrand. 
Table 4.2p 	Inter1aboratorr scan results 








K 	(ii1) 239 4 13 1 11 e3 
K 	(m=2) 150 0 1 2 5 113 
K 	(ra = 3) 64 5 10 ii 2 
Other (in 	ii) 31 6 6 o 1 
(m 	i 'p'csents all those events not directly classifiable as K, K1, 	
11 
Interlaboratory physicists' comparison 
Thi(,, 4.2b 










03 0.948 ± 0.014 0.984 ± 0.014 
K 
113 0.993 ± 0.008 1.0 01 	 ± 0.003 
0.865 ± 0.05 0.923 ± 0.05 
Tble 4.2c 
Over11 Scarninr,  
Eficiencis 
The whole question of the determination of scanning 
efficiencies has been very fully developed in the paper by  
Der.nao and Ifildebrend. In brief, their argument is that all 
events do not have equal visibility, but have some distribution 
of the visibility between 0 (invisible) and 1 (always seen by 
everyone). The normal scanning efficiency calculation (such as 
the one above) then assumes that the form of this visibility 
function is a delta-function. However, following their argu-
ment, it is assumed that the visibility function (r(v), where 
v is the visibility, which out Its in the range 0, 1) is 
smoothly varying, and that most events are highly visible. 
(The effect of any invalidity of the latter assuiption would 
be to require a prohibitively large number of scans to deter-
sine the scanning efficiencies; in ii scans, the range of v 
Investigated lies from roughly 1/n to 1). 
D.renao and tUldebrand consider the number or new events 
found by each scan, averaged over the scanners, i.e. (for 3 
scan.) 
• (1/3)(i+ , c) 
92  • 
U3 a 	(13)( , 1Z.c) 
where A, I, C are the number of events found by scanners A 
and C, AT are those events found by A but missed by B etc. 
N1 is thus the scan number of events fOund by any single 
scanner, N2 the mean number found by one out of two scans, 
and N3 the mean number round by one out of three scanse . ,,his  
number of events is related to the visibility function 
(normaliaed such tktat 	 by 
I 
Ail - fo vF(v)(l-v) 1dv 
The function suggested by Derenso and Hildebrand is 
1(v) - 1Q(1_.), which has great versatility, as well as 
easy integrability, naas]j 
f vu1(1_v )d, - '_ 	 fora, 	-i O 
Using this property, the M may be expressed in teras of 
three parameters a, 13 and K. Derenso and Hildebrand do not 
give the solution to these equatione$ for three scans, the 
solution may be obtained by writing 112 for V IN and 123 
for M2/M3 to give the expressions 
11 	
fl(p+1 ) fl(a++i4 
2 = fl (.2) fl (++3) 
11 	fl(as8+ K23 
- fl(+3)fl(a'4) 
Pinall.y, the property of the (}aaaa function 
I 	 I_i 
I (x) • (z-1) 1 (z-l) 
may be used to simplify these expressions, and the equations 





The total number of events is then just given by 
NT - 	Xvh(l-.v)dv aAll 
(+2) 
(u+l) 
and the double scan efficiency given by (M1 , )I2)/L, . 
The results of the analysis of 16 rolls of file which were 
scanned in C]RJI for a third time are shown in Table 1.3 • Also 
shown in this Table are the results which would have been 
obtained fros the traditional method* It may be noticed that 
there is a large difference between the results from the 
Derenfo and Hildebrand method and the traditional method, and 
that there ia fairly good agreement between the former and the 
results of the interchange of fila. 
There are strong indication, that the third scan was rather 
more efficient than either of the first two scans. This say be 
due partly to the fact that the scan was performed separately 
from the other scans, so that the scanners realised that it 
was * 'special' scan, and possibly were more careful, and also 
because the third scan was performed such later tk'w the other 
scans, so that all the scanners were fully familiar with the 
film* Finally, only part of the original scan teas was used 
in the third scan (the reminder were working on other experi 
sent.), and in order not to interfere too such with other 
experimental prograsa.., only the faster scanners were used 
such scanner., by being more confident, may well be more efficient 
Therefore, because of this alight uncertainty in the results 
of this three scan method, and because the results are only 
applicable to one part of the fila, the scanning efficiencies 
are taken from the results of the interchange of tila. The 
validity of the procedures adopted in that analysis is well 
TABLE !L. 
urniary of the (esu1ts of the threo eon m.ethoe of Derenzo and Hildebrand 
IO1ic3  
35 10 0.925 
C, 
0.876 0.995 0.951 
K 280,.7 143 i 0,950 0,925 0.998 0,973 
if 
110 13 5 0,890 0.792 0,988 0.5 
0hcr 60.5 12.5 7.5 0.825 - 0.969 -- 
The notation is: 
mean number of events found by a sin-le scan 
1i 2 = mean numb,-):- of cvont; iiisc;ci by on 	scan out of three 
iean number of events i.ssed by tv:o 	'.cans out of three 
5 = cffleiency of :i ccans aalth1ing that events are missed rcndomly 
= ei.cicrc.y of n scans uL;iig the method. of Jof. 1 	taking into aeou;t 
possible hitscd l•:. of ovonts TJ;' 	express-on erpJ.ye 	s 
;1re N 	= nuuiber of cyonts found by ii 6can3, and. 
11 T  a and f 	ucre evaitiated from 
(K 	k23 + 1)1(1<23 - 1\12) 
a 	<12 - 3 + ( } 12 	1)3 
where K 	 x 23 = M2/fl3. These expressions are only valid for 
> •-1, ihich is not sati sficd by the data in the fourth lnc of the table. 
TABLE 4.4 
The compatahility of the physicists, as estimated from the 





e3 	-0.004 ± 0.0i 	-0.037 i 0.044 
Kp3 	-0.013 ± 0.010 -0031 ± 
K 7 	-0.041 ± 0.025 -0.050 ± 0,025 
,ir 
TABLE 4.5 
Overall Efficiencies for the two laboratories, and the 
Combined and ienorinalised efficiencies 
• 
Conbined scan efficiency and 
_CtC' 	D___ 
Ovor-ali effi-
cioncy for 	otn1 
crc1z 
Dr K,  
- 
'p3 0 .952  ± 0.020 1.021 
± 0.020 0.9614 ± 0.021 
1.008 ± 0.013 1.031 ± 0.013 1.000 
0.901 ± 0.04.0 0.978 ± 0.0 140 0.919 ± 0.031 K 
----.- -•-.- 	- 	-, - ---- 	 4- 
confirmed by the subsidiary cheek, using the more advanced 
techniques developed by Derenso*ad Hildebrand. The exchange 
of film also allow, an evaluation of the extent to which the 
physicists in the two laboratories were interpreting the scan 
rules in the same way. The physicist  reliability was defined 
for each laboratory and for each decay mode as 1 + Ii  L 
where a 	 a - a 
PL 	
fi 	
mj L - 
a a 	a 
ii 
The results of this calculation are given in Table 1.. The 
a 4 
s 	are small, indicating a high degree of compatability, and 
slightly negative, representing a subtraction to take account 
of the tendency to retain 'good' events despite the fact that 
there was some technical reason for declaring the frame to be 
invalid. 
-Cho effects of scanning inefficiency and physicist  relia-






These corrections were applied to the data of each laboratory 
separatel.y, and the results of the combination are shown in 
Table 4.5. All further corrections can be applied to the data 
as a whole • Because only the relative scanning efficiencies 
are meaningful, the corrections are calculated with the scan 
efficiencies noraalimed to unity for the X 	 mode, and these43. 
normalimed scan efficiencies are given in the third column of 




K e3 code and 30 ± 23 events to the K3x.ode from the nor-
malisation there is Identically no correction to the Z o mode* 
14.2 The Monte Crlo iculatten of the  .zncricent 
Most of the correction to the data are eancerized with 
the par Ueular problem of the pipe, and whila t in general they 
are very as"' eorretioae, they can oily be estimated from, 
the data in a rather circul tous canner, involving certain sac.-
what dubious as.ptionse io, for cony corrections, the aWl-
tude has been checked using a Mont. Carlo siculation of the 
erperloent. POP some correctiosia, this is the only way of 
estimating the effect, and for others, the data on which the 
ceticote of the correction is statistically weak, so that the 
Monte Carlo predictions are used* ince the staulation assumes 
a fairly Important role in the evaluation of the oorreoUans, 
the details of the prograace and the assumptions cade therein 
are considered in this section, and a ooipsri.an is cade between 
some of the predicted distributions and those obtained froa the 
data, in order to gauge the validity of the simulation. A dis" 
cuss ion of the general prthoiple. of Monte Carlo techniques aen 
be found in the lectures of A. Werbrouok2 . 
The Moats Carlo program 0VICAL was written in CERN 
YOrtran, to, Operation on the CiJUI CDC 6000 series coapiaters, 
by H.W.X. Hopkins, R.G. lCrthlngtosi and X.J. Peach, working 
In close ocnsultat4an. A flow diagram of the event generation 
phase of the program is given in Pig. &.l, and the tasks of 
the various routines, and the aasticsis sad. therein Sr. 
described In detail. below. 
Figure 4.1 	The flow diarn for the Nonte Carlo -programme 
Routine Nrne 
	
Function 	 Comment 
KNOM [Choose th reentun of te ken 
DALITZ Chocee the vo.l.ues of the four- 
o!'ent9 of all rrticles 
DI RN Cho'se t:e orienttion of the 
decy in the kton rest franc 
LORZ i3nnnferri 	t. the Laboratory 
VERTEX 'se the vertex OL1 t 
PIPE f - ke 	the 	trajectories of the 
charged particles to od throug 
the 	r'ils of the ni 
DEDX 	 )egrade the energy of the 
charged Darticles to take 
cnoimt of the enerrrv lose in 
DECAY Chech ci}iether 	tee 	track 	has 
CC Ted within the 	i)1I1C 
II1JLT3C (Distort the 	r'ngles of exit to 
ke ec(-)unt of miltinJe 	sct. 
PlO Eor generste the 	: roTs 
FVCUT $oiy ti 	sc 	tn.ç 	criteris 
CONGA 	 fvert thc r'- 
IDLONG 'oi1ow the nrticle trac'<s in 
the chnmhcr 
ThACKB 	 I:e - surc• the event 
Look for tracks 
stooing in the 
nine w11 





or le,- , v(, . 
Not for electrDns 
-53- 
: In this routine, the aos.ntua of the decaying Leon was 
ohoen, in such * way that the & rent decay spectrum would 
be reproduced • The bass wcen tus spec tr was obtained from 
another experisen t3 • in which 3,213 decays of the type 
it _ 	 wi Ui both charged plans n.aaurable, and both 
the g.-rays converted within the ohaaber, we" aes.ured, and 
the events geometrically and kinesatloally reoon.a true ted. The 
spectrum is IboI in Pig. 4.2. 
There was no allowance sale for the attenuation of the 
bees through the oheabor, but the effects of this would have 
been ascii, and certainly not detectable with the statistics 
available in the ezperisent. At the lowest sc.entuz the 
attenuation was less than 30/0  through the fiducial region. 
iva rz: This routine chose the valves of the kinematic 
variables in the kion rest-fran.. The events were first ebosen to 
populate phase space tutiforaly, by choosing the value, of the 
kinetic energy of the noutral particle and the pion to lie 
nnitoz'aly in their allowed range. 1nergy conservation was 
applied bW requiring that the kinetic energy of the remaining 
particle (given by T s Q -1 - 	be greater than zero, and 
momentum conservation by requiring that the vector triangle or 
&QMMta of the three particles was closed. The dynamic effect 
of the weak interaction was taken into eonaideration bl evaluating 
the value of the differential decay distribution function at the 
point generated, and comparing this (when divided by the sazisus 
value of the function) with a randos nuaber, rejecting those 
points where the random nuaber was greater than this quantity* 
For lep tonic decays, the tars of the differential decay 




Figure 4.2 	The Nomentum 3pectru- ,. of the Decaying K 
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- 2(i) a2 — 
ere (f/g) • o.(l-), and F, was assumed to be real and 
eons tent. 
For L 	decays, a linear speetrua was assuzed, of the 
ThI(k -1) w(T0) a l.a. 	o
*Z 
!? 	 ,aax 
The effects of higher order texas was not investigated, but 
such texas are kna= to be a sail. 
Pox normal runs of the Monte Carlo, the values F, - 0 
and a0 - '0.2*4 were taken. 
aAWi This subroutine controlled the orientation of the event 
in the koon rest syatea, with respect to the kaon mosentus 
vector in the laboratory. The direction of the neutral particle 
was distributed isotropiaa].ly, sine the kaon is a spin zero 
boson, and the decay plane rotated uniforaly around this 
direction. 
L(tNZ This performed the straightforward one dimensional 
Zorenta transformation of the three decay particles into the 




(where the * refers to quantities in the kaon rest tx...). 
VitT1 The vex tea for the decays was chosen to lie uniforaly 
along the bees direction, between units which were determined 
from control cards (usually, the region a - -35 to 2 a o). 
The bean was assumed to have a unitam orosssee tion, of 
diameter Ish one 
PIPL This routine pertOraed the task or following the tra-jectories 
of the two charged partial.., to find, by an 
iterative procedure, the points where the trajectory would 
have crossed the inner euz'taoe of the pipe wall and the outer 
eurtaoa • The .ave tie field was assumed to be uniform thoui-
out the whole region, and set to a standard 27 Lilogsusà. 
fli-fl)( Fran the path length of the charged particle* in the 
pipe wall the total oswwgr was d.grMed for iozisation loss 
In the aluminium. It the total amrljy was "!h that the 
particle would not have .a.rged into the liquid, this was 
noted by setting on appropriate flsg$ such events wer. treated 
as 'single track' events. 
D.Ck! TUB subroutine checked whether the plan would have 
decayed in flit before leaving the pipe and entering the 
chamber. The effect was snail, about .10/0.  and would not have 
changed the classification or the event. Possible =&on decays 
in flight within the pipe were also sought, and the rate was 
(as sight have been expected) two orders of aagnitude mailere 
fieoaus. the effect was so sash, the occurrenc. of such a decoy 
was ignored: this could only affect the kineas tie analysis 
of theerents, and sinse the enargy release in pion decay is so 
snail, this would be rather difficult to detecte 
altered the angles of the partial., at the point of 
wit, fran the pipe, to take aceount of the aul tiple scattering 
within the pipe wall. The routine used the scan angle of 
deviation as given by Rossi and Qrei..n 
Ixt 
where Is track 1cngth, Z is the charge of the s.attared 
partiols and 	to the radiation length. The actual point 
of exit frm the pipe was unaffected b 	this routine, but the 
erroi' introduced by neglecting the possible ohinge of eidt 
point is sash, sinoe the typical path length in al'-' 4'ia is 
only of order 1 one 
i1Q This routine won responsible for generating the same 
rays in the neutral pion rest fre (for x), and then 
trsn.fOr'aiug then to the keen zest systea, and finally to the 
laboratory sys ten. The distribution of the g.Us-zays in the 
740 zest frane was sasuned to be isotropic. 
vc VT was the routine in which the sessing on tezia were 
.p511.d, with regard to the track eu t points and guard Potions. 
The affects of the land collar were also taken into account, 
by call, to routine ?.AtW... 
C(*IGA was responsible for eslaulating the oonvsrsion points 
of the soma rays for events satisfying the selection criteria. 
The psraaet.risation of the variation of oenvorsion length 
with the energy of the gaa Pay was 
b./' +04.21 
wher. a - 15.1 0*, a • - 1.7 * i0 2 GeV and a s 2x10 GeV 2tor 
Ppoon and a. 12.7 en, a . -292 * 	.V, • 2.0 * 104 QeV 2 
for A1n1111un. 	Those event, with only one gae ray converting 
within the ohanber, or with neither soma ray converting within 
the ohanber, or which had a gamma ray converting within the pipe 
wall, we" flagged. 
-57-. 
IDLONG calculated the length of the track for both piona and 
uons • The routine Iterated down the trajectory (ignoring al-
tipl• scattering) until the partial. left the visible region of 
the chamber, or until it had stpped (in practice, when it had a 
residual range or l.a. than J  on) or, for pion., until it had 
int•raated. Ionization loss was included. The interactions were 
simulated by using a psr.a.triaation of the interaction length 
obtained empirically from data presented by L. 	(lb.sis), 
of the form (a.. Pig. 4.3*) 
- 	(10CL 	+ 10(PP_)) if P < 500 14V/0. 
- 1(500) 	if Px > 500 MV/o. 
The constanr. 4 was 1.0 for positive pious, and 0.82 for negative 
pions. The ( oross-s•otion in complex nuclei might be expected 




wbore Nn(p) is the number of neutrons (proton.) in the nucleus. 
The form of the interaction length has been found to represent the 
+ 
z carbon cross-sections rather well (a.. Figure 4.3). 
The constants a, 00 £ and 	were adjusted to give ML 
good quantitative agreement with the total number of interactions 
for the 	decays, and were taken as a a -.0.005 (MSV/a) 137. 
- 0.003 (M.v/.); £ a 28 on.; p1•1 = 275 IIV/a. 
TRACXB prepared an output record for the event, which could be  
used as input for the kinematic fitting program GRIND. 
EVANAL was the routine in which the Rain analysis of the Monte 
Carlo was carried out. 
To gain sons Idea of the ability of the Monte Carlo to 
accurately describe the data, the ocmparison of the Monte Carlo 
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have been obtained from the measurement of over 3,000 L decays, 
in which the kinematic constraints allow fairly precise valu.s 
for the various quantities to be determined (a.. also Pig. 
3 • Ia, a, •). From the general good sgreeant between the pps-
dictions and the data, it may be concluded that the Monts, Carlo 
is indeed sb].e to simulate the experiment, and so may be presumed 
to give reliable estimates of the corrections. 
14,3 The Corrections 
Th.ere are a number of (relatively) small corrections to be 
applied to the raw data before the numbers of events may be used 
to determine the true branching ratios, and these are considered 
in detail below. 
14.3.1 Goaetrjcaj Detection Zffioiency 
In Chapter 3, it was noted that the distribution functions 
of the exit points of the upstream track were not uniform 
throughout the fiducial region, but experienced same diminution 
toward the downstream limit and that this was due to the effects 
of the guard region. Because the three decay modes have different 
Q-values,, there was a slight difference in the efficiency with 
which the events were collected within the fiducial region. 
This arises because both of the charged particles were required 
to have emerged withii a defined region of the pipe, and the 
average separation of the two exit points of the charged 
particles (defined as the modulus of the difference of the two 
points) is a function of the energy available in the decay. 
For X 3 (Q-value 251 11eV) and L•3 (Q-valu. 'v 357 NOV) 
deeays the mean  value of the separation is 7.4 an (estimated 
from the Monte Carlo calculation), whereas for K 	 decays 
(Q-value v 83 11eV) this mean is only 6.5 on. Over 300/0 of 
50 	 i-P 	I 	 " 	150 
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i_u 	'IV 	 cm 
the 1 3 decays have a spsauation at gr.ator than 25 ass while 
for K 31 doays, lose than 0.10/0  have such a large separation, 
The aagnitude of the stt•st was estimated from the Mont 
Carlo simulation s, by generating 50,000 events of each decay type, 
with their vertices uniformly distributed along the region 
-35 <z <70 • For %3" 13,213 events would have been accepted 
by the scan rules and fiducial volume limitations, While l3,18 
and 13,698 1 	would have been .oasptM. In a re-run, 
using a different not of random numbers,, 13,297 K 	 events 
were aea•pt•d. It *ay be aon1u.dM that the ditf.rence between 
and L  was statistically insignificant, while that be-
tween the leptonic nodes and the K 	 nodes was significant. 
Thus, no correction was aids to the £13  aodes, but a sub-
traction of 21 1 6 events was made from the 13  mods. (me 
oontidsnce with which it may be said that there in no correction 
to the lsptonic nodes is 	19 and 	12 for K•3 and K P3 
respectively.) 
Thea'e is a loss of events at the downstrsa •M of the 
region and this lass is 1•sa s•vsrs for the K 	 nod** than 
for the 1 3 or 1 3 nodes. Thus, it would be expected that 
the ratio K13/K53 would z'siaain approximately constant within 
the fiducial region, while the ratio (13 /K - all lsptonic nodes) 
would inorsass. The ratios K0 A03  and K31/(K_  all leptonta 
nodes), calculated from the uncorrected (raw") data are shown 
in Pig. 45 for each 5 on interval in the region (0-65) an 
(the events wsre 'binned" on the exit point of the upstream 
track), and it nay be seen that the relative number of %3 and 
events is constant within the region 15-50, while the ratio 
of(K - all leptonis nodes) is consistent with a rise at the jl 
downstream end of this region. The prsoision of this statement 
from the data is, of corn's., statistically weak. 
he Branching Ratios K )1 3/K e 3 and K ff /( M 	K3) as a Function of the 
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Figure 4.5 
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4-3.2 Dalits Pairs. and ainle electrons from aama ray 
rooessea in the wall of the Vacuum DiDe. 
From the known branching ratio 15) * -p eey/ °-, 2y • 1.17 
98.83 
- 10190/0 the number of X3., events in which one of the gamma 
rays gives a Delits Pair (resulting in subsequent rejection 
for > two charged tracks leaving the pipe) is calculated to 
be 6.7, and this is added to the K3X sample of events. 
Also, those events in which one of the ga.a rays had 
interacted in the wall of the vacuum pipe to produce a single 
electron would have been rejected at the scanning stage for the 
same reason. The processes which give rise to such events are 
firstly Compton ioattering, and also pair production, in which 
one of the electrons has a total energy of less than about 
20 MeV. This effect was investigated by scanning 25 rolls of 
film for frames on which there was an otherwise legitimate event 
with two non-electronic tracks, and one or two converted gamma 
rays, but with an extra electron coming from the pipe. There 
was no requirement that the electron should appear to be 
"associated" with the event. There were 20 such events with 
one gamma ray, and 26 with two gamma rays. The probability of 
obtaining an unoozrelated electron with a two-gamma event must 
be the same an for a one gamma event, and thus the number of 
the one gamma events where the electron is unoorrelated is 
(26 x 0.28): the factor 0.28 Is the ratio of one gamma to 
two gamma X3% events for the whole region scanned. The 
remaining 12.7 events were assumed to come from genuine K 3x 
decay., in which or.' of the ge—a rays interacted in the pipe 
wall to give an electron. (These results apply to the total 
fiducial region: the normalisation to the total film, but 
restricted to the fiducial region is (57/25)x(556/915) - 1.38. 
There Is i also a correction necessary to take account of the 
scan efficiency for a single scan relative to the double scan 
which was 0.80 Consequently, 22 1 8 events were added to 
the X 	 category. (Li°/o). This calculation may be compared 
with the magnitude found from the following method* 
From the Monte Carlo calculation, it is estimated that 
about 110/0  of K 	 decays would have had one gamma ray con- 
verting within the wall of the pipe, but many of these would 
have been recognised as such (pipe gauss). 
The probability that a gaas  ray of energy W will produce 
a Compton of energy > 	while passing through dx ga/ca2 is 
given by 
ii,NZr 2m c 2 r2
P 	)dx = dxl 	
0 C 
	(-) 
J ia'2 	A WI' 
where a5 is the electron asas, and w'd*' - (w - 
N is Avagadro's Number, Z is the Atomic Number, 
	
A is the Atomic 7eight, 	In the Classical Radius 
of the electron. 
s 	2 ( 	 a )2_ _2 Li,  1 ____O ___ 	 c P0 (w,L)dz a dx 
Ali 	 It aec  







The Total Compton cross-section for producing an electron of 
energy 	(w - "e°2 Is given by the integral for 	E = a502. 
Now, if .>> m50, W-mc' v, so that the probability of a 
Compton scatter in dx ga/om' is given by 
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P0 (w)dx 
dx * NZ r0a0o 	r1 2Yb + 
- 
[ 
me  a 
The cross-section is then obtained by 
£n(1/(l - 
For a similar gamma ray,  the differential probability that it 
will produce an electron pair in dx gil4a2 of aatez'ial, with 
a division of energy such that the position has a function 
over the range u to u + du determined by the screening 
factor y, which is defined as 
100  
T 	
e 	-'3 	where V - 1-u. 
For the range y <2, the probability is given by 
P('N,u)dudz - Lw. A Z2r02dudz ((u2+v2)(f1(Y) 
+13 u'v (r2(y) - Ln (z1 '3)j 
where r1(y), f2(y) are given approxiaately 	by 
5.2 - T/8 
r2 (y) - 5.06 - y/16 
For y> 2, this formula may be re-written as 
P(*,u)du dx - 	Z2rdu dx (u2+v241v)(tn( 02 wv))
me 
- - 0(y))] 
log109(y) 	- 0.45 - 0.13y 
For 'r > 10, o(y) is approximately zero. 
a(y) is effectively the difference between two functions 
f1 (y) and f2('r). 
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POz' any particular energy , these exprBaions need to 
250 
be integrated over U from e 	 0 
(W_25 00 
- dx I 	2 P(i,u)du 
2m a 
w 
This can only be done numerically (except for the halts of 
low and high energy). 
Because the scanners were instructed to ignore all electrons 
which had an energy of less than about 20 MoVie2 , any gsa ray 
In which one of the electrons had less than this energy would 
have bren killed * the low energy branch would have been ignored, 
and the event killed for having three charged tracks. This may 
be seen in the illustration. 
NJ 
Conversion )Oit in A1u.inium 
Visible in t e 
Ignored because sailer than 3cri 
The probability that a gasas ray will convert in such a way 
that one of its branches has energy less than 20 MoV/e2 (the 
partial pair product in probability) is given by 
- {P(w) f2 P(I.u)duJ dx 
where u1 a 20  1W and u2 - 1 - u. The cross-section 
is again given by a- -' tn(l/(1 - 
The total Compton scattering cross-section, the total 
pair production cross-section and the partial pair production 
cross-section (in arbitrary but stent units) are shown in 
Fig. 4.6. 
The fraction of those game rays which convert in the pipe 
wall and which are subsequently killed Is then Just 
N(W)(ç(W) + a- art (vi)/(o-t (w) + 
where N(Ti) is the observed gamma ray spectrum and where it 
has been assumed that the spectrum of gamma rays converting in 
the aluminium of the pipe wall is the same as the observed 
spectrum* 
ii numerical integration of this gives F - 0.38. 
From the Monte Carlo simulation, then, it is concluded 
that 110/0 of events have a gamma ray converting in the wall 
of the pipe, and of these, a traction 0.38 would have been 
killed at the scanning stage: hence the magnitude of the 
correction necessary is of the order at 4.2/o, to be compared 
with the calculated value from the data of 40 0/0  The agree-
sent, is rather good. 
0 +- 
4.4.3 Gamma Detection ftioienc and CP-violatin Deo&w ¼-' 
The probability that any gaaaa-.ray is converted within the 
chamber is of order 0.99 and thus a correction is necessary to 
take account of those 
X3X
events where both gamma rays escape 
from the chamber. Such events would be classified as n4i, if 
both pious were identified as such, and as a IL, otherwise. 
3 
0 
Figure 4.6 	The total Compton cross—section, the pair 
production cross—section and the p2rtial 
pair cross—section ( fr one "branch" of the 
pair having an energy 4 204eV ) in Aluminium 
Cross—section 
Arbitry Units 
0 	 100 	 200 Photon Energy 
Me V 
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If P is the probability of conversion per gamma ray, and if 
the conversion of one gamma ray is independent of the conversion 
of the other, then for N, 	event. in .11, the number of events 
with two, one and zero converted gamma rays is N2 9 1119 and 
N0, where 
-1"T 	l 2PY 12 )14T ; 	
a 	
Y ) NT 




and hence the number of 	events with no converted gamma 
rays can be calculated. For the fiducial region, with Ni a 112, 
a 1e46 the aean detection efficiency iB 0.892 ± 0.014; 
This then gives N - 8. From the Monte Carlo simulation, the 
.xpeoted detection efficiency 1. 0.915 ± 0.006 (this error is 
purely statistical in the Monte Carlo syetcaat.ic faults could 
double this at least) in reasonable agreement with the data value. 
The gamma detection efficiency as a function of the position 
In the olisaber is shown in Fig. 11.7. It may be seen that there 
Is slight evidence for a lower gamma detection efficiency for 
events outside the fiducial region, though it is constant within 
the region* 
Since the CP-violating decay to OC would appear to the 
scanner indistinguishable from a X 3 ,4 
decay in which neither 
gamma ray converted, this mode is considered in this section. 
2141 
$ a 
( 2142 + 
amma Detection Efficiency as a Function of t' -.e Point of Exit 
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Figure 4.7 
In the sample, there are about 14,000 ohrpd decays, and from 
the measured branching ratio 
G
' 	 - .( 0.20 ± 
- all charged 
it is calculated that there should be some 8 CP-violating decays 
in the sample. 
Thus the total number of events where both of the charged 
tracks are truly pious, coming from the processes described above, 
Is 16. Of these, about 5 should appear as iiii events, and the 
remainder would appear as "Xf events. 	The number of events of 
type 	L1 identified as such in the data is 8, 	and is thus 
highly compatible with the calculation. This also allows a 
calculation of the maximum regenerated intensity, defined as 
 obs - J4O*20 
%Z I I () I 	P%2 x R x AT  
where P is the probability that a pion would have been 
identified as such, 
Noba(oalc) is the observed (calculated) number of *7z' events. 
xx 
R2 Is the total rate (X - 2 pious), divided by the partial 
rate into 
is the totaldecay rate, divided by that Into 
charged particles, and 





(KL0) / 	: 13 X 	 14000 
This is consistent with aero, which is expected from the 
exptriaental conditions* Ary significant regeneration amplitude 
could only result from X being scattered or reflected by the 
aluminium of the pipe wall, or by the lead collar, and would 
-67— 
indicate that the bean was not as well collimated as expexted. 
In ooncluaion, 16 events were subtracted from the total 
number of K • ii'iC events, and 8 events were added to the 
category. 
4.3.4 Aabiiuoue Track vents 
After all the physicist  scans, there were 13 events Viblah 
were ambiguous between a K143 decay and a K53 decay, because 
one of the tracks could not be identified with certainty as 
either from an electron, or as from a non-electron. In all 
oases, this was because the first, rather short portion of the 
track, was steeply dipping, so that the "appreflt' ionisation 
would have been high if it were an electron. In most oases, 
after this initial portion of the track, there was a "scatter" 
into the plane of the film, and the track became obviously 
electronic in nature. The difficulty is thts whether this 
was to be interpreted as a muon (or pion) decaying, or as an 
electron wh.Loh underwent a large angle scatter. The total energy 
of the obviously electronic portion of the track ras lees than 
about 70 UeV. 
Normally, in bubble chamber experiment., a out on the dip 
of the tracks of about 45 0  is applied, in order that such 
difficulties might not arise. kiowever, such tracks are often 
of low energy, and the multiple scattering on these tracks is 
sufficiently large to render their measurement difficult. 
Further the out would require a correction, which could only 
be made from the Monte Carlo simulation, and would be quite 
critically dependent on certain parameters. 
-68w 
It might be thought that, if the track were truly that of 
an electron, there should have been some secondary radiation 
from the scattering point: and thus their non-observation 
would be "evidence" that the track was truly muonloo however, 
for electrons of low energy, there is Quite a high probability 
of a collision, with no brea tr.hlung; further, the gamma rays 
which would be produced would have a longer conversion length 
than other, higher energy gamma rays • In fact, a study of 
gamma rays pairs with steep dip in the liquid yielded many 
exaaplea in which one of the electrons behaved in a way 
characteristic of these tracks, and which, in different air-
cumstances, could have been interpreted as muon decays, if 
the ionisation information had been believed. 
Two separate approaches to the problem were tried, both 
using the Monte Carlo simulation. Firstly, the number of pion 
and muon tracks from 1 3 decays in which one of the tracks 
stopped within the first 5 one of projected range was calculated 
to be 80 ± 10, the error in this number arising from systematic 
uncertainties in the beau momentum spectrum. In the data, there 
were 79 such events, and hence the X.3 mode could quite easily 
accommodate 13 extra events. 
The second approach involved an aialysis  of the data which 
were measured (some 600/0)  on the C4.RN TC-L Coord ins tograph 
system. The data was originally measured with a view to applying 
a out on the dip. For each event, the quantity D was defined 
as the dip of the track with the greater absolute value of the 
dip, and the resulting distribution of D was compared with 
that predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation. Pigs. .8a-c 
show these comparisons for K03, K 3 	and the ambigupus 
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excess of events in the K. d.at& for the region with J.. > 0.59 
and since all the ambiguous track events lie in this region, 
adding them to the K 43
category would somewhat destroy this 
greement. (For the ambiguous track events, it was always the 
ambiguous track which defined D.) 
Prom these arguments, it was difficult to make any firm 
conclusions about these events, since their statistical 
precision is weak. 
Finally, then, the charge of the ambiguous track may be 
considered, Of the thirteen ambiguous tracks, eight were 
positively charged, and five negatively charged. If all were 
electronic in character, the c).rge ratio would be expected to 
be 11. If all were muonia, then the ratio would be nearer 
i.i:i (positive to negative), since those negative muons which 
would have been captured would not have been confused in this 
way. Unfortunately, the numbers of events are so small as to 
be consistent with either hypothesis. 
Because none of these approaches yields a conclusive z'es;.lt, 
the events in this category were divided statistically between 
the twrl decay modes in approximately the same proportion as' 
b"inohi2g ratio, i.e. %Lt43  : 8Ke3v but with a fairly lan 'And 
correlated error on the division. 
There were four other events which contained an uni(r ztifted 
track, due to the fact that there was only a very short Araok 
length available before the track either re-entered the pipe, 
or 'Vanished'. These were lightly ionising track., but the 
available track length was so eort that no momentum estimate 
was possible. One of these eveits had an associated gamma-ray 
(which could not have been breas strahluug), and was assigned to 
theK 	mode: another had an 
identified electron as the other 
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track, and was assigned to the K 3 nods, and the remai ning two 
events were assigned one each to the 1 and 1.3 nodes. The 
number of such events is so small that the errors introduced by 
this procedure are small. 
4.3.5; £tteots of the Pipe ad the Walls of the pip. on the 
Charged Particles 
Because the tracks of the hargd particles are only observed 
after they have left the pipe, and because the particle can 
interact within the pipe wall in such a way that the nature of 
the track is changed (by decay, for example, 	•u,u") or 
in such a way that the observed configuration cause. the event 
to be rejected, the offsets of the pipe require careful study. 
In tact, less than 501s of the wants have either charged par-
ticles seriously aXt•otid by the presenoe of the pipe, so that 
the magnitude of the corrections necessary to rectify the balance 
are quite small. Nevertheless,, they are dealt with in some 
detail below. 
The effects *ay be divided into two ost•gories; 
those which was concerned with the tact that the decay takes 
place within the pipe, and thus makes it possible that the two 
tracks of a single decay may not be seen, or recognised as 
belonging together. Such effects are ninialsed by having the 
diameter of the pipe as small as possible. 
those effects which result from the passage of the charged 
particles through the material of the pipe wall. Such effects 
would be aini-ised by having the pipe thickness as small as 
possible. 
(a) Single track events from those decays where one of the 
charged particle tracks emerges outside the "visible" 
region of the pipe. 
These events fall naturally into two categories s 
Those in which the observed track was the nors downatreaa 
of the two, viz: 
—Ede of Ohaiber 
"Unseen" track 
--I - -L.. 
—Visible track 
Such event. necessarily 1.11 outside the defined fiducial region 
(defined in texas of the point of exit from the pipe of the up 
strean track) and hence require no correction to be sad* for thou, 
Those in which th• observed track was the acre upstream track 
Edge of Chticr. 
Visible track 
- 	 - 
"Unsccn" tr.rck 
Such *vents roll properly within the d•fined tiduoi..1 region, 
but account of all such events has been taken in Section 1.3.1, 
so no further correction need be made. 
Rovsvsr, for a later calculation of the contribution from 
another process, the number of single tracks expected from these 
processes needs to be known. From the Monte Carlo simulation,, 
it was estimated that 58 single pions, 12 single electrons and 
11 single muons would have been expected from the X 	decay.: 
the number of single pious from I 	decays arising from the 
geometrical loss of the second pion was found to be small ( < 2) 
-72- 
and consistent with zero. 
These results are aarised in Table 486a). 
(b) Interaction between the Charged Particles and the Aluminium 
of the Pipe Wall. 
rh..e interastiona are of three typss 
i) Strong interaction of the plons & hiding either to several 
charged secondaries, in which otis the event would have boon 
killed, or to no observed charged or nautral secondaries, in 
which case the other track (say the electron from a I
03 
 decay) 
would have been recorded as a single track. 
The total number of interactions expected from positive and 
negative pious was rather difficult to enloulate from first 
principles, and to estimate the number of these which would 
have 1.4 to single track events etoet•ra was impracticable. 
Mont. Carlo estimates Indicated that between one and two per 
cent of pious would be expected to have interacted in the wall 
of the pipe, but it was impossible to divide these into single 
scatters (which would not alter critically the appearance of 
the event, but smr.ly phv1,e  the direction and momentum of the 
track which would be seen in the chamber) • into those which 
Interact to give no visible secondaries (leaving the other 
particle to be recorded as a single track) and into those which 
would have interacted in such a way that the event would have 
been killed. The gritude of the effect was therefore 
estimated from a study of the pion interactions in the liquid. 
Since the distinction between positive and negative pious 
was not important for, the purposes of the experiment, the two 
are treated together in any case, the charge asytries in 
the 	decays are small ( -v lO s ) and the effects of the13 
differing interaction cross-sections and the interaction pro-
ducts are taken into account by using the data from the 
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interactions in the liquid. The number of Interactions giving 
more than one charged secondary in the first 5 cm. of projected 
length after leaving the pipe was found to be 63 from 
	
decays, 36 from K 	 decays and 38 from 1(311 decays. It was 
found from a studs of these interactions that about 100/o of 
such interactions, had they occurred in the vail of the pipe, 
would probably not have given rise to visible charged secondaries 
(that is, the projected length of all charged secondaries was 
less than about 3 mm). From the Monte Carlo simulation it was 
found that the mean path length of the pious in the aluminium 
was 0.89 an for I,, 0.92 for 1(t3 and 0.9 an for 
decays. If it is assumed that the characteristics of the 
interactions in the aluminium are similar to those in freon, 
then the total number of interactions of a given type which 
occur in the wall of the pipe is given by 
* 	ut x 7 T Pr Al 	 Fr 	A1 
where Nint is the number of interactions in the first 5 cm 
(projected) in freon, 7 is the mean path length in the 
a1vnium, and LPr(L) is the interaction length for pious 
in freon (aluminium). Because the interaction lengths are a 
function of the pica momentum, this should really be integrated 
over the pion momentum spectrum for each decay mode, but since 
the number of interactions in the freon takes into account all 
the qualitative features of the interaction, the interaction 
lengths are taken to be constant, and equal to this natural 
collision length, that is 	L 	 v Al 29 an and 	LFry 58 am. 
E•nG• it is calculated that 22 such events would have 
occurred from 1(, decays ( ' 2 of which would have 1.4 to a 
single electron track being observed), 13 from K 	 decays 
- 711- 
(about one of which would have led to a single muon being 
observed, and 13 from 1, decays (again, one of which would 
have ben a single track event). 
From a study of the interactions giving rise to no visible 
oharged secondaries an estimated six single electrons and three 
singie muons would be expected to have arisen. From the K3, 
decays there would be about four such events. 
These numbers give that about 1.50/o of pious interact 
with the pip* wall in such a way that the character of the 
event was ohiged. (Single nuclear scatters do not change the 
character of the events.) From a Monte Carlo calculation, using 
the expected pion momentum spectrum and using a collision length 




L0(l0 	out + 10 	out)) for P <500 MeW/c 
I. 
L(P) 	= a(500) for P ,> 500 MeV/o 	and 
0 	
13.9 cm, a a - 0.005 (MeW/a), 	0 = 0.003 MeW/c, 
275 14eV/0, 
it was estimated that about 2.5 0/o of pious from 13 decays 
would interact in the pipe wall in some way, with 2.2 °/o and 
2.1°/o for 1113 and 1.3 resp.c 'ively. (The ratios were not 
particularly sensitiv, to the form of the interaction used). 
Of the interactions, about 	would be single prong scatters 
(this number is taken from the study of the fron interactions), 
leading to no reclassification, and the remaining events would 
have been affected, i.•. (1.2 - l.1) °/o. This argument is not 
particularly strong, but is advanced to show that the magnitude 
of the correction is not wrong by as much as a factor of two. 
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ii) Stopping of those pions and muons which had insufficient 
energy to *soap* from the aluminium of the pipe wall. 
Those sTint, in ithioh the pion (from a 
K63
or 1J3 decay) 
or the muon (from 1 decay) had an energy such that its residual 
range in aluminium was l.ae than its potential path length need 
to be considered. Those which stop and decay (ultimately) into 
+ 
an electron (that is it , 4
+
and some 	undergo a radical 
change of mature, so that a 1 3 decay would appear as a K•3 
event, or  1.3 decay as an "i '.' event. The saaindsz 
(it and P- ) would lsave the other track as a single track event. 
The traction of the nsgative muons which, having stopped 
in the aluminium, would decay was calculated in the following 
way. 
The decay constant for the muon is 14.55 x 105; 260-1 and  
Pig. 14.9 shows the variation of the capture rat. 10 , plotted 
against Z4. The points are 








0.37 x 10.5 sso 1 (CER66-29 Sumer School, Vol. II) 
0.97x10S8601 	a 	S 	 S 	 N 	 N 
(S.gr. Nuclei and Particles, p.604) 
(G.R. Evans, private ounioation) 
(cERs6o-29). 
4.55 x 10 s.c 
22.0 x lO seo 
25.5 x 10 
From the curve, which represents a smooth 'sys-ball' fit to the 
points, it is estimated that the aaptuze rat. for A127  is 
8.8 x 10.5 sso, and hence, the fraction that decay is 
4.551(14.55 + 8.8) a 	0/0.  
From the Mont. Carlo simulation, it was estimated that thsre 
would have been 24 pion. (of both signs) from 1 3 decay, and 
13 pions and 21 muons from 1113  decay which would have stopped in 
10 3 	 104 










the pipe wall • Assuming that all the positive pious and *uona, 
and 330/0  of the negative muons which stopped would have decayed 
eventually into an electron which would have been s.in, this 
would have led to 20.5 I 	masquerading as 1 3 decays, and 
to 12 	events. The remaining muons, and all the 
negative pious would have led to single track events, that is, 
to six single pious, 6.5 single =mono and 12 single electrons. 
The results of the last two sections for the K 	 decays are
43 
s"'iaed in Table I.6a. 
For the X 	 decays, a similar calculation loads to the 
conclusion that there should be '-' four events with r positive 
pion stopped in the wall of the pipe (which would have appeared 
as an "h. 4 1 or 2yI events and to about four negative pious 
stopped, leading to "h ' l or 2y". These results nay be sum'-  - 
marised as follows: in decays, some 1.2 0/o of all the 
pion tracks stop in the pipe wall, and in K 	 decays some 
1.3°/o of all heavy (pion and muon) tracks stop. The corres- 
ponding percentage for the I 	decays is 0.8°/o. 2h.se resultsIt 
indicate that the percentage of stopping tracks is not a very 
strong function of the CL-value of the decay. 
Because the scan in Zdinburgh recorded whether or not a 
given electron track had an energy consistent with that from 
muon decay at rest, it is possible to check the validity of 
these conclusions. In the Zdinburgh part of the data, there 
were recorded li$ events with a low energy positive electron, 
and 31 events with such a negative electron, and the difference 
between these two represents the possible contribution from 
decay of the difference between the number of positive pions 
and muons vtiioki stop in the wall of the pipe and those negative 
muons which stop in the pipe and decay. From this difference, 
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it may be inferred that the total numbsz' of stopping pious and 
muons (of both charges) in the Bdinburgh data was '-' 27, or 
(2.5 t 2.0) °/o, to be compared with the prediction above. 
There were also 9 events with two electrons, on* of which 
was of low energy: in 6 of these, it was the positive electron 
which was of low energy, and this &aazgi asymmetry may be used 
to ocapare with the loulated niabar of stopping positive pious 
in 1
03 • The data give a prediction of (0.7 ± 0.6) °/o, in fair 
agreement with the Monte Carlo prediction. 
Similar comparisons can be made for the £31  mode, from 
the observed number of events with a low energy poait1e elec-
tron, a heavy negative track and two ga-rays there were 
3 such events in the data, leading to a. calculated percentage 
of stopping tracks in 131 decays of (1.2 ± 0.7) °/0, again, 
in reasonable agreement with the Monte Carlo calculations. 
Because the number of events in the data upon which these 
estimates are based are small, their statistical precision is 
very weak, but they s.rve to show that the calculations from 
the Monte Carlo simulation are not seriously in error. 
iii) Loss of electrons in the wall, of the pipe (1) 
The expected number of single tracks expected from the 
processes described in the sections above was compared with 
the data in Table 4.6b the data were corrected for the 
scanning efficiency, which was taken as 0.9, the best fit 
obtained with the Hildebrand and Dsrengo analysis of the three 
scans for the"other" categories. 
Thai was some discrepancy between the calculated and 
observed numbers of pious identified as such. (The pion 
identification efficiency was taken as 0.63, the value given 
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by the data.) The ditf.rsuse was ascribed to pious arising 
from 1 3 decays in which the electron was "absorbed" in soa 
way in the wall of the pips, producing no observed s000z4ariss 
such as brsasstmhlung. From this, then 11.5 t 9.0 single 
pious were taken as having arisen fras K 3 decays, the silo-
tron having been lost. From the pion identification efficiency 
it follows that there should be an extra 7 5 unidentified  
pious in the heavy track category. This final calculated totals 
ars presented in the last line of Table 4.6b. 
Tha calculated and the observed distributions of the points 
of exit of the single tracks &rs compared in Pig. 4.1 . The 
agreement is reasonable in all oases. 
iv) Singie tracks with associated amis 	loss of 
electrons kz the wall of the pip (2). 
In the I 	decays, proo•ssss described above would have 
3-K + 	 + 
led to events of the topology h(1 or 2)r or ho (1 or 2): 
the number of I3 dsoays in which one of the tracks was 'lost 
or transforsod, and in which both of the gaaa rays escape 
detection was quits negligible. However, events within these 
topologies could also have arisen from 1.3  dscays, in which 
th. electron radiated or annihilated in the alu1iiu, giving 
ii.e to only gamma rays. 
In the data, there wore 16 ki2y, 3 h2y, 9 hlr and 7 
h1r events recorded. It Is obvious from thss* numbers that 
at least two processes si's contributing to th.u: if all these 
events arose from the loss of pious from I 	doays, than the 
ratio of positive to n.gative tracks should be the sass for 
both one and two game, events. Further, the number of one gaa 
events should be about 0.25 the number of two gaa events. 
From the calculations similar to those in 14.3.51-39 
Table 4..6a: Uontribuion of thE vari -. u3 nroces ;es described 
in Section 4.3.5 fro the Kj. decays, and the 
distributi -m of the resu1tx categories. 
i)eti1 Result  
TiE L3 Kill 
•ii•• 1 4 e "e3 
.eometrica1 1O; Single track  
f upstrtam or e.g. 	loss of 






K 7 2 20 
in 	the pine 
wall to give 
K 1 12 >1 charged p3 
secondary 




Sto': 	of r. 
low energy p1 n: 
and muons in the iT 6.5 
nine 	'rail 
10.5 
1LA. 7 3.5 
K 3 	lr_ 12 
12 
Totol 6521.532 20.5 12 32 
Table 4.6b: 	Summary of the eonc1usins from Section 4.3.5 
on the origin of the single track events from 
K2 3 decays. 
DescritiJfl Pions Unieatifict 	hc.v" Electrons 
1-111011s cientified 
From 	Table 4.6 65 21.5 32 ( a) i - - - 
me same, afe 
aunlying the i T, dentific— /1 24 21.5 32 
ion efficienCi 
(=0.63) \ / 




in data, 	altar 46 
corr. 	for scan 52- 38 
eff. (€ =0.9)  
xcess 	]ins 
identified 11 
(from K .4i ) 





Final totals 524 2.54 324 
Ttal flU - bcr -, 
of 	"lo.t" +18 
electro  
10 	20 	30 	40 	50 	60 cm 
)lri t 
n 
Figure 4. 10 Com-risD:1 of the Sini1e track dictributi:jr:s 
with the Monte Cr10 predictions. The histograms 
rercsent the date, the oints the Monte Carlo 
prediction, and the smooth curve an "eye—ball" fit 
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it was •stimat•d that 6 h2r and 2 h
± 
ity oould be expected 
to have arisen from the 131  mode, and that perhaps one of the 
two gamma events could have arisen from a X decay, in which 
the pion interacted to produce a neutral pion in such a way 
that the .vent would not be killed,, and the raln'ng 
12 t S 11
2: 
 2'r and 114 h 
±
ly events were assumed to have arisen 
from 163  decays, where the electron interacted to produce on 
or two gamma rays. 
Pro* the estimates above, and from consideration of the 
processes involved, it would be expected that there would have 
boon about 9 events of the type h4 ly and about 7 h1', in 
excellent agreement with the data, and about 12 h12r and 
7 h2r, to be compared with the data numbers of 16 and 3 
respectively. The agrsensnt, whilst not impressive, is not 
without the bounds of statistical likelihood. 
(v) Ther@ is one further check which may be mad on the data, 
which is to examine the asymmetry between the number of positive 
and negative single electrons - * from K.3 are absorbed 
by the aluminium without trao•, whereas the a stop and decay. 
Prom the calculations it may be estimated that there should be 
v22 single e 
+
end "10 single e e In the data there were 
23 single c ' and 18 single e, which would indicate a 
smaller aa.try than that calculated. Also, there are rather 
more events in total than would otherwise be expected. However, 
there was one further source of single electrons, which has not 
boon considered, and which it Is very difficult to calculate, 
absolutely, namely single •leotrons arising tram the Compton 
scattering in the aluminium, of the pipe wall by the slightly 
divergent flux of gamma-rays from K decays occurring before 
Table 4.7 	Surniary of the effects of the ie and the 
pipe wall for the three decay modes. 
Section DescriDtin K 7 
4.3a Jeoietrica1 losi: 0 0 0 
1.3b 	i ?or 	Ir:tercin 28 16 17 
4.3h 	ii 3tcn)1nT of  
—6.5  
H 12 6.5  
+ 
_.io.r  
II 	 ,44 _;•5 10.5  
4.3b 	ii.' Los.; of eiectrrs 1.5  
4.3b iv Loss of electrons 26 
La tale 76 213  5O5 25t6 
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the oha*bsp. If there were only 8 such events, the discrepancy 
would be remov.d. That this is a asasonabie mber to sxpeot 
may be interred from the existence of an excess of 29 *vents 
Of the type e., which may also be ascribed to gaa-ray 
conversions in the pipe wall. 
The conclusions of Section 4.3.5 are summarized in Table 4.7. 
4.3.6 Unaisoatated Tracks 
After the scanning stags, the aastption was made that if 
two tracks of opposite sign appeared on the sama photograph 
within the limits prescribed, then the particles which gave 
rise to those tracks caM10 from a single decay of theJL. 
Acoount must therefore be taken of the possibility that the 
tracks or partial.& of opposite sign might have satisfied all 
the selection criteria, but yet belonged properly to separate 
decays. 
It is obvious that, since two decays were independent and 
unoorrelated events, the probability of observing two tracks 
Of opposit6 sign satisfying all the criteria was the same as 
that for two track, of the same sign, which mat have arisen 
from different decays. In the data there were three events 
+4 
Of the type i • and one of the type t t, and th 
± - 
t e and one t t were recorded with the cnt that they 
appeared to be unassociated, that is, appeared Incapable of 
Gaming from a oon origin within the pipe. Thus, it would 
seem that no further correction would be n.ae..az'y, once these 
four events v.ie excluded from the sample. The effect is very 
small, and so the errors in the treatment may be completely 
disregarded, 
However, it is legitite to investigate 	ther the 
effect should be of this order, in ease there has been some 
antiseleotion working against these events. (Perhaps the 
scanners 'interpreted' more than expected or request.d) • The  
average number of decays per photograph is ' 1.59 and it it 
is as.ua.d that the distribution of the number of events is 
Poissonjan, then the probability of observing two decays is 
about the same as that of observing on.. To demand that both 
decays iie within the fiducial region reduces the number with 
two decays by 03 relative to those with one decay. From 
75,000 fran.., there should be about 6,000 which have a sing].e 
decay within the fiducial region, and the other restrictions 
reduce this number to about 4,000. If it is assumed that there 
is the sane Uoss# of two event fra*.s, than the number of 
fran.s on which there are two events satisfying the scan and 
fiducial criteria in of the order of 1500. The probability 
that any event will producs , a single track is 0.03, and hence 
the probability that there will be two sing].e track events on 
the same fraa. is 1O 3, or 1.5 events, to be compared with 
the B identified above. The "calculation" is, however, dependent 
on some rather dubious assumptions,, and it is comforting that 
the discrepancy is no greater. One of the reasons why the 
calculation could lead to an underestimate is the high flux 
of gaas from 1 	decays before the ohanb•r, which can give 
3 ;t 
rise to single electrons in the pipe wall, and could explain 
the 't of events. 
4.3.7 lJnassooiated gama rays 
The flux of gwa ray. from K
3j'E 	31 decays upstream  
of the chamber was slightly divergent (those in the bean tron 
the target were well collimated, with the kaon bean), and any 
gaa ray from these decays which converted with an otherwise 
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acceptable decay candidate would have altered the classification 
of that event: from K 	to K 	, from K 	to K 	and 
from K31 to h1h3• Such events should properly be excluded 
from the saapls. 
The sagnituds of the effect was saloulated in two ways, 
Firstly,, the number of events of the type h+ h- 3r (1. event) was 
compared with the nuaber of hh2y (446 •vent.) • Such events 
could have arisen from either a K decay with 3 gc raysIJ 
from a K 
3
decay, or from a I 	decay and Just such a gaa
3R 31 
ray as is under consideration her.. Assuming this latter would 
indicate that 0.2/o of any decay category would appear with 
an additional ga—a ra. 
However, it was possible that this was an underestimate,, 
since the vertex of the event is reasonably well determined by 
the two"genuine" gaa rays, and so any potential third gss 
ray must satisfy fairly rigorous criteria, not present in the 
case where a 	
11L3 	
and an unassociated $*a ray appeared on 
the same tram. Hence, an auxiliary scan was performed on 1200 
frames, looking for those which satisfied all the scan criteria, 
except that there was a single gaa-ray visible, which pointed 
to some region within or close to the pipe. It was nct required 
that the line of flight of the ga a  ray should intersect the 
axis of the pipe vi thin the dumber. About 400 frames had nothing 
at all visible on them, and 8 had a single gas , ray. The dis-
tribution of these in conversion point and direction is shown in 
Pig. 1.11 (as seen on the principal scanning view). I4.t of the 
ga—a rays would not have been capable of being associated with 
an event within the final fiducial region; g.omstrioa]ly, it was 
estimated that less than 0.2 of these, had they appeared on 
the same tram, as an otherwise good candidate, would not have 
killed the event, leading to a flux of rnassooiat.d garina. rays 
Figure 4.11 
The distribution, in conversion oirt 
and angle, of the gamma—rays found in 
the scan for "single garna—ray" frames. 
The scale is 1/4 size. 
I 
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of order (0.14 ± 0.2) 0/o, consistent with the other satimate. 
These calculations predict that there should have been 
S X events appearing with an extra gamma, 2 K events 
with apparently 3 ga rays, and 8 L
03 
 decays with an 
additional gamma ray. Accordingly, an appropriate subtraction 
of 5 is made from the K31 category, and the other categories 
remain unchanged. 
In comparing the predicted ntbsz' of events of the topology 
It was found that there was an exo... of 11 events, which 
were ascribed to the hitherto unobserved radiative decay of 
the i4, A - 	 this decay node is discussed in detail 
in the next chapter. However, to be distinguished frca the 
normal, non-radiative decay, the Sama. ray had to have an angle 
relative k the electron such that it could not have been 
confused with normal external bres.trablung. This implies 
that any radiative decays in the sample where this was not so 
would have been classed as a K
03 event. For this reason, the 
11 events which were assumed to be from the radiative decay 
were included in the main sample of K
63  decays. This also 
allows oparison of the result from this experiment with 
similar experiments, in which there was not the possibility of 
observing the radiative mode. 
14.14 	Conpluions 
The results of all these corrections are shown in Table 
14.8. The total number of events finally estimated to ocas from 
the three main categories K53, K 3 , K31 are given in the last 
line of this tabl• • The errors in these numbers is calculated 
by taking the sun in quadrature of all the errors in the 
individual corrections, and the statistics.], error. It may be 
seen from this table that the major correction to the data 
arisen from the •ft.øts of the pip* and the pipe wall - the 
correction is 	(ii. 1) °/o for each mod.. The effects could 
have been reduced by using a smaller diameter of pipe, with the 
consequent reduction in the thickness of the walls. However, 
this would have meant a corresponding reduction of the flux 
of particles through the ohs*bsr, and would have required a 
prohibitively large number of photographs to be taken in order 
to obtain significant results on some of the decay mode, studied 
by other groups (particularly the mod. ic? - z°it° ). G.nerally, 
it may be observed that the corrections for the K mode are 
greater than for the other two nodes. This is due to the extra 
complications introduced by the g. rays from the *0. 
Finally, it should be noticed that the effects of scanning in-
efficiencies are quite serious. It is possible that the reason 
why the scAnning for K 	decays should have been noticeably 
more efficient than for the other two mode& was connected with 
the relatively "clean" appearance of the majority of K decays,
43 
compared with the rather "messy" appearance of some 
03 
 and 
decays, where breasstrahlung tended to obscure features of 
the decay, which may have confused the scanners, 
From the number in the last line of Table 1.8 the branching 
ratio may be calculated readily, namely 
t 
	a 	OL6 	0.030 
-, J * 
- all charged mode, 	- 	0.159 t 0.010 
Table '1 .8 	Final nn;Lor,- of events in the three main decay 
modes, after all corrections have been applied. 
section Des( -I-ni. )ti rn K3 7111T - K 3 . 
Cha - -) 	3 e-, 	in 1'O 130 ° 3 558 1(11c1al 	ref1on 
4.1 $cacning and 701 i 0 +50123 Iden t i f i Ca ti n 
43.1 ueormetrical O±i 0112 -- —21t6 correction 
4.3.2 Dalitz Pairs - - 46.7t1 
Pioc 	anas - - 42328 
4.3.3 aa 	I)ectect.ion - —822 482 
OP vi•olatin 
4.3.4 Ambiguous track 45;5 
Unclassified 42_i 411 4121 
LI .3.5 +76 113 45015 425±6 -- 
4.3.6 Unas .ociated - - - 
Tracks 
4.3.7 Unassciatc - - - 
:aci.iv  
2057 	5±6 1357240z6 	161:5.7±35 
-es- 
h. •ft.ot or the correlated orrorp arising from the treat-
ment of the"ambiguous track'* *vents,, has boon .tudi.d, but the 
aajs try in the error on the branching ratio 	R1 is small when 
compared with the other statistical and systematic error.. 
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5.1 TheData  
It was noted in Chapta' 14 that rather more events of the 
+; type h• 1r were observed than could be adequately explained 
through the th*v• soinoidenos of a A 3 decay and a stray 
gamma-ray,, and these events are considered here in greater 
detail. Because there were so few events in thisaLtegory, 
the data from the total scanned region were considered. The 
systematic problems in the analysis of these events were very 
different from those of the branching ratio determinations of 
Chapter 4, and so it was proper that the data were examined 
completely anew. 
In the original so*r.d data, ther. were 33 events recorded 
as hey and 12 as he2r. The distribution of the exit 
point of the upstream track is shown for both classes of event 
in Pig. 5.1a and b. (The shaded part of the histogr-'me 
refers to those with a positron, the remainder have an electron.) 
All these events were re-examined by the physicists, and of the 
12 events with two gaa-rays, five were reclassified as having 
only on., the second ge—a-ray having been considered to be 
breasstrahluug from either the electron or from one of the 
branches of the converted gaa-ray. Of the 33 events re- 
- + 
corded as h e ra seven were either removed because the gaa- 
or 
ray was definitely not associated with the events, 4e01as.itj.d 
as a true K 3  decay, the 94=a-ray having been included in the 
bremss trahiung shower. 
The distribution of the exit point of the upstream track 





Figure 5.1 	The distribution of the exit Doint of the 
upstream track of: 	 - 
events originally recorded as he+2t 
events originally recorded as h e 1 
the events which ére finally accepted 
as radiative candidates. 
The shaded portion represents the distributions for events with 
a positron in the final state 
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The events are A5*X'ly uniformly distributed throughout ths 
region, though with sass evidence of an szosss of events at 
the ends or the region. (]J events in the first tour bins, 
6 in the atddli tour, and 11 in the last tour.) Thss svsnts 
were processed further. 
All ths, r  candidates were ssaaurd on image plans •3  
digitisers. Tba kinematic solution has at least a quadratic 
ambiguity (Li constraint equations expressing energy-aomantus 
balance at the decay vertex * and tour unknowns, P and 
and in any oaae the large errors on the electron and gs-ray 
energies severely limit the possibility of achieving a m eaning-
ful kin.z*atia solution. The large errors on the parameters of 
th.s trajectories also mean that the purely g•omstx'i*l rscon-
struotion of the decay vertex was difficult, and the results 
subject to large uncertainties. For thue zsa.aons, the results 
of a simpie reconstruction of the decay vortex were eomparsd 
with those obtained by estimating 'by .' the quantities, 
such as the electron-'gaa-ray angle. (This ".y.' estimate 
was obtained by copying the three views of the events onto 
tracing paper s and extrapolating the electron, pion and game-
ray trajectories backwards, adjusting so that a sensible vertex 
was obtained. The justification for this approach 1i.* in the 
fact that the .ye can integrate over a trajectory to gain an 
impression of its direction in a way that a computer cannot.) 
Occasional gross disor.panoiss between these two methods were 
usually found to be associated with the difficulty of mitsui's-
mint of •lsotrona, particularly those of low energy, from 
either the kaon decay or the ga ray interaction s or because 
the gaa-ray was not truly associated with the d.aay, but 
arose from tar upstream of a K.3 decay. In general,, the agree-
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Figure 5.2 
The difference between the vertex calculated with a commuter "fit" 
using the measured trajectories of the rion, electron and ga!n-'a-ray, 
and that obtrined from the estimate "by eye" for (a) all events 
measured on the measuring nachines and (b) for events finally accepted 
after all cuts had been a'plied. 
The average value of the error ( excluding those two events with the 
difference gre ter th.n 10cm as being due to the coincidence of a 
genuine Ke3  decay and a stray gama-ray) is -2cm. 
between the best oouter fl t, and the etye w fit for tha decay 
vertex* i typical error on the vertex is ± 2 an. 
The first background considered was that from the stray 
gamma-rays from decays before the chambers Three roles of film 
(3,600 frame.) were scanned for those frames containing fil 
events, but which satisfied all the other scan criteria, and 
also for those frames containing a single gamma-ray only, 
"pointing to the pipe. The distribution of the angle between 
the gamma-ray direction and the kaon direction, (Q), pro-
jected onto the x-y p].ane, is shown in Pig. 5.3*9 for the 
fifteen frames on which there was just such a single gamma-ray. 
It may be seen that a out of 200 in this projected angle removes 
11 of the 15 stray- gamma-rays. 
The single gamma ray which survives this cut, if taken 
together with a good Xe3 decay candidate, could constitute 
a serious background. In all there were 930 blank frames in 
the scan, leading to a flux of background gwa-rays surviving 
the out at 20P of 0.10/0. The probability that such a gamma 
ray appearing on the same frame as a genuine Xe) decay in 
such a way that it would appear to have a common origin is 
about 0.2, leading to a total background from 3000 
decays of (0.2 x 0.001 x 3 9 000) events, or about 0.6 events. 
(The gamma-ray may be traced to a region in the pipe of length 
5 cm, and a Xe3  decay to N 5 an - these two regions must over-
lap within 50 cm.) This background Is acceptably small* 
bhown in Pig. 5.3b is the distribution of the projected 
gakaon angle for the 31 K53, candidates. Of the 31 events, 
17 are removed by this out (cross-hatched region). 
Next the possibility that some of the remaining events 
were rea1l' K03  events, but in which one of the bremastrahiung 
Figure 5.3 	The distribution f the angle betwe:n the beam 
direction and the gan1rn—ray for 
those frames with just a single gamma—ray 
the radiative decay candidates. 
The shaded Dart of 5.3b represent those events removed by the 
cut on 	of 200. 
10 
	 (a) 15 events plotted 
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fica the electron had been confused, and recorded seen inde-
pendent ga aa_rar • The angle gfe, between the electron and 
the gamma-ray from breas.trahlung in heavy freon is very 
strongly collimated in the forward direction, so that in 
principle, a out of a few degrees should be adequate, but 
this takes no a000UUt of the serious effect of multiple 
scattering in the liquid, particularly for particles having 
low energy, which alters the observed angles considerably in 
sose oases. Fir.tli, the distribution of 0(ey  t'* 43 
measured and identitied K03  decays, with breasstr*hlung 
gases rays was found. The chosen value for the angle was 
the MK4jM value of on0 deyj a reference point (P) was 
moved down the electron trajectory. 
I 	04 
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The distribution of this angle 1s shown in the shaded part 
or Fig. 5.14*. The breasetrahiung shower appears to be well 
collimated to within cc. Q > 099. To be perfectly saj', 
a cut of aey 	300 (cos eey ( 0.8) was made on the data, 
which removed five of the remaining 114 events. These are 
illustrated in Pig. 5.4b. The five events which were removed, 
while probably good K e3, ' decays, were removed to give a 
well-defined out on the electron-gamma angle. The out at 300 
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Figure 5.4 	The angle between the electron and the gam—ray. 
(a) For 43 l<e  events with identified brernsstrahlung: the angle is 
defined a the maximum value of the cosine betwem the conversion 
point of the gamma—ray, and a point on the electron trjcctory. 
(h) For 14 Ke 3 , y candidates: the angle is taken as that given by 
the "eye" estimate at te decay vertex. 
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is made because any gams  ray from a true Ke.3.decay  which 
made an angle with the election of less than 30P would be 
very likely to be confused with ordinary b'easstrah1ung. It 
Is mUch easier, and more z'elisble, to exclude AU such events, 
than to attempt to estimate what fraction would have been con-
fused with the normal breass trahiung process* 
In order to be absolutely certain that the whole event 
was seen, it was demanded that the vertex of the event lay 
within the chamber, and this removed one of the remaining 
nine events. The equivalent demand on the 1e3  simple 
reduces the number of events from 3186 to 2900. (This was 
estimated frou the Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment. 
Plushy, it should be observed that gamma-rays with a total 
energy or about 25 UeV were very difficult to associate with 
a particular origin, and were very easily missed by the 
scanners. Consequently, this must also be considered as a 
out on the data. None of the final eight events had a gws 
ray with energy lees than 30 MeV. 
The distribution of the five quantities for the sight 
remaining candidates is given in Pig. 	 Those quantities 
are: 
a) the energy of the games ray in the laboratory t. 
a) the energy of the electron in the laboratory 1 e , 
a) the angle between the electron and the games ray in the 
laboratory at the decay vertex 
d) the angle between the gamma ray and the kaon at the decay 
vertex, yK' 
a) the position of the vertex z. 
The background of events from the stray gamma rays has been 
estimated above to amount to no more than 0.6 events. There is 
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For the final sample of events, the distribution of 
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the * comes to rest in the pipe wall, and decays into an 
electron, and where one of the gamma rays from the *0  escapes 
detection. The contribution from this source is also about 
096 event, leading to a total estimated background of 1.2 
events. The way in which the events were lost is illustrated 
In Table 5.1, which shows, for the final sample of 31 events, 
the reason for killing each event lost, with the final values 
used to calculate the distributions. 
The scan efficiency for Ke39y  events was particularly  
low, because of the great difficulty in distinguishing the 
radiative gams ray from external bremsetrahiung from a non-
radiative X03 decay. Prom the third scan data, 9 events 
were found in the first two scans, and a further 6 found in 
the third and subsequent scan., indicating a double scan 
ettioienty of around 0.55. Relative to the double scan 
efficiency for K3 decays, this is 0.6. However, many of 
the events which were classified as K03 would have been 
excluded by the outs, so that it In difficult to aske any 
estimate of the scan efficiency. The statistical precision 
Is weak, so that it is assumed that the scan efficiency is 
..he mean between the pessimistic 096 and its maximum 1.00, 
that is, the relative scan efficiency was taken as 098 ± 0.2o 
applying all the cuts and all the corrections, the final 
number of events from the radiative decay K 	with 
	
Q > 20, e> 300 and 	25 MeV, is estimated 
to be 8.5 ± 3.5, to give a braahing ratio 
Lab 	 Lag 	 Lab 
R 	
(x03 : 	,) 20°: 	> o°: 	> 25 MeV) 
263 1 11 5 	 (0j 1 0.12)0/o 
2900 
Table 5.1 The Properties, of the final samnie of 31 candidates 
for the radiative decay }4.P ire ')è' 
Frame 	ubr E 	eV e E 	11eV r eY 
0 x 	cm v 
Electroi
Charge 
316942 100 25 60 9 0 - 
321397 40 120 110 25 18 + 
321368 100 350 40 9)(  
375566 - - - (lOX - + 
363999 350 70 18 3X  
463635 80 450 0 15X —1-1 - 
4919.57 30 30 180 50 —23 + 
491967 30 100 430 )C 50 —16 - 
492037 200 160 0 12X  
492550 170 100 0 10  —19 - 
496260 100 60 120 OX —37 + 
96326 150 50 .420X 25 10 + 
525476 250 30 (—)32 24 —51X + 
526004 40 25 OX 20 14 - 
562356 130 150 (—)30 12X —45 - 
565097 250 230 12 17 —15 - 
565160 130 30 45 40 10 - 
567564 	- 200 35 17 OX —28 + 
594129 450 250 15 3X —26 + 
595019 large 150 30 30 —1 + 
16126 80 60 50 50 —1  
623923 100 25 40 4;X —43 - - 
665765 80 25 20X 330 10 + 
672454 - - <15 25 - + 
677091 - - - OX - 
723395 80 250 50 GX —8 + 
731130 30 170 42 13X —1 
731371 15 100 98 5X —15 + 
752313 100 60 120  
753320 300 90 '0 335 —4 4 
7,74651 405 t  55 120 294 —11 - - 
Notes: 	1) For events where no rneanini'ful reconstruction 
could be made, there are no entries for the 
various quantities, except for the reason whereby 
the event was killed 
Thereason for killing an event is marked with an  
The events forming the final sarmle are underlined 
with a thin line 
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There is great d1fficu1tr in the interpretation of this 
result because the outo in i.e., 'OTK and 
4o., are no  defined 
in a Lox.ntz invariant true, and indeed, without a monoohroaatio 
beam, owot be so defined, Co p in order to interpret this 
result, the effects at the beca SameAtUA spec tzua, and the 
dynamics or the decay have to be taken into account, through 
the use of the Monte Carlo technique* The propse, ILOMICALp 
described in the last chapter, was extensively modified to 
generate four-body phase space. The actual modifications are 
described in Ueetion 5.3. The simulation also requires the 
matrix element which describes the interaction, and since this 
is non-trivial, it In discussed in the following section 
in same detail. 
5.2 The Matrix lament for the Decay lei -* evy (Ke3 y ) 
If the absolute decay rates are not of interest, then 
(in the absence of any CP-violating effects) only the decay 
- i14 e"Vy need be considered, to obtain the differential 




The radiative leptoalia kaoxi decays have been considered 
LA detail by Fischbach and aith, Pesz'ing, Fischbach and 
Iaith2 , and also by Gin.bez'g (s.o was rather more interested 
in the radiative corrections to the X 	 rates and distributions 
than in the radiative decays theaselves ) • The work of Fearing, 
Pisohbs.ah and With was repeated by Donoel, who extended the  
scope of the results to obtain the general five-.diacnsioiial 
distributions necessary for the full description of the decay. 
The treataent given he" is a slaplified derivation of that 
given by these authors, the main simplifications being in the 
neglect of terms containing the derivative of the fore-factors, 
(that lo t widsi the asauption that ). - 0), the neglect 
of any possible structure dependent terms and the restriction 
to the electronic mode. 	The complete analysis by Peering, 
Pisohbach and Smith" shows that the dependence of the rate 
on 	is small, the departure being about l/o  in rate for 
• 0.023. The structure terms have been shown to be small 
in the decays K 	CA y, and may be eapea ted to be smaller 
(relatively) in Ke3 	deeajrs, since the doa1rat term is 
+ 
Inner breasetrahlung from the 	' and the electron respectively; 
the smallness of the electron mass is highly favourable to this 
process in the latter case. 
The matrix element for the K 	deeay is obtained using 
the soft photon t4eoreas 6 0 Briefly, these theorems describe 
the decay process a - b + y, where a, b are states con-
taming certainly charged and possibly neutral bosons and 
fermion.. The Peinman diagram for the process is 
a  f 
ihe theorems, then state that the prescription for obtaining the 
matrix element (TL) for the prooass e, to or , k7l and 00 
where k is the photon momentum, is given by: 
write down Tex' the sun of all oontributions in which 
the photon is radiated from an external charged line. 
aM Tex  as a Taylor series with respect to the 
explicit dependence on k about k a Op and drop all terms 
In the result which are independent of k, or of order k or 
higher to obtain T0j. 
Add to Tex q  a term independent of k to aske the 
amplitude gauge Invariant ( T). 
Than 	TL - TexI + 
This is now applied to the decays P —k 
e 	7 	y 
1Moaentum 	P 	 p 	'1 	k 
Mass 	 M 	 a 	m v 0 
The matrix element In defined by 
ma 
c4fl. 	.ii (2 )1 a1 ( Pu.p'..q-k) 8PQ%P0%kV 
T (5.1) 
where e Is the electric charge ( 	G is the weak 
coupling constant, Q the Cabbibo angle, V 1s the volume 
element and T the transition matrix. 
(a) The term arising from inner breasatrahiung from the 







Part A of the diagram is Just the usual matrix .1...nt, 
with the electron four-ao.nt given by p' • p + k; this 
means that the electron is off its mass-sbiU defined by 
p2 a 	Part B of the diagram is obtained by describing 
the •lsotron-photon int•raotion at the vortex,, and by the 
iruaion of the propagator for the off-mass-sball electron. 
The resultant T. (electron) then looks like  
T (electron) - 
(ir • pt -a) fP) 
ohiLrg. on electron-




and current factor (the 
is the photon 
polarization 
vector) 
outgoing 	 off -sss-sbll 
electron electron propagator 
(p' - p+k) 
(5.2) 
This may be arran•d using ir.p' -a - i''.p + iy.k - a 
to give 
96- 
r.e(ir.pa) - ip'.e.p — ',ea + 
low, y.er.p + 'r.pr.e - 29.p (This nay be shown using the 
anti-octattve properties of the Dirac gamma matrices, is.. 
fy,, . 
.. ir.I r.p 	Yet a - 	 ir.pr.t 	r.e a + 21e.p 
Using the Dirac Equation for the electron (p)(1.p4) - 0 
the tsraa iy.p.c  (w a yet) and -r.e a oanol, so that 
(ie.p +iy.ey.k) 
P12_ n2
P S -n 
and, sines p' 2 -a2 	()2 m2 - p2 +k2 +2p.ka2 
a 2 p.k, 	this squsi. 
— ;(p) f 	
+ let Y*kj 
so that the final expression for the inner bronastrahiung from 
the electron is given by 
+ y.€y,k7/ /MjK 
	'ri1+r5)V(q) T,(.1.otron) - — P) 	2p.k 
(S.3) 
The current (L'X(K°,>A  is the familiar fF + 
(b) The inner bromastrahlung from the pion is obtained in an 






Tex  (Plon) - 
G(Y(K('> P(i') ;() <i' 




N•utrino ohsrgs I I •lsotron current on I 	 I 
pion 	J I 
pion-photon I 	 K-off asia 
vert ex 	I shell I transition 
off asss h.l]transition  
pion propagator 
The most general farm of 	' 1 I ;L'> 	is given by 
Pi.(Qsqt) +Pe.(-') 	ithir 	Q' 	.k 
,It 
Now .(Q-Q') = ak = 0 for a physical photon, so that 
. 1r ii 	- IE 
Is Sam phanoasnologiaal fOI'a factor • The pion propagator 
It 
is 
Pi) - --- 
Q' - t 	 2Q.k 
The off-*ass-h11 I-it transition looks like 
<' J M I I> 	 + f( +  jE 
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The complete expression for T. is thin just the sum of 
this, two term. 
Pix 	ix - T (.l.otron) + Tex(pion) 
+ 	k 	+ f 3 Q) r (l+r5 )V( q ) 
2p.k 
t Q.k 	fKPx + c(Qsk)x r(l+'r5)V(q) . (5.5) 
The amplitude .5) contains all the terms, and only the terns 
of order k° and 	since the energy dependence of the 
form-factors 	K' fxv P), has been ignored, and hence this 
is just the required amplitude TeX  I * However, this amplitude 
is not gauge invariant, that is, it is not invariant under the 
transformation e -*' - e 
If T is written as s.R, thou gauge invariance demands 
that k.R 0 at k2 0 (the physical photon), i.e. 
o - 	-;( p) (l + N'.2) <iIX1K°) y(l+5)y(q) p.k 
+ (p) 	+ f( +k)x) .(l+)V(q) 
(5.6) 
whore e • i R n Zi T, the term required to make ?, 	gaugs 
invariant. 
Using the identity y.a y.b n 2 a.b, the trm 
(p.k) 2 - 2k2 - 0, which is identically zero in the physical 
photon limit, and as suig that the elestromagne tie pion form. 
factor is constant, and equal to unity, all the terms cancel, 
except 
-.99.. 
(p F c k7 y (1+y)V(q) + k.,A R 	0 
.. T 	n e.,R 	- 	-(p) f, s.y(l+y5)V(q) . 
This represents the Process wbai's the g.a-z'ay is created 
at the GaNG spaos-time point as the lspton pair, the so-called 
"asa-gull • diagram 
Ir 
- 	 I 
The total transition matrix is than just 
T T 	Tb, 
T 	- 	( p) f 14 + 1y.e ¶.k1 (t 	+ L r1ç)'r(1+'r5)V(q) 






which* substituted in (5.1) gives the total matrix •1s.nt 
for the process. 
The differential decay probability is obtaind by 
Integrating &42 over the vo1s elements of the final state 
particle., and by s'1ng over the spins and polarizations 
of the fir%*1  state partiol•s • The algebraic manipulation. 
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involved are long and ocplz, and the interested reader is 
rf•z'z'd to the work of Fearing, ?isohbsah and ftith for a 
dissuasion thereof. 
Dono.l has evaluated the matrix element as a five-
dimensional differential 4*057 distribution in tsr'us of the  
five isalti produots 
?.p, Q.p, Q.k, P.k and p.k 
and obtains 
p(P.p,Q.p,?.k,Q.k,p.k)/f - 128(P.k) 	32 2 (P.k)d(p.k) 
+128(p.k) - 32 2 (P.p)/(p.k) 
-128(P.p) + 61W + 
9Q.k(6I - 64(P.k)4p,k) 
+ 32112/(p.k)) 
+61 2 (p.k)(P.p) 	32)12 2 (p.k) 
+( -64(P.k) (p.k) 	32ij2 (P.k)-61(p.k)(p 
+321(2 (p.k)+6Aa,&2 (p.k)i64(p,k) 2 
+32 2(P.p)-]6112i2 + 16 4)/(Q.k) 
4Q.p(128(P.k)/(p.k) - 192(P.p)/(p.k) 
+ 64142/(p.k) 
42 (32Ij2 (P.k)/(p.k) 2+32 2 (P.p)/(p.k) 2 
4Q.p(64 2 (?.p)U32i12 2)/(Q,k) 2 
Q.p(-128(P.k) 	32ii2 (P.k)/(p.k) 
+ 128(p.k) - 64i2 (P.p)/(p,k) 
192(P.p) + 96112 + 64 2)/(Q.k) 
+(Q.p) 2 (6Li.'61i.(P.k)/(p,k)-128(p.p) (p.k 
+ 641(2/(p.k)/(Q.k) 
9*Q.k(64(P.k)/(p,k) 2+64(p.p)/(p.k) 2 
32142/ (p .k) 2 ) 
(S.9) 
.-1o1- 
5.3 The Ra4iativ. Monts Carlo Progr 	RADICAL 
5.3.1 ps  ?hi]osopbj 
Sines the number of events in the saaple was small, and 
from the non-radiative results it was known that the SZf•ti of 
the pipe wall were s.aU (v  5°/o) # the parts of the programme 
dealing with the pipe and the aheabir were osittsd 	that is, 
the routines (as. Section 4.2) VERTEX, PIfl, DEDX, AlGAl, 
)WL,1'SC 9 PlO, FVCUC, CONGA, IDLOIIG, and the associated routines. 
This simplification has the advantage of creating a saall•x, 
faster prore • The routines which required extensive 
modification were DALTIZ and DIRE • Ths quantities of interest 
were also vary different, so that the analysis routines were 
also restructured. 
The matrix element given by Equation (5.9) contains two 
sources of divergence; the first is the well-known infra-red 
div.z'genc., connected with the behaviour of (p.k)' and 
(P.k)' 1 as k tends to zero and the second is concerned with 
the behaviour of (p.k)" 1 as p.k - 0 (k 0 0). In fact, 
this latter divergence takes place along a une which is just 
outside the physical region, the une being given by 
p.k - EE, - PP so. 4. 	0 
i.e. 	oo.e:r 	> 1 • 	 (5,10) 
Rowsv•r, because of ti smallness of the •lsotron ama., the 
line defined by (5.10 ) is very close to the physical :Limit 
sos Soy n 1 9 and thus has great influence within the 
physical region. 	(At Be 	20 IlsY, (Goo e: - 1) - 3x10 
ey 
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and at Ec - 100 MIV, (cog 	- 1) - 1.2 x 10"0 Renae 
the amplitude becomes very large near the lines k - 0 and 
cos Ge  M E•/P 0 and in order to prevent computer catastrophes 
the areas of phase spase near these lines have to be excluded 
from the search. This has to be treated with some caution, 
ginoe by definition most of the events actually occur near 
these lines. It will be shown that the •tfiot of these outs 
on the Monts Carlo calculation is small, sin** it is just the 
regions which are primarily excluded by the laboratory frame 
outs on I and the electron ann 	angle. 
There is a second problem connected with the.e divergences 
which cannot be surmounted by merely omitting the appropriate 
regions of phase space, because the effects extend throughout 
the whole of phase space. The distribution of the two quan-
titi•s (particularly ) Er and con 0 ey  are both radically 
different from that of pure phase space, both having an 
extremely large amplitude near a line where phase space tends 
to a zero. This is illustrated in Pig. 5.6a and b. The con-
sequence of this is that the procedure adopted before for 
generating events on phase space by allowing the variables to 
fall uniformly within their allowed ranges was inefficient; the 
alternative is to accept all events on phase space, and to weight 
than according to the inverse of the elements of states from the 
matrix element, also only works where the departures from phase 
space are not too largo, and so is inapplicable. The difficulty 
was resolved by using a modification of the first method, 
whereby the values of four out of the five variables were 
allowed full freedom, but the fifth (the energy of the photon) 
was constrained to lie in a strip of its allowed range. The 
Figure 5.6 	Coparison of the .phase space distributions 
of the photon energy and the cosine of the 
electron—photon angle itb those distributions 
after the irposition of the rrtrix element 
for the decry 
K0P7re) Ly 





Co S9 er 
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value of the maxim for tbw density was altered for each strip, 
and the width of the strip varied so that the total number of 
events generated in each strip could be kept aloat constant. 
This represents the most efficient way of balancing computer 
time with statistical precision. In practice, the width of 
the strips had a VS27 simple relationship to one anothir: the  
width of strip i+l was related to that of strip i by 
Vi+L - 	2WjL  
The distributions of the quantities of interest arc than 
obtained by srtion of the individual distributions in the  
various strips, using a relative weighting factor. This weight-
ing factor is discussed in Section 5.3.3. 
5.3.2 Rqtaile of the Modifications. 
a) Pour-body phase space. 
For a general four body decay, there are 12 free parstsrs 
(3 ooponants of momentum: the energy is than determined by 
the equation 2 - 	





where E is the 
The integration 
formed using the 
d9R14  a A 
total oantrs of mass energy of the system. 
vsr one of ths ?j (say 	) nay be per- 
function to give 
y3 (/1 _ç&) 
i-i i 
-1.04. 
Consider next integration over 43 t - p32 4p3 d(sos 03)d5. 
nw Integration over e3 nay be rplacd by an integration 
over Z4  using the substitution 
- is 12 +K'2 +p32 +2p1p3
s08 0
3 
whari p i - 	+p2 ; M'2 a 
i.e. 2Z11dI11 - 2 p' p3 d(oo. 03 ) 
and this intsgration may be prlox'd using the r.stn 1 ri 






factor 	has been replaced by dE 
3 	 3 
Rotational invariane• thou allows the final integrations 
over the angles j61 (02i), 	(0-2x) and sos0 
(-]. to +1) to give 





which may be simplified to 
- 	 p12  
40, 	- 	-* 
whors P12' P1 +P2 
For RADICAl.., the Identities 
1 	x ; 2a 5; 3 • Y ; ' 	U 
and the units of the parameters are  
(5.11) 
-los- 




o 	(3 \< 
Bnorgy conservation was applied by dsaanding that 
0 < EJ( (3(2 (2 + a2)/(), 	and nomentin  
oonasrvation by daMthg that the ..nil.a between p1 	and 	p2. 
and between p3 and 	p were physically possible,, that is 
( 
(P34 M 
It was *hooked that the progr.mme was generating pb..s• 
space correctly by aparmn the distributions obtained for 
certain effective nasa obinations with that obtained from 
th.s standard C1 programme ?RA8B • 	The programme in fast 
generated the dioa.y with the nonta arranged as shown in 
Fig. 5.7, , that is, with 	along the x-axis and t2in the 
x-y plans. The other two Ramenta 
(, ) were than rotated 
isotropisal]y around the dirsotion 
 P12 	P1+ 	Finally, 
the subroutine DIRII distributed p1 isotropically in the K° 
rest frame . 
In practice the rang* of B 	 was allowed in any run to 








Finire 5.7a: Tie standard confi-u.ratio 
/ 	 of the radiative decay 
Nonte Carlo progranme. 
i=lr: 2=e 









(5-10) MV, (10-20) HeY eta. 22w sealer products were evaluated, 
and the value of the density of states at the generated point 
W2e compared with the maxi 	for that rang • of 	It was 
found that good results wire obtained it the relationship 
between the density for the (i+1) th strip was related to that 
of the i-th by 
D11 	- 	D/2 
If aos 	were constrained to be Less than 0.99 
(Oerv 80). 
5.3.3 Ze . Monte Carlo Prediotions 
The weighting of each interval must be considered first, 
before the results of the various strips may be oombinsd to 
give predions about the observed distributions • If the run 
with 2 between 5 and 10 Xiv is taken as the standard 
(W - 1) then, if No is the total number of points chosen 
with Z in the region (whether or not they were eventually 
accepted as being within phase space), T the total width of 
the strip In HeY, I the nbsr of calls made in the reference 
strip, D the density of the strip, and D the maxima 
density of the ref.zenoe strip, then the weight is given by 
V - 	 p Dnax f  (5.12) 
The weights of the regions are given in Table 5.2. In order 
to teat this nor*alisation procedure, the spostram of the energy 
of the photo* in the kaou rest-frame is shown in Pig. 5.8, com- 
pared with that predicted by Dancel for the same angular outs. 
The agreement may be seen to be good, lending confidence to the 
weighting procedure. 
Table 5.2 	The Wei-htinF, factors for the various 
strips of Ey used in the Monte Carlo Simulation 
Region Density 'di dth Number of /eiht 
(MeV) 
(x1010) 
(Me V) Points in 
Phase Soace 
Loop 
5 - 10 500 5 133363 1.000 
10 - 20 250 10 115386 1.156 
20 - 40 125 70 164889 0.869 
40 - 80 62.5 40 233530 0.571 
80 —160 31.25 80 332319 0.401 
N(E )dEy 	 Comparison of the photon energy spectrum of 
the radiative decay K 	obtained from the 
I•onte Carlo simulation with that obtained by 
Uni tc' 	1. analytic means by Doncel. 
110 
100 
From Doncel, O.io° 
80 	
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Despite the attempts to optiais• the running of the Monte 
Carlo pa'ograe, it still required rather a long bias to generate 
an event (about 16 ..o./.vent on the XCL 4/75), and so only 
limited statistics are available the final total was 100 events 
per strip, whieh is more than six times the nbsr of events 
in the data. This gave, when weighted, 294 events with 	10 
MV and sos Osy < 0.99. After applying the outs which were 
applied to the data, namely E b > 25 )IsV, ,Lab >,0o and 
Lab er,> 2 °, 46 events remained. It was found that no event 
in the range of Se. be s,een 10 and 300  survived the outs, nor t 
any event in the strips of E. between 5 and 10 MsV. The 
comparison between the predicted and the observed distributions 
for sans laboratory quantities is shown in Fig. 5.9a-o., The 
agreement is reasonable, but this cannot be taken too seriously, 
since with only eight event, to play with, it would be very 
difficult to detect any differences between the predicted and 
the observed distributions, 
5.4 Cgwymiso-n of the IftasmEgmtvAu the Pre4etip 
Using the matrix element derived from the soft photon 
theorem, it was found that 46 event, survived the cuts, out of 
294 generated in the range 	10 MeV, and with cos Se 
Y 
 4 0.99. 
Thu. the 8.5 events observed in the data would correspond to 
(291 x 8.5/146) events, if all were detested in the range des-
cribed above, that is 54 events. From the work of Domed, 
this may be corrected for all angles by multiplying by 2 0 
to give a final "observed* number of events satisfying the 
restriction By > 10 NOV of 108. The branching ratio is 
then 
igure 5.9 Comparison of the observed laboratory distributions 
of (a) the photon energy, (b) the electron energy and 
(c) the garriaray - Kaon cng1e for te final samDle of 
8 events with the predictions of the Monte Cr10 
simulation. The numbers represent the preictiDns of 
the Monte Carlo calculation. 
(a) Ey 
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This is to be compared with the predictions of Fearing, 
Fischbach and Saithq and also of Donoel, of a branching ratio 
of 4.990/0. 
It is difficult to draw any conclusions from this result, 
except to note that there is no essential disagreement between 
theory and sxperi.ent. However, even this must be regarded 
with oation, sineo the final experimental n*ber is obtained, 
and can only be obtained, in a model depndnt way, so that 
there is in ame sense, a tautology. However, it may be stated 
with s 	aertitude that the radiative decay 
- c • u ' has been observed and with an appreciably 
large rate, but that other, much more refined experiments are 
necessary before detail at the structure of the decay process 
is sasnabis to experimental analysis. 
-109- 
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BALM 6 
61 3sr.y of Issu1tp iM CopwarisSS with Other Zpsr1asntp 
In Chapter 4s the rasults for the branching ratio. 
- 	'X•3 	and 	R2 • 	(1L - .11 charged) were 
found to be 
R 	- 0.660 0.030 
R2 - 01159 0.010 
and in Chapter 5 9 it was found that the previously unobserved 
decay 1.31 had a rate of 
R3 - 0.039 - 0.012 
oopared to the normal 1.3 node, for Z 	 10 XV. 
Little may be said with regard to the third of these 
branching ratios. Then, has bean only one other experiment on 
the radiative three-body electronic decay of the kaon, which 
was the result of Rsio . t al • for the charged kaon, obtained 
from the X2 experiment. This result, with that fz'ca this 
experiment g is shown in Table 6.1, together with the corres-
ponding predistiens of the rat, given by the soft photon 
theorems The agreement between experiment and prediction is 
good in both oasis • However, as noted in Chapter 5, the agree-
aent must be treated with same caution, since the nature of the 
"print and the nature of the dosy, foree the experimenter 
to aske a aod.l dependent osloulation before the result can be 
quoted in texas of physically meaningful variables (i.e. quan-
tities measured in the kaon rsst'frsa.) • The only elain that 
can be nade with great certitude is that the decay node has been 
observed, and with an appreciable rate. 
Table 6.1 
Nasurernents of the raditive K 	 decay ( rel 2 tive to the 
non—rr(litive Ke3  decay) for charge. and neutral kaons, 
comnared with the nredictions of the .sft 'ho ton theorems. 
Decay Rate() 	I 	Restrictims Soft Photon 
Preciction 
3.2±1.2 	E1)1O MeV 4.99 
0.7610.28 	Er>iO 14eV 0.54 
0.6<cosQ0.9 
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The main interest in the study of the radiative decay 
mode is precisely to test the predictions of the soft photon 
models, since these are used critically in the evaluation of 
tii,e radiative corrections to the K 	decay rates and dif-
ferential distributions. Any departures from the predicted 
rates would indicate the presence of other influences in the 
decay, possibly the*structure t.raaR, which would necessarily 
east mom doubt on the validity of the assumptions used in the 
calculation of the radiative corrections. This, in turn, 
could have quite a serious effect on the determinations of 
from the 	differential decay distributions, which 
require these corrections. The current state is that the  
soft photon theorems give reasonable agreement with ezprlasnt, 
but that the presence of other effects with at least as great 
an amplitude cannot be excluded. 
There Is no prediction relating the decay rates for the 
charged and neutral kaons using simple isotopic spin arguments, 
sinee the process (Inner brsms.trshlung) is substantially 
different in the two caas • For the other two branching ratios, 
there are many other experiments with which comparisons can be 
made. 
The results of these experiments are s1s.rised in Table 
6.2 : in Table 6.2k are contained the results for R 1 , and 
In Table 6.2b the results for it2 : the moan value of the 
results of experiments on charged kaons are presented in 
Table 6.2o. The value obtained for R 2 Is in good agreement 
With that obtained from many previous ezpriaents, while that 
for R1 is somewhat lower than most. (The La I - Rule for 
semi-leptois decays implies that the branching ratio Rl 
should he the same for charged and neutral kaon decays, apart 
from a correction or Al 0.10/0 to take account of phase space 
Tb1e 6.2a 	-- 	- Irev measurements 
R1(K/K) AR1 Method Reference 
0.81 0.19 Hydrogen bubble chamber a 
0.73 0.15 hydrogen bubble chamber b 
0.82 0.10 Spark chamber c 
0.70 0.20 Hydrogen bubble chamber ci 
0.81 0.08 hydrogen bubble chamber e 
0.71 0.05 Heavy liquid bubble chamber f 
0.?0 O.OIt ¶ieavy liquid bubble chamhe g 
0.62 0.05 Spark chamber h 
0.660 
0.030 Heavy liquid bubble chamber This york 
V 
Table 6.2b 	- 11 11 	 -' all charged measurements 




- 	 all charged 
AR2 Method Reference 
0.151 0.020 Hydrogen bubble chamber a 
0.157 0.030 Hydrogen bubble chamber b 
0.150 0.030 Cloud chamber I 
0.159 0.015 Cloud chamber 
0.178 0.017 Hydrogen bubble chamber k 
0.162 0.015 Hydrogen bubble chamber d 
0.161 0.005 Hydrogen bubble chamber e 
0.159 0.010 Heavy liquid bubble chamber This pork 
Table 6.2c 	Some brchir: 	tios for 
3rnching Ratio R R Reference 
K J7/K 3 0.626 0.019 1 
(Krrr)/K13 0.716 0.028 n 
(}ririr)/K13 
 
0.216 0.008 ii 
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differences and effects of the a ans order due to the radiative 
corrections • To understand why a1 night be expected to be 
difficult to measure it is necessary to understand hay many 
or the previous results have been obtained. 
The situ experimental problem in the analysis of three -body 
neutral kaon decays is that of the unknown kaon autua few 
experimentalists have attempted to use a aono-enez'getio kaon 
boan# and those who did attempt it fail442 	his severely 
units the amount of information that can be obtained from the 
kinematics or the decay - the 0-C' smbtguity. For any decay 
of a kaon of unknown nawmtun into two observed charged par-
tiol•a, there are in general ten solutions or the three body 
process, and one for the two body x x decay. Most of these 
latter can be excluded by insisting that the invariant sass 
of the charged pair, assumed to be pious, be near the kaon sass, 
but some genuine three body decays will also satisfy this criterion 
In the hydrogen bubble chamber experiments, electrons can only 
be separated from pious if they have a momentum below som  
out-off 0 uauafl.y 200 MV/o (it depends rather on the quality 
of the film) . Using a kinematic property of the K 3A decay, 
these decays can be separated from the leptosiio d.aaya 3 , but 
with a remaining background of between 100/0 and 20°/o. The 
counter sxprissuts can separate the particles into pious, 
muons and electrons, but only for restricted angular relation-
ships between the particles, and for restricted laboratory 
nta. Hence, these main techniques can only directly access 
selected regions of the available decay *space' s and do not have 
constant, or near constant, or directly (gsom.trjoa) calculable,, 
efficiencies over the phase space of the decay. 
In order to extract values for the quantities R and 
R2 (as well as other parameters such as X. exid I ) an 
extensive Monts Carlo simulation of the experiment has to be 
written, taking into sosount the detection imitations of the 
apparatus, the bean nomentum spsotrt, ionization etc • $The 
•p.zta.nta1 distributions are sonatrnot•d from these predictions 
using as parameters R1 , R2 and the other parameters are either 
fixed at some convenient value, or varied as a part of the 
fitting process • One method is to fit to the distribution of 
a parameter often called (P)2, defined a83 
(P' 0 ) 2 	
Li(i'5 +i) 
k)(2 _ 44 
slier. M is the kaon mass, M0 is the pion mass, X is the 
invariant mass of the charged pair, assuming that both are pions, 
and PL is the transverse momentum of the charged pair. The 
distribution of P102  for a typical experiment is shown in 
Figure 6.1. Kinematically, the IL decays must have (P<',) 2 ) 0, 
and this separates thee* from most of the leptonic decays, 
though thai's is still a significant background. The total 
leptonis background can be estimated reasonably reliably, but 
It is mush more difficult to divide the leptonia peak into its 
and its K
63  parts, and such division that is possible 
depends to 8=0 extent on the assumptions regarding the nature 
of the interaction, and the values assumed for the various pars-
meter. of the assumed interaction. Consequently, all the 
hydrogen bubble chamber exporiments y counter experiments and 
the cloud chamber experiment will be discarded when asking 
comparisons with other methods of determining various parameters, 
and with the predictions of theory. 
unici 
	
—60 	—30 	0 	 30 	 2(P0)2 (x10 3 ) (11eV/c) 
Figure 6.1 	The istri1utii of (P) 2 fro 	bubble chamber 
experiment, in which ' the electrons with 
momentum less than 2001eV/c have been subtrpcted. 
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By contrast, the measureoent of the bran.1'g Patio 
using the heavy liquid bubble chamber t}m 1 qui does 
not rely critically on a Haute Carlo simalation of the experi-
ment. The total correction (excluding the correction for the 
correction of the scanning efficiencies) to this branching 
ratio is less than 5/o to each mode, and is relatively much 
lees. Consequently, even a fairly crud. •stimat• of the cor-
reotiau is unlikely to introduce any serious error into the 
evaluation of the branching ratio. 	To investigate the sensi- 
tivity of the experiment to the para-ter 3 (s.s Chapter 2) 
the Mont. Carlo progr- 	was run with different values of! 
(in the range // < 1) • It was found that the effects could 
be expressed as 
4R1 
- - (0.03 ± 0.02) 
411/ 
That is, the •ff•øts are small enough to be consistent with 
zero • Zvon at the value I I r 1, the effect is at most only 
at the asoo level as the statistical error from the result of 
the experiment. 
The strength of this method of d.tsr4iiug the branching 
ratio lies in the certainty with which electrons may be dis- 
tinguished from muons and plans. It has been noted that, of 
some 2000 electron tracks and 400 pion and muon tracks, only 
13 were finally considered to be ambiguous between these two 
categories. This effectively determines the maximue precision 
which could be obtained with this film a residual moertanity 
of lOb. 
There are only two other experiments on the 
branching ratio using the heavy liquid bubble chamber technique, 
-11!;. 
those of Budaov .t al. 1 (the analysis was in fact carried 
out only by the group at Orsay) and of Belliere at 
from gools Polytabniqu. Both of these experiments used 
Lila from the saw exposure as that used in this izpz'iasnt, 
but using different sections of the film. The three experiments 
were executed independently. The results for R, ars 
0.71 	.).05 	(18I5 events) Budagov 
0.71 0.04 1412 events) Balliors 
0.6601  0.030 	(3324 *Tents) This experiment. 
Tha asan value of these thise experiments Is 0.682 0.022, 
with a 7( 2  probability of 500/ø. However, neither of the c*br 
two szpriasnts have considered in great d. tail the 5.ni4 ng 
•ffioisnois. • From the experience gained in the analysis pr-
s.ntsd in this work, it has boon shown that this might be 
sig'ifioant, and consequently neglect of a proper study could 
be considered a serious criticias. In view of this uncertainty, 
for the purposes of discussion I shall take only the result 
from this experiment,, namely R 1 - 0.660 1 0.030. The error 
in this nbsr is such that it includes the world average of 
all sxpsrimsnts (taken from the particle data tables) 6) of 
0.687 ± 0.0240 
6.2 The Ratio of the Form-factors 1 (0) • f!° /t+(0 ) 
The quantity of interest is the value of ' (0), the ratio 
of the form factors in the expression for the weak K-it current 
(Equation (2- 3)), which n be obtained from the observed value 
of k1 , if sme rather general ssau*ptiona are nads (s.. 
Chapter 2). The relation-hip between these two parameters, 
.0116..P 
and also A and A, was given in Chapter 2 by Kquation 
(2.12*), namely 
R1 	0.64$2 + 0.12I6 !(0) + 0.0186 (0)2 + 1162A., + 0.0061(°) 
"0.061114 (0) 2A+ + (0.0437 + 0.1526 ,(0)) A 
Before, 	(0) may be detrained from this rlation.'iip, X., 
and X. nd to be given. 
So tar there have been tv experiments whioh have 
measured, or which have olaiasd to aasuz's, X. ; those which 
be found in the 1tt.zeaturar. of 1tn.ttsd valus, both bs-
oause of the great prastical diftioulti•s in obtaining infor" 
nation frost the data about X. . Uovsvsr, it is possible to 
gain some idea of the •tt•øt of A, on the branohing ratio 
by use of the following thsor.tioal arguusnt. 
The -i transition ourrsnt may be d•ooapoasd into its 
spin oonpaa.nta by using the torw"taotors f, and t, rep"-  
snting the vsotor and soslar amplitudes rsspsotivsly. These 
A" related to the normal t by 
f1 (t) 	- 	f(t)  
r0 (t) 	- f+ ( t) 	 t_(t) 	. 	(6Jb) 
R.szrazaging'.1b), to obtain 
f- (t) 	- 	M2 " ii 2 (t0 (t) 	()) I 	 (6.2) 
Tho torn raotos si's expanded in a Taylor series about t - 0 9 
that is 
fl 
 (t) 	 +-4 t + _ t2 	(60) 
IL 
1 _+, .'.,l,o 
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substituting this Into (6.2) to obtain 
A 	A' 2 
f JO) (1 +..j t + 	t2 	....) 
At 	)tt 2 
I r0(o)(1+-2!+ o 	+ •.. M2R2 	 11 114 t At A' 2 
•-f (o)(1 	 :t 	+ S 
low t0 (o) ! r(o) and rearranging to obtain 





It 	 LI  
(0)(1+—!+ 14. - ___ 	
+ 	 +
1,4 
The powers of t may be squatsd, namely 
A 	A 0 +) 	 (.Ii) 
A' 	A' + (0)A_ 	(2 	2 ) 0 (  
From this point it is no•ssary to eonaidr the physical 
processes which can a41ats in the K-x transition. Taking first 
the Vector amplitude (t 1 ) the lowest vector state is the 
so that, assuing a simple dipole dependence (which 
should be reasonable sines the K1 physical region is quite 
far from the I region) t 1 (t) nay be written 
42 
t1 (t) - f 1 (o) 	—.- where H Is , the e mass 
t 1 (0)(l + 	
+ 	
+ 010) 
 77 le 
2 
i.•. Aa A1 	 - 0.0195 -0.0244 
M 2 	0.797 
and 	A, 	A 2+ (6.6) 
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Thus substituting in (6.5) to obtain 
A ' 
) 
' (0) X. - (0.244 - 0.0195) 	
0.0195 
A' 
- 0.224 _2. - 7.1 x io 
IL 
(6.7) 
Just as f 1 (t) may be written in terms of the vector L-n 
meson, so the scalar part of the amplitude may be written in 
terms of a scalar K-i resonance (the so-called 	meson) 
of mass K,. That is 
2 	 2 A0 
- ,2 	
a A0 
It K is allowed to vary between threshold (- M+jL - 0.630 
and oc, (no JL-Y. spin zero resonance) the limit, on 
are 
0 	0.224.—(2.9x10 2 
IL 
which may be combined with (6.7) to give limit, on I (0)A., or 
- 0.O071 	.' (0) X. ( 0. 022 
Thus it would certainly seem sat, to analyse the data under 
the restriction I 1 (0)),j ( 0.03 (th.e most likely candidate 
for the soslar intermediary is 6)  the i (1100), which implies 
that 	(0)A = -5.6 x 10'). 	Accepting this argument, 
and the likely restriction that (0)) < 1 then the signi- 
ficance of the term 	40.0437 + 0.1526 1 (0)) (0)'X. I 	in 
(2.12.) is limited to being less than 6 x 10. ibis is 
a factor of five times smaller than the error on R,from 
this expriment, and so these terms may be ignored completely. 
This assumption is equivalent to setting A = 0. 
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The relationship between A1 and (0) for a number of 
values of 	(us''ing A_ • 0) are shown in Pig. 6.2a ; 
the region around f (0) - 0 Is shown in greater detail in 
Pig. 6.2b. The shaded part of Fig. 6.2b eorz'ssponds to the 
units on i(0) plao.d by this experimnt, if A,, is taken 
to lie in the range 0. 01.5 <' ( 0 .035; (roughly the present 
zpsriasntsl situation). ibis gives 
1(0) 	- - 0.2 ± 0.4. 
Also assuming A a  Op equation (2.12a) may be rewritten 
A  ()2 + B (0) + C 	- 	0 	 (6.8) 
where 	A - 0.0186-0.0644), 
B - 0.1246 + 0.0064 A,, 
C - 0.6152-R1 +1.3162X 
The oontours of j(0) against A for R - 0.660 ± 0.030 
are shown in Pig. 6.3. For each value of A thsre are two 






In all oasis, tha large n.gative solution ( f2) is i'sjsotsd 
U being oplst•1y inoompatibis with any other asasurasnta 
of 
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—2.0 	—1.5 	—1.0 	—0.5 	0.0 	0:5 	10 	L5 3(0) 
Figure 6.2b 
The re1ationhi Letween r(o) and R 	for va1us of 	0.0, 
0.025 and 0.050. 	The shaded region represents the ares of 
this surface, given that H1 = 0 .GGotO.030 ar=  0.025!0.010. 
SO) 
0.5 






Figure 6.3 	Contours of 1(0) .i1nt %- for v1ues of 
R1=0.660t0.030. (See the text for the 
cic'finitions of 	arc 
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1.3612+0.00614A-0.0644 2 
dX 	0.1216 + 0.0372 1 + 0.0061P - 0.1288A 
1 + 0.315 
Choosing the value of 	to be given by (6.6), j) (o) is 
given as 
(0) - 	- 0.22 ± 0.25 
	
(6.9) 
This is •tf.ctiv.ly the value of S A (KO) - see Section 1.4 - 
and it nay be seen that this goes Sam way towards diminishing 
the discrepancy dis:uas.d by Willis, though it doss not reaove 
it entirely. 
In the years sine. Willis' talk, there have been only two 
•zprlasnts published on the K 	 Da]it* plot distributions. 
Th.e first of those (Basil. .t 	is very difficult to 
interpret. Their aost favoured solution for 
5) 
(0) in 
- 3,9 1 0.4. while a second solution exists at 1.14. ! o. ; 
the region - 1 <5(0) < 0 In unfavourable. It nay be that 
sons syst*atio bias in their sxperiiisnt has not boon fully 
investigated,, but in any case, it In very difficult to resonoili 
their result with that of any other exp.riaints. 
The second of these szpsz'la.nts (Chi.n7 .t .1.) gives 
- 0.68 ± 0.13, but this Sam analysis also gives 
A,, 	+ 0.08 - 0.01 9 in strong •ontrs.dietion to an experiments 
on ds.sys, and to the 'expected' value of 0.0244 (However, 
in a related experinent, the sme group found a value of 
A + = 0.048 t 0.003 frai the K•3 j) 
There has been one oxporisant on the nuon polarisation from 
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i decay (Longo it al. 	 which gave 	- 1.8]. 
A sary of the experiments on 1-d..ay is given in 
Table 6.3. 
Sincs the state of the experimental art in unsatisfactory, 
it is natural to turn to theory and enquire what the values of 
thise paraitstrs should b. Unfortunately,, there is no unique  
answsr • The ai*ple view has already been presented* A should 
be v 0.0244 and, depending upon the mass of any scalar 1-i 
resonance  the results for 1 (0) and X are 
5 (0) = - 0.10 , 	 0.(41 	for I4 a = 1.1 0.V/o2 
(0) = -0.28 , 	 0.024 for 
Thire has bun a recent and •omprshnsivs study of the 
	
x 13 form-factors by M.K. Gaillard and L .M. ChOUSt11 	After 
a gunaral discussion of the situation in charged decays, from 
which the values of this paraastzs we determined to be 
- 0.04 t 0.006 : 	(o) - -0.65 0.20 : 
A - 0.05 t 0.10 
there is a discussion of the situation in KZ decays which 
ulbe experimental situation is not clear at all for 
K 3 torm-factors. 
For the ustimate of 	in X 3P the most recent 
xpuria.nts, which give values of 	compatible with K 
results, should be confirmed by future experiments. 
For Polarisation analysis, we need experiments giving 
the variation of T with t biters concluding in a value of 
lower than that for K + 
(0) jK/K0 - 	Method Conditions, assumptions, coents Technique Reference 
-0.54 K° 
Branching 
0.023; 	x 	= 0.0 
-0.5 ratio 
+0.3 ± 0.4 K0 = 0.023; 	A 	= 0.0 HLBC  
+0.3 ± 0.5 K " ".' A 	0.0 }ILBC/HBC  
±0.4 ± 0.4 K  0.0 HLLC c) 
+0.75 ± 0.5 H = A 	0.0 SC  
I 
-0.72± 0.2 K = 0.029 measured at t = 4 m2 HLBC  
i -0.35 ± 0.22 K " = 0.045, A 	0.0 Sc  
3.9 ± 0.1 Dalitz plot assumed constant: 	of the two 
values a) 
1.5 ± 0.2 = -3.9 favoured 
-0.68 K° i t 0.09, 	A 0.0 Sr' h) 0.20 
± 0.65 K0  it A 	=0.078± 0.013; 	A ".' 0.07; d/dA 	' 	-50 SC i) 
± 0.5 K " IN+ = 0.050 ± 0.019; 	A 0.0 }ILBC 3) 
'-1.2 ± 0.5 K 0 rolarization = 0.0 SC k) 
- 1.6 ± 0.5 K ° H A4 = A_ = 0.0 SC 1) 
K 0 IAI 	< C.l, quoted for A~ =X = 0.0 SC 
•-1.0 ±0.3 K U measured at t = 4.9 m BLBC 3) Tr 
1




A 	0.0 SC h) 
-0 .22±0.25 A 	0.0 ; insensitive to A HLBC 
This 
ratio 4 ex 
I (D 
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Ili) For the Da]its plot, the experiments done so far 
have mainly shown the big difficulties of this analysis in 
comparison with the £ "prints, particularly because of 
the problems of detotion efficiency. 
iv) As to the branching ratio r I 3/ rK•3 
In spite of 
quite a large list of experiments (including the one described 
in this thesis] on& can wonder why the results decrease 
regularly with tin.: certainly *any experimental problems 
rin to be solved in this field. 
It is necessary to agree with these sonolusiona, though 
I feel compelled to take bin *ildly to task for his or—itnts 
on the state of the branching ratio: i would incline to the 
view that the early detexinstions were high because of the 
large number of assptions necessary in order for then to 
analyse their data. The heavy liquid bubble chamber technique 
allows the branching ratio to be determined reasonably reliably 
without the necessity of aaking gross assumptions about the 
nature of the interaction. 
6.3 	Decays and the Jon-].ptoz4o I - 112 Rule 
In Chapter 2, it was noted that the decay rates for kaons 
into three pions could be related through the use of the non 
leptonic 1 I a 1/2 Rule • Before the branching ratio 
(4 	+0)/4O - all charged; can be used in this context, 
the information must be rearranged to give the decay rats. 
The total 4 decay rate has been measured 6)  to be 
(19.35 1 0.16) x 106 seo 
	
and the branching rat106 
(4 -> 3°)/(4 all nodes has been a.aaured to be 0.214 ± 0.007. 
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Using this, the following decay rates are obtained. 
(2.42 ± 0.15) x 106sea;-I. •1 	- o) 
K (OOOO) (.114 ± 0.13) * 106 .eoi - flo 0 0) 
No L  
:he corresponding rates for charged kaona are6 
(051 1 0.02) x 106 sec7l , U.) 
(1.36 2: o.oIi) x 106  seo 	- r(+ 00) 
Using the normalised phase space factors given by (2.19)p the 
reduced rates become (in arbitrary but consistent units) 
y(0 0 o) s 2.87 2: 0.09 
- o) - 1.89 0.12 
• -I) - 4.51 0.02 
y(+oo) - 1.19±0.03 
Thc 2 Al - 1/2 Rule predictions are that the ratios 12) 
Ti 
- 	(000). T2 	L.00)' 	 +0 
ri3 - 
2y 	01 
are all equal to unity. The ezperiaentai values for these are 
TI - 1.01 ± 0.07 
T2 • 0.95 ± 0903 	 (6.10) 
T3 - 0.80 1 0.06 
It may be seen that while Ti and T2 are in good .8reeaent 
with the predictions, T3 seess to be at variance with the 
L I - 1/2 Rule. one possibility of preserving the agreesnat 
of Ti and T2 aM improving the agr.eae.at of T3 would be 
to assume that the It total decay rate were in error: to 
bring T3 to unity in this way would imply a 4 total decay 
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rate of 24.lê x 106  .eo, a difference of about 30 standard 
deviat ions from the measured value I 
The isotopic spin deaoosition of the K amplitudes has 
been considered in detail by Barton, Lacier and Rca en12).  ,c 
a state of three pious, there are seven possible isotopic spin 
ooabinaticns. If the total wave function is to be syaaeti'iO, 
as required by Bose statistics, and if the dependence of the 
wave function on the momenta of the pious is to be 
linear, then only four of these states remain 	two of them 
independent of the pion aesonta, and two linearly dependent 
upon thea. The amplitudes of these states are written 
a(10 ) : a0(1,) 
a(1 9 L) : a0 (1 9 L) 
: a0 (2,L) 
a(3,) : a0(3,$) 
where a(I,x) refers to a state of total isotopic spin I, with 
a kson of charge 	as which is independent of the momenta of the 
pious (x*b), or linearly dependent upon then (x.i). 
Using these, the matrix elements are written in terms of 
the final pion states 
+J  
U000) a _J.(1) +,J a(3,&) i..jj(a(1.L) 
M(.-.o) .',J a0 (l o b) + 4 ac, (3,t)+ i iso 0. OW 3-80 
14(000) a ja0 (1.i)) + Sao(30) (6.11) 
where 	.4s(P-P j )2 
	. 	.2 32 :j.3 	Is reserved w 0 lal 
for the "oddln pion. 
Copartng qustions (6.11) with (2.16) the A may be 
identified as the momentum independent part, and a- as the 
mvientua dependent part, of the amplitude. Sine, the effects 
of the momentum dependence of the amplitude, were absorbed 
into the phase ipso. factors (2.19), the" are net considered 
further. 
If the weak kiiltcnian describing the decay is decomposed 
Into parts of different isotopic spin change , that is, the 
H"Ilton, is written 
U - H1 .H3 +li5 .a7 
where Hn is associated with a change of isotopic spin of 
x/29 then any final isotopic spin state I is accessible 
by means of two parts of this Hamiltonian, associated with 
	
an isotopic spin change of I 	. The reduced aatriz 
elements are defined as 
<1,.jIIii.I1 ') 	n a 1.3 
a 	<I gL d11 11 :> 	 ii a 10 
v 31 -. 	<2, L U tin 11 > 	U= 395 
- 	<'3, 	lif t! ii> 	na 597 
(the reduced matrix elements refer to the total isotopic spin 
change 	the effects of the different charge states are 
included by coupling these to the final state through the 
appropriate Clebach-Gordan coefficients. This technique is 
equivalent to the "apurion" technique, where one considers 
the decay to be 	" + K - 	% where "&" is a "spuz'ion" 
contributing to the extra isotopic s)In). The %(I,) may 
then be written 
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a(i,$) 	- 'éx 	; a0(1,6) - 	i + 
- 	TI5 
JTl7 ; a0 (3,$) - n5  + n7 	(6.12) 






(1 9 -1--) + 2a(39)1 
13+1'1i 	TI7) 
+ 2 	TI5 - 2 &Fj  TI7 
%l+SJ
05 
). T TI -SJ Z it Z 
are assumed <( 1. 
A similar decomposition for T2 and T3 gives 












Thus, if Ti, T2 are both 	1, then and 	are both 
	
1 1 
nearly zero, and the difference of T3 from unity say be 
ascribed to ói - 	currents, i.e. 
T3 	(1_0.2)±0.06 	 3j~  
or 	t 0.07±0.02 
• 
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This is not unexpected: the L  i a 1j2 rule Is known to be 
fairly good (the extent of Its violation in K 	decays to  
a few percent) and any violations of it might be expected to 
pass mainly  through the lower orders of higher Isotopic spin 
change.. 
The conclusion of this section has been reached by many 
authors (see, for example, 3.11. Kellet, Dsi'esbur3r zitudy 
weekend on K-Deaay1 ) • The problem of the interpretation 
of this result lies essentially in the problem of the source 
of the A I a 3/2 current - is It in inherent part of the 
weak li.iitonisn, or does it arise through some final state 
Interaction of the pions, or through acme electromagnetic 
process? Until there is sOme recipe for sorting this out, 
It would be unwise to draw many conclusions from the apparent 
violation of the non-lep tonic 2 I a 1/2 Rule. 
There is one final caveat which must be mentioned. The 
analysis of Barton, £aoser and Rosen assumes that the dependenco 
of the matrix element on the plan momenta is at most linear, 
oao recent wiperimtnts lW report that (with high statistics) 
the seotrum appears to be nearly linear, implying that the 
second order term in the spectrum is nearly zero. This can 
only arise (if it is true) if there Is . second order term 
in the aatriz element to cancel with the squared linear term. 
The effects of the higher order 'terms are small, however, and 
concentrated at the edges of the physical region, where the 
detection efficiencies of many experiments are noticeably 
lower th.m at the centre. 
-l28- 
6.4 Concluding lumsrks The Future 
The branching ratios X a 
K 
a K 	all charged mod..) and R3 a 
have been measured using a heavy liquid bubble chamber to be 
R1 a 0.660 ± 0.030 
- 0.159 0.010 
R3 - 0.039±0.012 	for 	> 10MeV. 
he value of R2 is in good agreement with aan other measure-
mente, and the value of R agree. (within Its rather large 
error) with the magnitude calculated using the soft photon 
theorems. The value of R1 disagrees with several earlier 
determinations, but is in good agreement with the corresponding 
ratio for charged kaons. The values fbi' the form-factor ratio 
F.(0) derived from this is in good agreement with that cal-
culated using a very simple phenomenological model, but is 
still in disagreement with the values of (o) derived from 
other tapes of experimente however, there have been only three 
recent experiments using theàe other methods, and the experi-
mental problems are considerable. It would seem therefore 
that some new technique for studying the neutral kaon system 
38 nacossazy. 
most obvious criticism which n ow be levelled against 
all previous experiments on K decay is that the potential 
for conducting meaningful kinematic analysis  has been limited 
by the lack of knowledge of the kacn momentum. There sre two 
possible ways of solving this problem. The first way is to 
Wtagu the kaons, and to compute the momentum from the ftime of 
flightO over some path@ teera1 experiments in the United States 
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are ourrent3j runnind 5 , using this technique, and the claim 
is that momenta can be measured to about 30/•  The second  
tookmi que 6 is to produce a neutral beam with a narrow momentum 
bite for the K component, by using the associated production 
reaction 
I P 	' .k° IC° . 	 P'vlGeV/C 
and looking close to the forward direction. Using this teolmique, 
It i possible to produce kaon beams of momentum around 500 11eV/c, 
with a momentum spread of about 10 11eV/a • There is a proposal 
for just  such an experiment in the Argonne 12' hydrogen bubble 
chamber 15) 0 	and one for the CERM 2* hydrogen bubble chamber 16)0 
This latter should run during the summer of 19729 and is a 
sollaboration experiment involving physicists from rAlubmrght 
Glasgow, the Rutherford Laboratory, and P1.. and I3ologua. It 
Is the aim of the experiment to measure the form-tao tora 
(as a function of t) by each of the available methods, with 
high statistics " 200,000 ktnematically reconstructed decays). 
The further study of the radiative decay is difficult. 
In order to detect the photon a detector of short radiation 
length is required, wl4ch ivitab1.y means that the kinematic 
information is unreliable. The study of this decay is then 
better left to the counter groups. one other interesting 
possibility is to use a hybridw bubble chamber, such as the 
1.5* chamber currently under test at the Rutherford Laboratory, 
where there is a hydrogen wtsrget contained in a mylar bag, 
floating in a isa of kiydrogan-$eozi. The decay could take place 
In the hydrogen, which would allow good kinematic information 
about the charged tracks to be obtained, and the electrons 
could be identified in, and the photons detected in, the 
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surrounding mixture. There is z*t, at the moment, a proposal 
to perOz'm an such experiment in this chamber. 
Thus it would seem that the kaon still has mans secret., 
which, despite considerable ingenuity on the part of the 
experimenter,, are destined mo to remain for some little time 
to come. Until these secrets are revealed, one can only echo 
the words of Jirdwig ivittgsnsteiz? 
Ryfl man nicht spreohen kqp  darber an.. man sobveigen wa  
P. Romano at al., Pkiys. latter. j§Aq 525 (1971). 
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i. Were at al, PhJra. Rev., jJj, 1276 (1964). 
ii) IsA. Budagov at al., Nuovo Ciaento, 17Ap 162 (1968). 
P. ñelliere at al., Itys. latter. 1&# 2 (1969)9 
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A MEASUREMENT OF THE BRANCHING RATIO (KL07r1'v)/(K0_7rep) * 
G. R. Evans, M. Golden, J. Muir, and K. J. Peach 
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland 
and 
I. A. Budagov,t H. W. K. Hopkins, W. Krenz4 F. A. Nezrick, § and R. G. Worthington II 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
(Received 16 June 1969) 
We present the results of a study of KL ° decays observed in the CERN 1.1-rn 3 heavy-
liquid bubble chamber. About 75000 frames were scanned, and yielded some 7500 ex-
amples of isolated KL ° decays to charged particles. Eased on a sample of 4000 events 
in a restricted fiducial region, the following branching ratios were found: 
N(KLO,)/N(KL 0-.lr i e I p)0.648±0.030, 
	
N(FCL°- 	rlr°)/N(KL °— all charged) 	=0.157 10.010. 
The CERN 1.1-rn 3 heavy-liquid bubble chamber 	synchrotron. Approximately 2x10" protons/ 
was exposed to a neutral beam taken at 300  from pulse with a momentum of 19.2 (3eV/c impinged 
an internal beryllium target in the CERN proton 	on the target, giving rise to a flux at the bubble 
AO'7 
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chamber of 50 KL ° , 1.8 >c 103 y rays (with energy 
>1 GeV), and 9.0 x10 3 neutrons (with kinetic ener-
gy >0.3 GeV) per pulse. The distance from the 
target to the center of the bubble chamber was 
22.5 m, and the beam was collimated to a circu-
lar profile 2 cm in diameter at the chamber. In 
order to avoid all possible background and regen-
eration effects, the beam path was in vacuo (4 
x10 2 -mm pressure of air) both inside the cham-
ber and for 13 m before it. The beam had a mo-
mentum spectrum ranging from 0.3 to 3.0 GeV/c, 
peaking at about 1.0 GeV/c. 
Within the chamber, the vacuum pipe was of 
aluminum and had an internal diameter of 4 cm. 
The wall was 2.5 mm thick. A lead collar was 
fitted to the pipe just within the chamber, and 
greatly reduced the background of tracks from 
KL °  decays occuring before the chamber. Tracks 
that emerged from the pipe on the far side from 
the cameras were observed through a mirror 
placed some 35 cm behind the pipe. The chamber 
was filled with heavy Freon, C F3Br, in which the 
radiation length was 11 cm and the collision 
length was 58 cm. The magnetic field in the 
chamber was 27.0 kG. 
75000 frames were scanned for those on which 
there was a single decay of the type KL °—  charged 
particles in a region defined by the first track ex-
iting the pipe not less than 5 cm from the lead  
collar and the second not more than 70 cm from 
the collar. The scan rules also rejected those 
frames on which there was evidence for any de-
cays giving rise to tracks just outside this region. 
Events were accepted with one or two charged 
tracks, of either sign, together with up to three 
gamma rays that could be associated with a pos-
sible origin for the charged tracks. Two indepen-
dent scans were made and all frames found by 
either scan were checked and classified by physi-
cists. About 7500 events remained after physi-
cist classification. 
The criteria used in the identification of parti-
cles were that (i) an electron (positron) could be 
identified by shower effects, or by the curvature 
of the track; (ii) gamma rays could be recognized 
through electron pairs or Compton electrons; 
(iii) charged pions could be identified through the 
occurrence of an interaction, or of a single scat-
ter with a momentum transfer greater than 0.1 
GeV/c,' or of a 7T--e decay chain; and (iv) the 
remaining nonelectronic tracks could not be dis-
tinguished between ii or i, but the decay of such 
a track to an electron was recorded. 
After identification of the individual tracks, 
events were assigned to the categories shown in 
Table I. At this level, 6% of events were flagged 
as difficult to classify. These events were subse-
quently examined and classified by teams of two 
Table I. Event classification. 
Class Class characteristics 
No. in class 
One electron track, one non-electron track of opposite sign which may be iden- 
K0 
1897 
e3 tified as a pion. 	No y rays other than those consistent with bremsstrahlung. 
Two non-electron tracks, one of which may be identified as a pion. 	No y rays. 1309 
0(1T+,TT0) Two non-electron tracks and 1 or 2 y  rays associated with the likely decay point. 558 
10 4 IT -  Two identified pion tracks and no y rays. 8 
e+e_ Two identified electron tracks. 41 
Single tracks One track of any nature with or without associated y rays. 
167 
K 	+ Y As K ° , but with one associated y ray not consistent with bremastrahlung.
3 19 
e3 e3 
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or more physicists, using as a basis the individu-
al appearance of an event. 16 events remained 
which were ambiguous between K 3 and K g3 de-
cays, and these were assigned following a final 
inspection of the individual events together with a 
consideration of the overall properties of this 
group. An evaluation of the possible systematic 
bias in this procedure has been made, and is in-
cluded as part of the correction in item 2 of Ta-
ble II. 
The numbers in Table I represent those events 
placed in each category when the first track was 
required to emerge from the pipe within a fidu-
cial region 35 cm long, beginning 20 cm from the 
lead collar. This fiducial region was chosen to 
ensure reliable particle identification and high 
gamma-detection efficiency. The final results 
were shown to be insensitive to the precise choice 
of fiducial region. 
A number of systematic effects were consid-
ered, which can influence both the efficiency of 
detecting events and the efficiency for identifying 
those events found. These effects are summa-
rized in Table II. The scanning efficiencies and 
Table fl. Corrections and assignment of events to the 
K03, K 3 , and K(+-0) class. 
Original class It, K13  K(*0) 
Identified events 1897 1309 558 
Scanning and identific.- 
tine efficiency 
(95.8±2.1)! 100% (93.9±3.7)2 
y detection efficiency 
- 
and fl IT 	decay mode 
- (-0.7±0.1)2 (*1.3±0.3)2 
Single track • 1 or 2y (.0.6±0.2)2 - (.2.0±0.6)2 
S. Single tracks (*1.9±0.5)2 (+0.4±0.1)! - 
Electron, on pipe - - (.5.0±3.0)2 
floe and muon decay (-0.1±0.1)2 (*0.6±0.1)% (+0.5±0.2)2 
Randomly associated y'a - - (-0.5±0.5)2 
Dalite pairs - - 
Geometrical efficiency (*0.0±1.0)2 (+0.0±1.0)2 (-4.2±1.0)2 
Totals 2025±67 i 	1313±39 621±39 
a llormalized to 100% for K 3 decays. 
bGamma  rays from r,rir0 decays passing through 
the pipe wall can give rise to single electrons leaving 
the pipe, which would then lead to event rejection at the 
scanning stage; see Ref. 4. 
Cf.  5 
identification efficiencies have been obtained' by 
careful rescanning of film by different combina-
tions of scanners and physicists from the two es-
tablishments collaborating in this work. The cor-
rections due to stopping of pions and muons, and 
to electron-loss processes, are given in items 4-
7 of Table II. The effect of the fiducial volume 
geometry on preferential detection of the differ-
ent decay modes is given in item 10. These cor-
rections and the gamma-detection efficiency have 
been derived from a study of the data and a Monte 
Carlo simulation of the experiment. The flux of 
gammas randomly associated with events has 
been estimated from the number of events found 
of the type ir0y. The final totals after applica-
tion of the corrections are given in line 11. 
From these we may immediately derive the two 
branching ratios: 
= 
= 0.648 ± 0.030, 
R 2  = N(KL ° - ir7r 1T°)/N(KL ° -all charged) 
= 0.157 ± 0.010. 
Previous measurements of R 1 are given in Ta-
ble m, together with the best-fit value as given 
Table III. Comparison of various values of R 1 . 
R 1 (K 3/K0 ) 	AR I 	Method 	 Reference 
0.81 0.19 Hydrogen a 
bubble chamber 
0.73 0.15 Hydrogen b 
bubble chamber 
0.82 0.10 Spark chamber c 
0.70 0.20 Hydrogen d 
bubble chamber 
0.81 0.08 Hydrogen e 
bubble chamber 
0.71 0.05 Heavy liquid I 
bubble chamber 
0.745 0.035 Fit g 
0.638 0.036 Spark chamber - h - 
0.648 0.030 Heavy liquid This work 
bubble chamber 
aR K. Adair et al., Phys. Letters 12, 67 (1964). 
bD. Luers et al., Phys. Rev. 133, 1276 (1964). 
CX De Bouard et al., Nuovo Cimento 52A, 662 
(1967). 
J. B. Hawkins, Phys. Rev. 156, 1444 (1967). 
eH. W. K. Hopkins et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 
185 (1967). 
1 See Ref. 4. 
SSee Ref. 6. 
hp Basile et al., to be published. See also Ref. 12. 
A Ofl 
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in the particle data tables. 6 We note that while 
R 2 is is good agreement with previous measure-
ments,' R, is somewhat lower. We believe this 
may be because of the ability of the technique to 
detect decays from all parts of the Dalitz plot 
with close to 100% efficiency, and to the insensi- 
tivity to any assumptions about the form of the in-
teraction. The value of R 1 obtained in this work 
may be used to derive the parameter , the ra-
tio of the form factors at zero four-momentum 
transfer, in the expression' 
R,(K 3/K 63) = 0.6487 + 0.1269 Re( 0) 
+0.0193I 0 I 2 +1.329x,+, 
where a pure vector coupling and Ii-e universality 
are assumed. The energy dependence of the form 
factors has been parametrized in the normal man-
ner 9 : 
J(q2)J(0)[1 +x j q2/m 72 ]. 
Assuming also time-reversal invariance then 
Im( 0)O, and setting x...=0 we obtain k o =  -3.287 
±7.198(R,-0.4403-1.329A )1'2, whence, using R 1 
= 0.648±0.03,  and X. = 0.02 ± 0 . 015, 10 ,=-6.36 
± 0.30 or -0.22 ±0.30. Results from polarization 
studies" would predict R 1 = 0.53 ± 0.03 using the 
same phenomenology. The agreement between 
these two sets of results is at the 57b level; it is 
possible, as discussed, for example, by Cro-
nin, '2 that a strong contribution from the A_ term 
may still be required to reconcile the data. A 
comparison of these data with the K 31Ke3  branch-
ing ratio from K* experiments allows a test of 
the I AI I = I (leptonic) rule. The mean value ob-
tained from the measurements of Eichten et al. 
and Botterill et al., R I (K) = 0.636 ± 0.01, yields 
R,(+)/R (0) = 0.98 ± 0.05, in excellent agreement 
with the prediction of unity. 
We wish to thank the operating crews of the 
CERN proton synchrotron and the heavy-liquid 
bubble chamber for their assistance in obtaining 
the film for this experiment, and Dr. C. Ramm 
for his advice and support. We also wish to ac-
knowledge the invaluable work of our scanning 
teams without whose assistance this work would 
not have been possible. 
*A preliminary analysis of part of these data was sub-
mitted to the Fourteenth International Conference on 
High-Energy Physics, Vienna, Austria, September, 
1968 (unpublished), Paper No. 242. 
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many. 
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J. Sawicki and H. Yoshiki, Nuovo Cimento 42A, 410 
(1966). 
2The flux of gamma rays randomly associated with 
events was estimated from events of the type ir7T3y, and 
found to be (0.23 ±0.3)%. There should then be 4.5±5 
events of the type irey in the data, where y arises from 
a spurious association. The excess of 14.5 events of 
the type irey actually observed are tentatively assigned 
to the radiative decay mode KL°- 7rey, correspond-
ing to a branching ratio 7revy/lreii= (0.75 ±0.4)%. The 
error here is purely statistical and does not attempt to 
include systematic effects of the type likely to arise 
from incorrect gamma association, which may be con-
siderable. This effect is being studied further. 
3The absolute scanning efficiencies for the various 
modes were also obtained using a partial third and 
fourth scan, and deriving a "visibility function" for 
each mode (S. E. Derenzo and R. H. Hildebrand, to 
be published). These efficiencies were in agreement 
with those obtained in the manner outlined in the text, 
in which effects not only of scanning efficiency but also 
of physicist identification efficiency were included. 
41. A. Budagov et al., Nuovo Cimento 57A, 182 (1968). 
5N. P Samios, Phys. Rev. 121, 275 (1961). 
6N. Barash-Schmidt et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 41, 109 
(1969). 
1P. AstburyetaL, Phys. Letters 18, 175 (1968); 
P. Guidoni etal., Argonne National Laboratory Report 
No. ANL 7130, 1965 (unpublished); C. J. B. Hawkins, 
Phys. Letters 21, 238(1966); H. W. K. Hopkins et al., 
Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 185 (1967). 
3A. Fujil and M. Kawaguchi, Phys. Rev. 113, 1156 
(19591; see also N. Cabibbo, in Proceedings of the 
rhirteenth International Conference on High Energy 
Physics, Berkeley, California, 1966, (University of 
California Press, Berkeley, Calif., 1967). 
9See for example, J. D. Jackson, Brandeis Summer 
Institute 1962 Lectures in Theoretical Physics, edited 
by K. W. Ford (W. A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, 
1963), Vol. 1., Elementary Particle Physics and Field 
Theory. 
10S. H. Aronson and K. Wendell Chen, Phys. Rev. 175, 
1708 (1968). A complete list of references to previous 
measurements is given in this paper. 
11R. J. Abrams et al Phys. Rev. 176, 1603 (1968); 
L. B. Auerbach et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 980 
(1966); J. A. Helland et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 
257 (1968). 
12J. W. Cronin in Proceedings of the Fourteenth Inter-
national Conference on High-Energy Physics, Vienna, 
Austria, 1968 (CERN Scientific Information Service, 
Geneva, Switzerland, 1968), p.  281. 
T. Elchten et al., Phys. Letters 27B, 596 (1968); 
D. R. Botterill et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 766 
(1968). 
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The first observation of the radiative electronic decay of the K, (K-7revy) is reported, and the re-
sults are compared with theoretical models for the decay. 
In this note we discuss the observation in a 
heavy-liquid bubble chamber of the decay mode 
K- 	ey(v), [K e 3 y], in which the electron is 
identified and the gamma ray converts in the 
liquid. The existence of such events has been 
mentioned in a previous publication [1]; here we 
describe in greater detail the procedures used 
for identification of the events and estimation of 
background, and derive a branching ratio for the 
process (relative to the Ke3  mode) using as a 
basis the calculations of Fearing et al. [2]. 
Experimental procedures. An exposure of the 
CERN 1.1 m 3 heavy-liquid bubble chamber was 
carried out in 1966 to study primarily the CP 
violating decay KO - 271 0. For this purpose, the 
KO beam was transported through the chamber 
in a vacuum pipe (4 cm internal diameter and 
0.25 cm wall thickness), and the chamber liquid 
(CF3Br) was chosen for high conversion effi- 
ciency for gamma rays. The interested reader 
is referred to several earlier publications 
[1,3-5] for further details of a study of the 
branching ratio (KO - r1iv)/(K - rev), several 
events were observed in which an electron or 
positron (identified by curvature or brems- 
t Work partially supported by Science Research 
Council of Great Britain. 
* Visitor from Laboratory for Nuclear Problems, 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, 
USSR. 
** Visitor from University of Aachen, Aachen, Ger-
many. 
*** Now at National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, 
Ill., USA. 
Visitor from University College, London, UK.  
strahiung), and a 'heavy' track (presumed to be 
a pion), appeared to have a common origin, and 
were accompanied by a conversion pair which 
'pointed' to this common origin from a direction 
which was not consistent with the hypothesis that 
the pair was bremsstrahlung from the electron 
either in the liquid or in the vacuum pipe wall. In 
all, 27 such events were found in a sample of 
about 3200 ordinary Ke3 decays ,J. However, as 
emphasized in ref. [11, strong systematic effects 
are involved in the identification of such events, 
and these must be estimated before a branching 
ratio can be derived from the raw numbers. 
These systematic effects arose from the use in 
the scanning of two quite severe (.td in the Lo-
rentz invariant sense, ill-defined) cuts. 
Gammas with energy less than about 20 
MeV give rise to small electron pairs or Comp-
ton electrons, which are not detected with high 
efficiency, and whose direction is not easily de-
termined. Consequently no conversion pair or 
Compton electron was recorded in the scanning 
if the total visible energy, as measured by the 
size of the electrons on the scan table, was less 
than the above value. 
A conversion pair within a space angle of 
about 250 to the line of flight of the electron in 
the liquid, and consistent with bremsstrahlung, 
was assumed to arise from radiation from that 
electron. Although the external bremsstrahlung 
is much more strongly collimated than 250 about 
the electron direction, the development of corn- 
The data reported in ref. 11] referred to a more se-
verely restricted fiducial region. 
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plicated shower phenomena around an electron 
track in the heavy liquid necessitated this gener-
ous assignment of conversion pairs to the exter-
nal process. 
Evaluation of background. We have considered 
a number of effects which could have given rise 
to spurious events with the signature of rev. 
These can conveniently be divided into three 
classes: 
Effects due to KO L decays in the vacuum 
tube before entering the chamber volume. 
A gamma ray making only a small angle with 
the K beam direction can, due to the relatively 
large multiple scattering errors in CF313r, be 
associated with almost any decay arising up-
stream of it, or can have arisen from an unseen 
decay in the pipe before the chamber. 
Such events form the main background (see 
3)), and were removed experimentally by cutting 
from the data any event in which the direction of 
the gamma ray was such that it could have had an 
origin in the pipe before the chamber. This was 
achieved by removing any event in which the 
measured K-y angle was less than 50•  From the 
Monte Carlo simulation, it was found that the 
number of Ke3 , events lost by this cut was en-
tirely negligibl'e. Of the 27 original candidates, 
10 were removed for this reason. 
Random effects not specifically associated 
with the KOL beam. 
The magnitude of this background was esti-
mated by scanning a portion of the film for 
frames on which there was no event in the scan-
ning region, but in which a single conversion 
pair pointed to the pipe in such a way that had 
there been a Ke3  decay, the event would have 
been accepted as a candidate for the radiative 
mode. In 1200 frames, 400 contained no evidence 
for K decay, apart from 9 which had a single 
conversion pair pointing to some part of the pipe. 
However, 8 of these 9 gamma rays were consis-
tent in direction with an origin in the pipe out-
side the chamber, and so would have been re-
moved by the cut described in 1) above. Thus 
about 1 frame in 400 of those which contain a 
Ke3 decay will also have a random gamma ray. 
Since from geometrical considerations the pro-
bability of a random gamma ray appearing as-
sociated with a given decay vertex is about 0.2, 
the number of background events from this 
source can be estimated as 2. 
Effects due to K9 decay within the chamber 
volume. 
Contributions to background from this source 
can come from: a) true Ke3  decays with another 
K decay in the same region of the chamber  
giving rise to a single conversion pair only; or 
b) extremely degenerate examples of the decay 
type K9 	7r 1r 7T O(K3 7d. Extensive studies of the 
data [6] have shown that the conversion probabil-
ity per gamma is about 0.9, that the probability 
per pion of absorption in the pipe wall in such a 
way as to give no visible charged secondaries is 
about 0.003, and that the probability of conver-
sion of a gamma ray in the pipe wall giving rise 
to a single branch of a pair, or a Compton elec-
tron, is about 0.04. The probability of occur-
rence of a K3r,  decay in which one gamma out of 
two converts in the chamber liquid - the other 
appearing as a single electronic track emerging 
from the pipe wall - and in which onepion is 
totally absorbed, is then about 2>l0. A simi-
lar probability is obtained for the case in which 
the positive pion stops and decays in the pipe 
wall, with only one of the two gammas converting 
in the liquid. In this sample, which contains 
about 900 K3 r  decays, the background contribu-
tion from these extremely degenerate decays 
would thus be less than i 2 event. For the case (a) 
where there is a true Ke3  decay coincident with 
the remains of another WO decay, the second 
decay can be: i) 31T° decay in which one gamma 
out of six converts; ii) 7T777r° decay in which 
one gamma out of two converts and both pions 
are lost by processes similar to those described 
above; iii) another Ke3  decay in which the pion 
is lost and the electron totally radiates in the 
pipe wall. With the flux of K9 giving rise to about 
1.5 decays in the fiducial volume per photograph, 
the probability of such coincidences can be cal-
culated and is such as to give less than 1 2 event 
from all these sources. 
In summary, the evaluation of background ef-
fects indicates a subtraction of 3 ± 2 events from 
the remaining sample. 
Scanning efficiency and laboratory system cuts. 
The scanning efficiency for the non-radiative de-
cays was determined to be 0.96± 0.02. The effi-
ciency for the decays rey was obtained from a 
comparison of three Independent scans of part of 
the film, and found to be 0.6± 0.2. This low effi-
ciency was clearly a reflection of the difficulty 
in distinguishing between conversion pairs from 
bremsstrahlung, from "true radiative" decays, 
and from unassociated phenomena. 
The values of the cuts imposed in the scanning 
on the laboratory system gamma-ray energy and 
on the electron-gamma angle were checked by 
plotting these quantities for the accepted set of 
17 events. From fig. 1 it may be seen that there 
is indeed an effective cut in gamma energy at 
25 MeV, and we have used this value in evaluating 
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Fig. 1. a) Distribution in gamma energy for 17 accepted events. b) Distribution in electron-gamma angle for 17 
accepted events. The points represent the distribution calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation, normalized to the 
region Ey> 25 MeV, and 9ey > 300, 
the branching ratio. However, the appropriate 
value to use for the minimum electron-gamma 
angle is less obvious, since, depending on the 
configuration of the event, the angle the gamma 
ray makes with the initial electron direction may 
be 00,  but due to the turning of the electron in 
the magnetic field before it emerges from the 
pipe it would not be possible for the gamma ray 
to be identified as bremsstrahlung from the elec-
tron in the liquid. To obtain a well-defined cut, 
we have removed those four events from the data 
for which the angle between the direction of the 
electron at the decay vertex and the gamma line 
of flight was less than 30 0 (see fig. lb). 
Finally, we have restricted the fiducial region 
such that the vertex of each event lay within the 
region -40 cm to +20 cm (relative to a zero in 
the centre of the chamber), leaving a total of 10 
events consistent with K9 	rey(i) in a sample 
of 2900 Ke3 decays. 
Comparison with theory and results. Fearing 
et al. [2] use the soft photon approach to derive 
a matrix element for the process 0 irl - iiy. 
Doncel [7]t has rearranged this result, dropping 
terms containing derivatives of the form factors, 
into a form more suitable for our purposes, i.e. 
a five-dimensional space density in the variables 
(p+p,,)2  (PKPy)2  ' (PKPe)2 , and the two 
1 We are indebted to Professor Doncel for rearranging 
the matrix element for us into a form suitable for 
our Monte Carlo calculation, for supplying us with 
the presentation of fig. 2, and for many illuminating 
discussions. 
angles of the pion in the (pion-neutrino) rest sys-
tem. We have used this expression in a Monte 
Carlo calculation, folding in the usual factors 
such as beam momentum spectrum, chamber 
geometry, etc., to obtain the detection efficiency 
for our cuts over this space. Fig. 2 shows the 
phase space in the first three of the above vari-
ables, with the shaded areas indicating the effect 
of the gamma-energy cut and the electron-gamma 
angle cut if they were applied in the K° rest sys-
tem. 
In that the theory contains two sources of di-
vergence, one the infrared catastrophe on the 
line E= 0 in fig. 2, and the other the infinity 
just outside the physical region near the surface 
cos a 	 =1 ,  the Monte Carlo calculation was 
constraine not to generate events with E less 
than 5 MeV, or U 	less than 10 0 . The region 
E, < 5 MeV was investigated, but no events were 
found to satisfy all cuts for detection in the labo-
ratory. Similarly no events in the region U 
< 100 were found to survive the cuts. 
The 10 observed events, after correction for 
scanning efficiency, correspond to a branching 
ratio: 
R (Ke3 ,y  /Ke3) (EL > 25 MeV; O> 30) = 
12±7 - 
2900 0.4±0.2% 
The results of the Monte Carlo studies indicate 
that this is equivalent to the branching ratio: 
R (Ke3,y /Ke3) (4> 15 MeV; Oey > 80 0 ) 
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Fig. 2. Phase-space boundaries for the radiative Ke3 
decay. The two axes in the plane of the paper are pro-
portional to Ty and Te , whilst the axis "normal" to the 
paper is proportional to the invariant mass squared of 
the pion-neutrino system. 
which, correcting for all angles from the Monte 
Carlo calculation, yields: 
R(Ke3,y /Ke3) (E> 15 MeV; no 0e'V  cut) = 
= 3.3 ± 2% 
We may compare these conclusions with those 
presented in refs. 8 and 2: 
R(K e3,y /Ke3) (E* > 15 MeV; 6,> 800) = 0.67% [I 
R(Ke3, 7 /Ke3) (4> 15MeV, no 	cut) = 4%{2 ey 
It is perhaps pertinent to note that this result is 
not sensitive to the value of X . , which is current-
ly not well known. From ref. j2j, 
R (Ke3, y /Ke3) (0.6 - 2X,)X +  
and taking a medium value of X 4. as 0.04 with an 
uncertainty spanning the present experimen-
tal range, X + =0.04, there isachange in AR of 
less than 0.03. 
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Within the context of the uaual weak interaction theory, three 
body and leptonie decays of the kaon are completely specified by three 
phenomenological parameters conveniently and conventionally chosen 
to be 5 , X. and ?. Theee parameters may be measured in a number of 
independent ways, and it has so far been difficult to discover a 
consistent set of values for these perimeters. However, the experimenti 
are complicated, so that it may be that the difficulties are a reflec-
tion of this experimental complexity, rather than a fundamental break-
down of the weak interaction theory. 
One of the ways in which theee parameters may be measured is from 
the branching ratio K 3/K 3, and the heavy liquid bubble chamber 
technique allows this ratio to be determined in a relatively straight-
forward way. The experiment is described, and the corrections evaluated 
and checked, in so far as it was possible, against the data. In order 
to enable some corrections to be calculated, a Monte Carlo simulation 
of the experiment was written, and was extensively checked against the 
data. Thebranehing ratio K 3/K 3 was found to be 0.660 ± 0.030, 
significantly lower than had been hitherto found. 
As a natural by-product of the experiment, and as a subsidiary 
check upon the method, the branching ratio (K —> ic,t it/ (K — all 
charged modes) was found to be 0.159 0,010; this branching ratio 
may be found reliably by several other techniques, and the value found 
from this experiment is in good agreement with that found previously. 
During the course of the an alysis of the experiment, a small 
number of events of a type consistent with the hitherto undetected 
± ;(-) 
radiative decay 	t e u y wore observed. These wore further 
investigated/ 	 Use other side if necessary. 
investigated, and the decay established. The dynamical 
properties of the decay are discussed, Beoailis the decay 
distributions are extreme, the amount of useful information 
that can be obtained from the experiment is limited. The 
comparisons that are possible are in good agreement with the 
predictions. 
The branching ratio 	in used to derive the p3 03 
relationship between f and X,. The discrepancies are reduced, 
but there is still some uncertainty, duo both to the lack of 
sufficiently reliable information on A, and to the rarity 
of reliable recant experiments on the alternative ways of 
measuring these parameters. 
The decayK0 	is discussed within the context 
of the non-leptonic A I * Rule. 
